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The Speech for the Prosecution 

 

VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Ireland, Defender of the Faith, to All and Singular to whom these presents shall come, Greeting: 

 

Whereas by the First Article of a Treaty, concluded and signed at Washington on the eighth 

day of May, one thousand eight hundred and seventy one, between Us and Our Good Friends the 

United States of America, it was stipulated and agreed that, in order to remove and adjust all 

complaints and claims on the part of the United States, growing out of the acts committed by the 

several vessels which have given rise to the claims generically known as the “Alabama” Claims, and 

to provide for the speedy settlement of such Claims, which are not admitted by our Government, all the 

said Claims, should be referred to a Tribunal of Arbitration…. 

 

History is a funny sort of thing: full of names and events whose memories fade, 

and yet those names and events are hardly round the corner from us today. This 

instrument, signed by Queen Victoria on the 4th November 1871, appointed Lord 

Tenterden to act on the Crown’s behalf in a claim brought by the United States, who 

were claiming incredible damages in compensation for Great Britain’s support for the 

Confederacy, alleging that she had been in flagrant breach of her obligations of 

neutrality under international law. 

 

The arbitrators had the job to determine whether Britain broke the rules of 

international law. But the story is much more complex than that, for it inevitably raises 

an indictment that contains wider charges than mere breaches of the international laws 

of neutrality: 

 

That the people of Great Britain committed strong support for the people 

building  the Confederate nation, for various reasons, not the least being profit, but 

also from a genuine affinity with the Southern cause, and they were damned if they 

were going to stay neutral. 

 

That the British Government was ensnared by conflict: underlying sympathy for 
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the Southern cause got harnessed to the people’s more active support, but this clashed 

with the demands of neutrality, and a dithering navigation through these dangerous 

waters damaged everybody in the end. 

 

Finally, the evidence will show that official Recognition of the Confederate 

States by Great Britain was crucial to the success of the South’s struggle, and thus 

Britain had it in her power to secure the independence of the Confederacy. Had 

Britain done so, the downstream consequences would have been enormous, however, 

for we would have been denied, today, the world’s peacemaker, the world’s banker 

and provider, the defender of democracy, and our dearest friend: the United States of 

America. But would this outweigh the debt which we owed to support the 

Constitution and the democratic rights of the Confederacy? 

 

It is an indictment best put before a jury to determine. Welcome to the Jury.  

 

Perhaps the most important thing of all to remember, is that these events are 

today remembered as history, and yet their origins and effects are as strong today as 

ever. The personal memory of those days died with the passing of the last eye-witness, 

and as such personal contact has been lost as surely as if the events had taken place in 

the dark ages. But, for those of us galloping through middle age, our great 

grandparents were yet children at the time of the American Civil War. ‘All our 

yesterdays’ were their ‘todays’, and so, perhaps, it is not surprising that you need 

hardly even scratch the surface of the evidence, to understand the passions and the 

values that motivated the protagonists, and you will find that we will each take up 

sides with what we hear and read.  

 

There is a vital purpose to understanding this, because we must appreciate not 

only the events, but also the beliefs and the actions which shaped those events, that 

tell us where we stand today. Like a jury we must consider the evidence: the eye-

witness evidence of the people who were actually there, making the decisions, forming 

the opinions and the policies. We can hear from expert witnesses, too, who can help 

us to clarify important aspects of the picture that will enable us to draw our 
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conclusions, free of pre-conceived notions and prejudices that may have crept into 

our minds up until now. Only then can the jury reach a fair verdict on the charges in 

the indictment. Did Great Britain do right, or do wrong?  
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The Origins of the War 
 

In order to make sense of the picture, we need to look first at the origins of the 

war.  Perhaps the best way to introduce the Origins, is through the Effects. So let’s see 

what effect the war still has today; you may be surprised, for it is a dramatic picture. 

On the 18th April, 2001, the ‘Washington Post’ carried a story: 

 

Like a lot of Mississippians who have studied the state's tortured past, Marty Wiseman 

understands the resolute pride of people who feel beleaguered by history. And so, as ballots were tallied 

in a referendum Tuesday, showing Mississippi voters overwhelmingly in favor of retaining the 

Confederate battle cross as a prominent feature of the state flag, Wiseman was not surprised. 

 

"I don't know if the Civil War will ever be over for us," Wiseman, a Mississippi State 

University political scientist, said today. "I mean, we're talking about a war that lasted for four years 

-- in the century before last -- and here in Mississippi, in a sense, we're still fighting it." 

 

Less than a year after the South Carolina and Georgia legislatures decided to end their states' 

prominent displays of the contentious Confederate emblem, and nearly a decade after Alabama's 

governor and a judge took similar action in that state, Mississippi has stood fast: By an almost 2-to-1 

margin, voters rejected a proposed redesign of the flag, leaving their state as the only one still 

conspicuously flying the rebel cross. 

 

"Like the siege of Vicksburg," Wiseman joked, referring to the battles in 1862 and 1863 in 

which Confederate troops in Mississippi held out against Union assaults for months. There is a deep 

sense here that attacks on the Confederate battle flag in the South in recent years are the work of 

"politically correct" outsiders, Wiseman said, and "a great many people in this state just won't 

tolerate it." 

 

Today, members of the Mississippi Sons of Confederate Veterans, and others involved in the 

campaign to keep the rebel emblem on the state flag, relished their landslide win, calling it a cultural 

victory. 
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"I think this whole process has unfortunately been an attack on our heritage and our history 

here in the South," said Earl Faggert, a former state president of the Confederate group and a leader 

of the campaign to keep the current state flag. "Now, the people of Mississippi have spoken out 

[against] those who label us and malign us and abuse us because we want to protect our Confederate 

emblems." 

 

Faggert said the Civil War symbol is not foremost a reminder of racial oppression, but of 

"courage, devotion to duty, devotion to family, honor, valor, and a lot of other qualities that we should 

aspire to in life." 

 

So the effects of the war still arouse extreme passions. What, then, were the 

origins, that still live in the hearts of men? 

 

One of the most vital factors in any civilisation's development is the agricultural 

yield; where yields are high, surpluses are produced, which release a proportion of the 

population from food production to pursue other occupations, to develop industry, 

commerce and transport, art and culture - and, of course, a system of law and 

government.  After the fall of the Roman Empire, it took a thousand years for the 

people of Europe to make a successful economy of agriculture, while Russia was still 

averaging yields that just made agriculture worthwhile to sustain life.  Indeed, by the 

middle of the nineteenth century Russian yields remained much the same as they had 

been in the fifteenth. But, by this time, the American people, mere babes in arms 

when placed in the timeline with Russian history, had forged an agricultural economy 

that was the equal of anything to be seen in western Europe. Living mainly on farms 

or in very small towns, the American people were placed just a generation, at most 

two, from the men and women who had won their country’s independence, and yet 

their land of opportunity was already showing them a promise which was limited only 

by their own horizons. It was a golden age, indeed; as the noted Civil War historian 

Bruce Catton put it: 

 

The average American then was in fact what he has been since only in legend - for the last time 

in American history - the products of the nation’s farms were worth more than the output of its 
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factories. 

 

The Industrial Revolution changed the face of all this, though. With whirlwind 

energy, it cast its stamp on the fortune of the United States - but at a cost which could 

hardly be counted, for it bred two very different societies in the United States, which 

would adjust themselves to the industrial age in very different ways.  

 

The remarkable fiction which predominates still, is that the Civil War was a war 

fought to abolish slavery; it was not. But slavery was a fundamental argument which 

proved crucial, because it was an issue which divided the political consciousness of the 

industrial North from the non-industrialised South which saw it, therefore, as 

symbolic of Northern political dominance. Although, therefore, the war was not 

fought in order to abolish slavery, it was the catalyst in an explosive political mixture 

which threatened the thing that made America great, that which was held most dear to 

Abraham Lincoln: the Union.  

 

Slavery had existed across the whole of America; in most Northern states it had 

only died out because it did not pay, in some Northern states it had not died out at all, 

and by the turn of the century most Americans, North and South alike, considered 

that it would disappear everywhere, eventually. The flashpoint came in the 

constitutional uproar that was precipitated by the case of a slave, Dred Scott, who, 

despite his elderly age, was persuaded in 1846 to sue for freedom on the grounds of 

his prolonged residence in a free state and a free territory. The case was tried, re-tried 

and appealed, up to the United States Supreme Court, and held over to the winter 

1856-1857 session. In his long, well-argued polemic Battle Cry of Freedom, James M 

McPherson observed that the Chief Justice, Roger B Taney, was a Southerner, who 

had no great love for the institution of slavery for its own sake, having freed his own 

slaves, but he did have a passionate commitment to “southern life and values, which 

seemed organically linked to the peculiar institution and unpreservable without it.” 

Whether or not the case was afforded the natural justice of an unbiased tribunal, the 

Court held, that Scott’s ‘sojourn’ for two years in Illinois and for a similar period at 

Fort Snelling, even if the latter was free territory, did not make him free once he 
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returned to Missouri. But, as McPherson, puts it, Instead of removing the issue of slavery in 

the territories from politics, the Court’s ruling became itself a political issue. In the following year, 

1858, Abraham Lincoln made a speech following his nomination as Senator in which 

he drew upon a very famous metaphor: 

 

A house divided against itself cannot stand. I believe this government cannot endure, 

permanently half slave and half free.   

 

That’s the rub. The fact is, that slavery was not, itself, the cause of the war, but 

it was the thing which most clearly exposed the irreconcilable differences which 

divided the cultures of North and South. It was this which made it abhorrent to 

Lincoln, because it was Division which was the natural enemy of the Union, that bond 

which united the states of the greatest country in the world. The core of the very 

Constitution of the United States commits the People to form a more perfect Union, 

establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the Welfare, 

and secure the Blessings of Liberty ourselves and our Prosperity.  

 

Abraham Lincoln was born on the 12th February 1809, near Hodgenville, 

Kentucky, the middle child of Thomas and Nancy Hanks Lincoln. He was a tall, lanky 

man: 6 feet 4 inches, with grey eyes, unruly black hair, and big feet: he took a size 14 

shoe! He had about a year’s formal education, which made his political statesmanship 

all the more remarkable. He had a number of jobs, as farmhand, clerk, flatboatman 

(from this experience his ingenious brain was to spawn a device to lift boats over 

shoals, which was patented in 1849), store owner, surveyor and postmaster, before 

making his career in the law. His first partnership was with John T. Stuart, in 1837, 

before moving to join Stephen T. Logan in 1841. In 1844 the Lincolns bought their 

home, in Springfield, Illinois, and in the same year Lincoln left Logan and went into 

partnership with William B. Herndon, with whom he would stay in partnership for the 

rest of his life.  

 

He joined the Whig Party in 1832 and was elected to Illinois General Assembly 

in 1834, 1836, 1838, 1840. In 1842 he married Mary Todd Lincoln, and in the 
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following year, their eldest child, Robert Todd Lincoln, was born. Abe Lincoln was 

elected to the United States House of Representatives in 1846, the same year in which 

their second son, Edward Baker Lincoln was born. Edward died four years later, the 

same year in which William was born, and in 1853 Thomas (Tad) was born. Sadly, 

William was to die in his twelfth year, Tad in his eighteenth.  

 

In 1856, the year in which Dred Scott’s case was referred to the United States 

Supreme Court, Lincoln left the Whig party and joined the Republicans, and within 

two years he was campaigning for the Senate. It was at this time, that he would battle 

with fellow-candidate Stephen Douglas. The two Illinoisans settled into a furious 

round of debates, in which slavery became the fulcrum of their wrath - the key 

position in winning the moral high ground, which is always crucial to political victory. 

As a result, McPherson observes, the stakes [in the debates] were higher than a senatorial 

election, higher even than the looming presidential crisis of 1860, for the theme of the debates was 

nothing less than the future of slavery and the Union. 

 

Lincoln was only too keenly aware of the trap: the Holy Grail had to be the 

Preservation of the Union, but the respective outlooks of North and South were 

becoming polarised through the slavery arguments propounded by Douglas. His 

exasperation with this problem is revealed in his private letters: 

 

Negro equality? Fudge!! How long shall there continue knaves to vend, and fools to gulp, so 

low a piece of demagogueism?  

 

More openly, he made his position as clear as possible during this remarkable 

debating season: 

 

Anything that argues me into his idea of a perfect social and political equality is but a specious 

and fantastic arrangement of words, by which a man can prove a horse chestnut to be a chestnut horse. 

…. Let us discard all this quibbling about this man and that man - this race and that race and the 

other race being inferior… unite as one people throughout this land, until we shall once more stand up 

declaring that all men are created equal.   
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Abraham Lincoln repeatedly asserted that he had neither the wish nor the right 

to abolish slavery, and his Emancipation Proclamation was only announced in 1862 as 

a clever political move, which had become necessary for very good reasons. Britain 

was manoeuvring to acknowledge the Confederacy as a sovereign state, which could 

cost the North the war, but Britain could not take sides against the moral high-grand 

of abolition, and the proclamation did its job effectively, as we shall see. Its effect at 

home was more uncertain at first, for when the proclamation was issued, the average 

Federal soldier was unenthusiastic, really caring little or nothing about the slaves; 

indeed a few regiments, from border states or other places which had close ties of 

sentiment and understanding with the South, came close to mutiny. They were risking 

their lives for the Union, nothing else, and nothing less. But, it would become clear 

that, while the North had the power of industry to supply its armies, the South had no 

economic power-house except slavery; and the more slaves that were denied to the 

South, the more precarious its economy became, which would grind its war effort into 

the dust. It was, indeed, a very clever move by Lincoln.       

 

The average Northerner embraced the war for political reasons: he (or she) was 

not so much an Abolitionist, but was determined to preserve the Union of the greatest 

country in the world and do honour to the Constitution. The Southerner was not 

fighting for a political ideal, though: he was fighting to defend his own culture, his way 

of life, his own home, which he saw as vanishing because of Northern politics, whose 

power-house was Northern industry. It was a Union which had no benefits for the 

South, his home. 

 

Paradoxically, the Industrial Revolution first favoured the South, when in 1793 

Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin (‘gin’ being a word derived from ‘engine’), making 

it possible for textile mills to process the short-staple cotton that the Southern states 

could grow so abundantly. By 1860 cotton exports accounted for 57 per cent of the 

value of all American exports but, to do so, they had to employ nearly four million 

slaves, without whom the profit would not have been worthwhile. 
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The decades which it took to get to this stage, however, saw the development of 

irreconcilable differences within the Union; differences actually fuelled by the 

generation of wealth in the South and the taxation of that wealth for the benefit of  

those in the North, each side’s arguments raging like the perfect storm around the 

same passage in the Declaration of Independence: 

 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 

Happiness. 

  

The direct consequence has become known as the Nullification Crisis. The State 

of South Carolina found the Federal tariff of 1828 offensive and unconstitutional, 

because it favoured manufacturing, whose centres were almost entirely in the North,  

over commerce and agriculture, the economic power-house of the South. Andrew 

Jackson’s running mate, John Calhoun, argued powerfully that the tariff powers could 

only be used to generate revenue, not to provide protection from the foreign 

competition for American industries which Washington was arguing. Calhoun 

believed that the people of a state or several states, acting in a democratically elected 

convention, had the retained power to veto any act of the federal government which 

violated the Constitution. This veto, the core of the doctrine of nullification, was 

explained by Calhoun: 

 

“ If it be conceded, as it must be by every one who is the least conversant with 

our institutions, that the sovereign powers delegated are divided between the General 

and State Governments, and that the latter hold their portion by the same tenure as 

the former, it would seem impossible to deny to the States the right of deciding on the 

infractions of their powers, and the proper remedy to be applied for their correction. 

The right of judging, in such cases, is an essential attribute of sovereignty, of which 

the States cannot be divested without losing their sovereignty itself, and being reduced 

to a subordinate corporate condition. In fact, to divide power, and to give to one of 

the parties the exclusive right of judging of the portion allotted to each, is, in reality, 

not to divide it at all; and to reserve such exclusive right to the General Government 
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(it matters not by what department to be exercised), is to convert it, in fact, into a 

great consolidated government, with unlimited powers, and to divest the States, in 

reality, of all their rights, It is impossible to understand the force of terms, and to deny 

so plain a conclusion. ” 

 

South Carolina largely provided the rallying cry, which was answered by the 

South and, indeed, by parts of New England in the North as well. The commercial 

factors, so hotly debated, thus exposed the much deeper issue, that the central 

government had given itself the authority to override the prerogative rights of States 

and, instead, would legislate directly against individuals, a power which the 

Constitution emphatically did not assign to it and in theory and practice denied them 

the rights in the Declaration of Independence.  

 

Then, in 1832, Jackson signed into law the Tariff of 1832. This compromise 

tariff received the support of most northerners and half of the southerners in 

Congress but the compromise was unacceptable to South Carolina and in November 

1832 a state convention declared that the tariffs of both 1828 and 1832 were 

unconstitutional and unenforceable in South Carolina after February 1, 1833. Military 

preparations to resist anticipated federal enforcement were initiated by the state.  In 

late February, a new tariff with fresh compromises were negotiated, offering a carrot 

to South Carolina; while, ominously, the Force Bill was passed by Congress as well, 

the stick which authorised the President to use military forces against South Carolina. 

The South Carolina convention reconvened and repealed its Nullification Ordinance 

on the 11th March 1833. The crisis was over. For now. 

  

The early 1850’s had proved to be the zenith of a grand period of growth and 

prosperity in the United States, in which the people took advantage of the disruption 

of Russian grain exports to Europe with the outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854, 

when speculation in the grain-lands of the American West exploded, with banks and 

railroads prospering dramatically, and the industry of the North, from textile mills to 

foundries, grew dramatically to meet the new demand. Much of the capital invested 

had come from Britain, though, and when the British economy faltered and forced a 
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doubling and even tripling of interest rates, the American investments were no longer 

so handsome to them and so many were sold and the money reinvested at home. An 

atmosphere of apprehension was the result in the States, but it was news of an 

embezzler in an investment house office in New York which sparked the panic of 

1857 and, almost in the bat of an eye-lid, factories closed, businesses were bankrupted, 

and grain prices plummeted.  

 

It was this sudden onset of economic depression in the North, which prompted 

the men of power there to entrench and defend their fortunes. As a result, they 

pressed Washington to revisit its old mischief and impose higher tariff rates against 

cheap imports, so that the domestic market would be put under undue influence to 

buy, instead, goods manufactured domestically, and they could build up, once again, 

the strength of American factories and iron foundries. In the agricultural South, 

though, where there were virtually no factories or iron foundries, the economy was 

booming under the strong world demand for cotton, matched by bumper harvests, 

and the importation of cheap manufactured goods from across the Atlantic was 

enhancing a very fine balance sheet. The culture of the South was equally booming, 

reflecting a courageous courtliness, a civilisation that embraced the spirit of Sir Walter 

Scott in a modern society, which seemed to antagonise republican Northerners 

struggling to keep their industries solvent, many of the immigrants having come to the 

New World to escape the aristocracies at home whose manners were now thriving in 

Southern cities. Theirs was a slave economy, of course, and therefore suffers the 

inherent weakness that it was built on a repugnant foundation. The difficult concept 

to grasp, however, is that this slave economy flourished without the foul breath of 

fascism. Southern attitudes towards negroes were dominated by their personal 

experiences: memories of Nat Turner’s rebellion in Southampton County, south of 

Richmond, Virginia, had seen sixty five whites killed. In fact, in the political wake of 

that storm, politicians in the Commonwealth debated the gradual abolition of slavery. 

Sadly, the decisions made were, instead, to strengthen the law to prevent slaves from 

conspiring another round of violence. Had the result been different, and Abolition 

ensued throughout the South, Civil War would still not have been averted but the 

Southern cause would have been received very differently in the Courts of Europe - 
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and that would have changed the course of the war. 

 

The evils of slavery in the South hinged on the fact that a slave’s owner had 

total power over his freedom and his family: he could sell him degradingly in a street 

market to the highest bidder, and divide a man from his wife, and a mother from her 

children, for ever. By 1860, the conditions in which slaves were kept, whether on 

plantations or in the cities, reflected their value and were often very much better than 

those in which ‘free’ men lived in the corrupt and merciless industrial towns of the 

North, where an immigrant worker was often housed in the most appalling 

conditions, often living close to starvation, and robbed of his wages by his employer, 

or his landlord, or no end of crooks who made their livelihoods from innocent 

immigrants from the moment they stepped ashore. In the South, with the vicissitudes 

of an agricultural economy, cotton and tobacco prices had ebbed and flowed, and the 

price of land would often plummet, when nobody could make a profit out of it, so 

slaves were a valuable commodity which held their value, as a result of which they 

were well cared for. In cities such as Richmond, they led lives a world away from the 

poverty-stricken workers in Northern cities: often fashionably dressed on Sundays, 

earning wages and living in a culture of Family with their white owners. Ernest B 

Furguson has brought to our attention, in his vital and compelling book about 

Richmond, ‘Ashes of Glory’, the example of James Hambleton Christian, who had 

been a butler to President John Tyler before being inherited by Tyler’s nephew, a 

Richmond merchant: 

 

I didn’t like Mr Tyler much, because Mr Tyler was a poor man. I never did like poor people. 

I didn’t like his marrying into our family…. 

 

The Abolitionists couldn’t handle that at all, in fact they couldn’t understand 

anything about the Southern culture.  

 

So the anti-slavery movement found its feet in the comfortable consciences of 

the North, which had been galloping towards a horizon that beheld a future of 

industrial fortune, where the factory economy rapidly outstripped and dwarfed that of 
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the South. Immigrants were arriving by the tens of thousands, opening up whole 

territories and whole economies, and now, in the recovery from the panic of 1857, the 

powerful industrial barons were demanding protection from cheap European imports 

competing with their products - at the same time developing the infrastructure needed 

for an industrial economy - shipping, railroads, finance. By contrast, in the South, 

society was much more static - aristocratic was the word employed in the British press 

time and time again - with comparatively little immigration, not many cities, and an 

insignificant factory economy. The South depended for its cotton sales on the world 

market, where it wanted as many cheap European imports as it could get.  

 

We have a picture emerging: in the North, a man fully employed in a resurging 

industrial economy, could scream for Abolition, safe in the knowledge that the 

financial loss which Abolition would entail, would be borne by somebody else - his 

neighbour in the South. The Abolitionists did no good whatsoever by insisting on 

their cause, without showing how this could be done without collapsing the whole 

Southern economy.   

 

The catalogue of irreconcilable social differences in the cultures hardly seems to 

end. Southern society was largely agrarian, rural, with relatively little education; there 

were very few city boys in the Confederate army, because there were very few cities, 

and far-flung farmsteads could hardly support flourishing schoolhouses. Northern 

society was very different, though, where the industrial society was founded on urban 

communities, and where it was a lot easier to get the children into local schools and 

educate them. Even the religious differences were apparent: the men who would join 

Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia were largely Protestant, of British descent, while 

Presbyterians predominated in large parts of North Carolina and other areas, such as 

Charleston, South Carolina. By contrast, the recruits who filled the Union army had 

predominantly Catholic roots, following enormous immigration from countries such 

as Ireland, Poland and Italy. (It is interesting that a Christian observer was to notice 

how Confederate soldiers took their religious faith very seriously and read the Holy 

Bible every day, something which no observer remarked of the Northern soldiers.) 
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Given these social differences, many a psychologist might say that these were 

the root causes of the trouble, which would logically call for a separate state. The 

sadness was that this would necessarily mean an end to the Union, and a noble future 

would be denied to the greatest country in the world. Lincoln revered the Union 

beyond everything, though; he could not permit his beloved nation to be broken, and 

was prepared to do disregard Southern rights under the Constitution, and to lead his 

people into a war to preserve - or recover - the Union. The dark side of the problem, 

of course, is that those irreconcilable differences did not disappear with the end of the 

war; many of them are still there today, fuelled by the injustice of Northern supremacy 

forced upon a proud society that refused to die. In the words of William Price Fox: 

 

No lie, the average Yankee knows about as much about the South as a hog knows about the 

Lord’s plan for salvation. 

 

The Presidential elections of 1860 were fought by the Republican party, a 

fundamentally Northern-based political party which nominated Abraham Lincoln on a 

platform that represented a threat to Southern interests, embodying a political and 

economic programme involving an upward revision of the tariff and the triumph of 

the Abolitionists, whose voice seemed to symbolise the threat that the South saw in 

Northern ambitions. Most of all, though, Lincoln’s election embodied a strong, 

centralised government - in the North. No longer could Southerners hope that their 

affairs could be managed by their own local government; in other words, the 

fundamental protection of States Rights, enshrined in the American Constitution, 

would be swept away. 

 

John W Stevens of Texas would later write: 

 

No one now not living at the time, can realize the excitement that prevailed throughout the 

south, immediately following the election of Lincoln to the presidency, in the fall of 1860. The 

secession of South Carolina followed very soon after, which spread from state to state until in due 

course of time, the whole slave section of the Union had taken similar action. Excitement was at white 

heat, the public mind was soon wrought up to such a pitch that every man had to align himself with 
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the secession movement or stand as an enemy of the South. A middle ground status was impossible. 

 

In short, the positions of North and South were polarised beyond redemption. 

Separation was inevitable, even though it meant that one side, the North, would be 

vastly more powerful, politically and financially, than the other. The critical factor for 

the South, therefore, had to be to foster and stabilise good relations with the major 

European powers in order to establish a balance of power, giving them diplomatic 

support and, of course, trade that would earn hard currency and economic 

emancipation. The South’s main European ally had to be Britain, who was such a 

major consumer of their chief export, cotton, upon which they inevitably depended 

for hard currency, the lifeblood of a market economy. The trouble was, that the 

British were in a quandary, and reluctant to express partisan support. On the 12th 

November 1860 Lord Lyons, British Minister in Washington, sent to Lord Russell, the 

Foreign Secretary, a full account of the clamour in the South following Lincoln’s 

election, in which he hoped that the storm would blow over without damage to the 

Union. Russell promptly responded instructing Lyons and the British consuls not to 

seem to favour one party rather than the other and not to express opinions, or to give advice, 

unless asked for by the State governments, in which case the advice should be against 

all violent action that tended towards civil war. 
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Enter: John Bull 
 

Once in a while, the business of digging up history reveals gems that come out 

of the blue and dazzle the eye. Who knows if anybody would have paid the slightest 

interest to an obscure reference in the Hampshire Record Office to a letter written by 

one unknown person to another in the mid-nineteenth century? And yet, this letter 

must be one of its greatest treasures. On the 1st November 1857, an English 

gentleman, F Warre, wrote home to his friend Herbert about his travels in the North 

American wilderness. To paraphrase the natural philosopher Grey Owl, he tried, with 

this pen of his, to bring to his friend something of the spirit of Romance, something 

of the grandeur and the beauty, a little of the Soul of this untamed and untameable 

Northland. It matters not that the stage should be set in the far north of the United 

States, it shouts of the American dream of Live and Let Live in this beautiful land, 

enshrined in the Constitution and worth fighting for. It is the idea, which was the very 

guiding force of the Confederacy.  

 

 We have been making what you must think a most extraordinary journey, carrying our own 

house and provisions with us. We bought a canoe in Upper Canada, which we carried down the St 

Lawrence on board  a steamer till we got it launched on one of the lakes in the North of New York 

State. From this point we have travelled by water through a succession of lakes and rivers to our 

present town about 200 miles. The country is nothing but mountains covered with wood some of which 

are nearly 6,000 feet. The lakes are very picturesque and so wild and uninhabited that one finds in 

them a charm which has long been driven away from Scotland or Switzerland.  

 

We carried a bag of tea, sugar, bread and pork with us, and depended upon killing deer and 

catching trout for our fresh provisions. Every night we pitched our tent, and with a bed of fir boughs 

and a couple of blankets managed to sleep sounder than I ever have done on an Oxford bed. You 

cannot tell what splendid fires we had. All you have to do is to chop down some trees cut them up and 

pile them on, to an unlimited extent. The weather was unfortunately very bad, so cold we had several 

days snow and the thermometer was as low as 10°. I cannot however say that we underwent any 

hardship, which was cured by food and fire. 
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In the woods we came upon several hunters and backwoodsmen. They are the finest set of men 

I ever saw, nothing like our common ideas of an American. I think if I was to be a settler I would 

prefer the independence of the woods to that style of freedom which they give you a taste of in the towns. 

You cannot stand at the door of an inn five minutes before some one will come up and ask you a 

string of questions beginning with where you come from and ending with what is your name? This 

town, Fort Edward, though probably you may never have heard of it, is by no means an 

inconsiderable place, as it supports both a dressmaker and a pianoforte maker. I intend tomorrow to 

go to Albany, pick up some money, and make my way to New York, where I shall spend some days, 

before paying a visit to the Slave States.  

 

I must tell you knowing you to be bigoted in your principles that it is very enlarging to the 

mind travelling in this country. There is a degree of civilization, luxury and power of thought of which 

one can have little idea. You frequently find a labouring man here better educated than a gentleman 

farmer in England. I met one the other day who quite stuck me up in the history of Alexander the 

Great and of Queen Elizabeth. Of this Government all I will say is that their theories are very good 

but they are very imperfectly carried out in practice. Honesty in government here is by no means the 

rule.      

 

Warre, of course, was one among the tiniest minority of British people who had 

been privileged to have such an experience, and so his only usefulness to us here is to 

paint a dramatic introduction, which is poignant for its unwitting empathy with the 

spirit of the South’s secession. So what was the general feeling across the Atlantic 

about this Civil War? The mood in Britain can best be summarised from two diaries 

of middle-class individuals. Sir Edward Chancellor observed with admitted regret in 

his foreword to the Diaries of Henry Yates Thompson, published in 1971, that  

 

In the American Civil War, with a few notable exceptions, most articulate Englishmen, were 

hostile to the North.  

 

While a 25-year old Winchester man, named Thomas Stopher, merely noted the 

thrill of the people when he wrote in his diary on the 15th January 1862: 
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A good deal of excitement at Southampton just now as there is a Confederate steamer the 

Nashville in the docks, and now the Tuscarora a United States frigate is now lying in the river 

watching her. 

 

As a matter of fact, the bright new port of Southampton was to play an 

important rôle in John Bull’s adventure across the Atlantic, as we shall discover. By the 

middle of the century, the rise of the steamship was already making Southampton the 

Gateway to the World, and leading American steamship companies had the port as 

their English base. Two great American companies in particular, US Mail and the 

Vanderbilt European Line, competed with the Hamburg-America Line and North 

German Lloyd, taking advantage of the port’s direct access to the sea and the double 

high tides which gave them an advantage over the older, and dock-bound port of 

Liverpool. The mightiest steamship of her age, Brunel’s SS Great Eastern, sailed from 

Southampton on her maiden voyage to New York on the 17th June 1860. Most 

poignantly for our story, Southampton was the home of the Royal West India Mail 

Company - the Royal Mail Line, founded in September 1839 For the conveyance of the 

mails to and from Great Britain and the West India Islands and North and South America and 

other foreign parts, and owners of a steamship whose name echoes still in the annals of 

Civil War history, the Trent. Southampton would also win fame as the port where the 

survivors of the Alabama would find a great deal of hospitality. 

 
For all the strides made in sea power and commerce since the end of the 

Napoleonic wars, though, Britain’s society remained conservative, even strangely 

feudal; yet it was one of the most democratic countries in the world, with a press 

freedom that most newspaper editors worldwide could only envy. Despite the fact 

that the country had no written constitution (it still doesn’t), its traditional strengths of 

law and government pulled together the complex English society very well indeed. 

The result, of a well-rounded nation, offers very sound explanations as to why Britain 

escaped the revolutionary terrors that had swept across Europe in the late 1840’s. 

With the abolition of slavery still reasonably fresh in the statute books, why did the 

people of Britain embrace Richmond, and not Washington?  
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It is not easy for people in Great Britain in the twenty-first century to place 

themselves in the position of their great-great grandfathers. An idea of the nation’s 

literacy can be grasped by the fact that compulsory education for all children would 

not be introduced until 1870, with the Elementary Education Act, and so any 

education, however rudimentary, was provided for the lucky ones only by churches, 

private philanthropists and guilds. Not that it mattered a great deal; Government duty 

on paper had only gone down in recent years, and although newspapers were now 

cheaper as a result, those who read them at all, tended only to do so on Sunday. The 

intellectual stimuli of world events were privileges that were opening up, but still 

largely reserved only to a few: the feudal knights and lordships of the upper classes 

who held influence and authority, and the new, commercial middle class who steered 

the economy.  

 

The broad mass of the people neither read newspapers nor did they care a fig 

for something going on half a world away - they still had to get up before dawn to 

work in field or factory, if they were to feed and clothe their families. Yet, we can use 

this same image to show that they were nobody’s fool, and when their sense of Right 

and Wrong was offended, mighty events turned. Hence, when six farm labourers 

banded beneath a sycamore tree on the village green at Tolpuddle, in rural Dorset, in 

1831, to strike to improve their appalling conditions, they started a movement of trade 

unions in Britain, that spread around the world in protection of workers’ rights. Some 

marches were staged after the Emancipation Proclamation in praise of Abolition, 

founded on principles that were merely coincidental to the Northern cause. But very 

few incidents were recorded in which the working people of Britain demonstrated en 

masse in praise of the North during the Civil War, and no meetings at all were recorded 

before 1862, when there was a grand total of five - how large, we do not know. (This 

was according to information obtained by the Federal Government.) The riots which 

did take place, were disturbances in the districts of England’s ‘cotton districts’, the 

industrial heartlands of the North where the cotton famine caused the closure of 

cotton mills and factories; thousands of people were thrown out of work, and in 

appalling distress.  
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The upper classes in Britain had a long tradition of standing by what was fair 

and right, and the workers had a bizarre respect for them simply by reason of their 

class; indeed while Continental Europe had been ravaged by social revolutions in the 

past half-century, British society had been dramatically stable. One commentator 

recently suggested that this was because the English lord was not cold and aloof in his 

castle, indeed the English lord was seen famously to play cricket with his workers on 

every village green in the country; and the lack of a professional officer corps in the 

army owed its longevity to the mutual respect between the classes. Bearing all this in 

mind, we can understand that it was impossible to sway the influential upper classes 

who very fairly identified the strong cultural and blood ties between Britain and the 

Confederacy. Once again, we see the glaring contrast with the Northern States, which 

won the support of the immigrants from Ireland and Continental Europe, whose 

personal experiences and political doctrines had followed them from the ‘old country’, 

and encouraged them to embrace the anti-slavery imagery much more enthusiastically 

than the North’s own government.  

 

But, most influential of all in nineteenth century Britain, there was Britain’s 

middle class, the captains of industry, banking, insurance, transport and commerce 

who had carried forward the nation’s prosperity by the Business of Empire - and all 

the investors upon whom they relied. A hundred years before, such a class hardly 

existed, but now they were the power house which drove, even, Government policy, 

for it was, truly, ‘King Cotton’ who was the ruler of their fortunes. On the 26th 

January 1861, Sir Charles Greville, Member of Parliament for Warwick, wrote to Lord 

Clarendon: 

 

Any war will be almost sure to interfere with the cotton crops, and this is what really affects us 

and what we care about. With all our virulent abuse of slavery and slave-owners, and our continual 

self-laudation on that subject, we are just as anxious for, and as much interested in, the prosperity of 

the slavery interest in the Southern States as the Carolinan and Georgian planters themselves, and all 

Lancashire would deplore a successful insurrection of the slaves, if such a thing were possible. 

 

For the powerful middle classes of merchantmen, it was a matter of economics 
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at stake here - and nowhere can we see the businessmen at their best, than in the 

shipping industry, a business, indeed, which was to play a very full part in the Civil 

War. And the competition between the United States and Great Britain on the North 

Atlantic was almost a war itself - a commercial war. In fact, the shipping industry 

played such a pivotal rôle in Britain’s involvement in the Civil War, that it is best 

introduced without further ado.  

 

For Britain, the long wars with France that ended in 1815 had created a demand 

for every kind of manufactured goods, while at the same time they conveniently 

disabled European competition. Britain had been the supplier of almost everything to 

the allied armies, with the result that these wartime dealings had hugely increased the 

experience of British businessmen in international trade.  The profits which were 

earned increased the amount of capital in Britain available for investment in industry, 

so that more investment enabled industry to expand, so more dividends were paid, so 

more money was invested again. The Empire was an inexhaustible treasure store for 

the shipping companies of the British merchant fleet, protected by a Royal Navy 

whose reputation had eclipsed every other navy in the world. It was the mail contracts 

which gave the edge to the shipping boom, though, because they assured the winning 

companies a steady income, making it worthwhile to accommodate the erratic 

fortunes of the passenger trade on the profitable mail runs.  In November 1838, the 

British Government invited tenders for a steamship mail service, to call at New York 

and Halifax (Nova Scotia), to commence on the 1st April 1839. The Great Western 

Company was bound to tender; Brunel’s Great Western was already making regular 

Atlantic crossings, while the lesser contender was Junius Smith with the British Queen.  

Through sheer business acumen though, the contract was won by a man named 

Cunard. 

 

Samuel Cunard was founder of the British and North American Royal Mail 

Steam Packet Company, later to become the Cunard Steam Ship Company. He was 

born in Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the 21st November 1787, where his father and 

brothers were in shipping, and Samuel learned the business of ship-brokering as an 

apprentice in Boston.  He clearly had an interest and a flair for shipping and his far-
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sighted visions saw the promotion of the transatlantic steamship business as the sure 

way to attract the all-important  subsidy from the Admiralty for carrying mails on 

time, without fail, regardless of wind and weather.  He had gained confidence from 

the success of established companies with the crossings of the pioneering steamers 

Sirius and Great Western, and came to England determined to seek out, develop and 

exploit the possibility of a transatlantic steamship service.  With the Government's 

mail contract, he had a sporting chance of success. As history has shown, of course, 

his bid was successful.  

 

Within a short time, though, Cunard was embroiled in cut-throat competition 

from the United States, whose companies were in danger of bringing the Cunard Line 

to its knees. In a letter to his partner, dated the 1st May 1847, Cunard wrote that he 

was not too worried about competition from the French: their ships were built as men-of-

war and will be strong and heavy and not fast, but the American ships will be different. They will 

introduce all our improvements together with their own. 

 

On the 19th February 1850 he wrote to the Admiralty, which was the 

Government department responsible for the mail contracts: 

 

We are required to keep nine ships of 400 Horse Power - but in consequence of the opposition 

we are to have from the Americans, supported by their Government, we have built ships of much 

greater power and shall have to build others of still more power.  

 

What he was saying, was that he had to build new steamers that actually 

exceeded the requirements of the mail contract, in order to keep ahead of the 

American competition; and to back up the force of his argument, he enclosed a 

cutting from an American newspaper: 

 

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS between New York and Liverpool. The 

‘Atlantic’, Captain West, will sail for Liverpool on Saturday the 6th of April; and on her return, 

will leave there on Wednesday, 1st of May. The ‘Pacific’, Captain Nye, will sail for Liverpool on 

Saturday, 27th of April, and on her return will leave there Wednesday, the 15th of May. An 
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experienced surgeon will be attached to each ship.  

 

Maybe, the last assurance was given to passengers who still clung to the echo of 

Dr Johnson’s comment, that an ocean voyage was like going to prison with the chance 

of being drowned.  

   

Truth to tell, though, competition from the ever-resourceful American 

companies was forcing Cunard to take desperate measures, in order to survive what 

was becoming a war on the North Atlantic in all but name. On the 8th February 1851, 

he wrote the following in a private letter to Sir Francis Baring, which demonstrates 

graphically how tough this war had become: 

 

Sir, 

 

The kindness and consideration that I have always met with from Sir Charles Wood and 

yourself give me confidence in making my statements to you, at the risk, sometimes, of being considered 

troublesome - but I have generally been able to combine the interest of the country with my own which 

gives me some claim to your consideration. 

 

I need not tell you that the Americans are competitors not to be treated lightly and it behoves 

me to be constantly on the alert - they have gained no advantage over us as yet and I trust that they 

will not in time to come. 

 

Under my present contract we go once a week during eight months and once a fortnight during 

the four winter months. The latter part of this arrangement has lately been much complained of by the 

mercantile community on both sides of the Atlantic, they say that communication is as much required 

in winter as in summer and I find that the proprietors of the American steamers have it in 

contemplation with the aid of their Government to fill up the periods making the communication 

weekly during the winter. To allow them to do so would be most injurious to us and equally so to the 

Government as they would take the mails as well as the passengers. 

 

The winter voyages are much more expensive than the summer but still I see the necessity of not 
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allowing the work to be done by the Americans and I will do it at the same rate per voyage as we now 

get - this will be a great advantage to the mercantile community, it will be done without cost to the 

Government as the additional postage received on each voyage will be more than the sum paid to me 

and it will keep the Americans back. If they commence it will be too late for me and their steamers 

are not now in a position to commence this winter. 

 

Under the present postal arrangement with the American Government - the letters must be 

forwarded by the first steamer that leaves after the letters are received at the Post Office, by this 

arrangement the American steamers will get the greater portion of the letters if they are allowed to 

carry out their plans, and you cannot interfere with them, but I can. They propose having a steamer to 

leave Liverpool on Wednesday and another to leave Southampton on Friday of the following week, 

which will embrace the greater portion of the letters as our steamers leave on the Saturday. This 

Southampton Line if allowed to continue will be very injurious to us and equally so to the 

Government. The steamers of this Line call at Southampton on the outward and homeward voyage 

dropping and receiving passengers.  

 

 It may not appear liberal on our part to try to break up this Line, but they have done all they 

can to interfere with us and we are compelled to meet them in their own way, and we have found it 

necessary to establish a line of steamers to run weekly between Liverpool and Havre taking freight 

from Havre to New York at £2 per ton, the regular rate being £8 and if two pounds will not bring 

us the freight we will take it at 2 shillings per ton - it will not cost us very much as we have generally 

room in the large steamers for the French goods so that it will not be much more than the cost of the 

steamers between Liverpool and Havre but it deprives the Southampton Line of £8 per ton. If they 

would confine their voyages to New York and Havre we should not interfere with them - otherwise we 

must force them off the line at any cost…. 

 

I must beg that this letter may be kept private. I have always refrained from making 

observations about the American steamers and only do so now to bring before you the position of our 

own steamers. The Chancellor of the Exchequer and you are as much interested in their success as I 

am. If we are brought down by foreign competition you will lose the postage amounting to a much 

greater sum than is paid to me. The irregularities of the American steamers so far, have done much 

for me and for the postage also. It is now five years since the American Government entered into these 
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contracts which were to sweep our steamers from the Atlantic but they may have not yet succeeded and 

may not for some time to come. 

 

I remain 

With Great respect 

Your Obedient Servant 

S Cunard  

 

Although such a letter may inflict shock and discomfort upon a world which 

imagines Samuel Cunard as one of the sporting greats of the business world, it serves 

its purpose all the better to show that Great Britain was engaging in a commercial war 

with the United States, and thus she saw all sorts of opportunities for supporting the 

South. After all, the power house of the American shipping companies lay in the 

North-East, in New York and Boston; deprived of traffic from the Southern States, 

their balance sheets could only be damaged, while British companies saw all sorts of 

new business with Confederate ports, and at the same time, nobody would stop them 

continuing to do business in Northern ports.   

 

The press came to the war from a different direction altogether. It initially 

sought to bring the nation to support the cause of the North with an emphasis on the 

slavery issue that was proclaimed much louder in Europe than ever it was in the States 

as a reason for the war. Europe, of course, had only rejected slavery within living 

memory, and there is none so devout as a convert (particularly as the British shipping 

industry had founded much of its fortunes on slavery and opium). But that really is no 

excuse for making a bold misrepresentation of the Southern cause. ‘The Times’ argued 

on the 29th November 1860: 

 

Can any sane man believe that England and France will consent, as is now suggested, to 

stultify the policy of half a century for the sake of an extended cotton trade, and to purchase the 

favours of Charleston and Milledgeville by recognising what has been called the isothermal law, which 

impels African labour toward the tropics on the other side of the Atlantic? 
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The ‘Thunderer’ was quite right, of course, in so far as it would have been 

unforgivable for Britain to betray the cause of Emancipation for the sake of trade; but 

slavery was not why the North and South were on the brink of war. Yes, it was 

Freedom, but Freedom for Southerners to go about their lives according to the 

Constitution, even if that meant fracturing the Union. Then, when news arrived of the 

secession of South Carolina from the Union on the 20th December 1860, the editor 

of the newspaper ‘Westminster’ took pains to deny the truth of the picture, asserting 

again and again that the vital and sole cause of the conflict was slavery. But, not to be 

out-done, ‘The Times’ bowed to no man in its voice, and had got the bit between the 

teeth when it wrote on the 4th January 1861: 

 

We cannot disguise from ourselves that, apart from all political communications, there is a 

right and wrong in this question, and that the right belongs, with all its advantages, to the States of 

the North.... The North is for freedom of discussion, the South represses freedom of discussion with 

the tar-brush and the pine-fagot. 

 

Did the press have any concept of the real values that lay behind the causes in 

North and South? Theirs was a manful shout in support of our democratic friends the 

United States, and a loud protest for Abolition. There was, indeed, a conviction in 

Britain that the institution of slavery was abhorrent, indeed after the Emancipation 

Proclamation took effect in 1863 there were public demonstrations of approval in 

Britain which influenced Government thinking. But that was all very much in the 

future, and right now the press badly misunderstood - or misjudged - the reality of the 

situation in their headlong gallop to espouse the moral rights as they saw them - moral 

rights which the Federal Government itself was not declaring. In any event, such a 

misunderstanding rebounded upon them humiliatingly, at the hands of Abraham 

Lincoln himself, when in his inaugural address on the 4th March 1861, he said: 

 

I have no purpose, directly or indirectly to interfere with the institution of slavery in the States 

where it exists. I believe I have no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do so. 

 

In circumstances in which Yankee factory-owners kept their workers in abject 
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squalor, far removed from their own comfortable existence, the injustice of popular 

myth cannot be ignored.  

 

The editors of the British press could not keep the nation dancing to a 

misguided tune forever, and it was on the 12th March 1861 that ‘The Times’ made an 

about-face and took a positive stance in favour of the justice of the Southern cause: 

 

No treachery has been at work to produce the disruption, and the principles avowed are such 

as to commend the sympathies of every free and enlightened people... If the Northern Confederacy of 

America evinces a determination to act in a narrow, exclusive and unsocial spirit, while its Southern 

competitor extends the hand of good fellowship to all mankind, with the exception of its own 

bondsmen, we must not be surprised to see the North, in spite of the goodness of its cause and the great 

negative merit of the absence of slavery, sink into a secondary position and lose the sympathy and 

regard of mankind. 

 

‘The Thunderer’’s early support for the Northern cause reflected the universal 

view that slavery was abhorrent, but support for the Union had promptly turned when 

Britain accepted that its concepts of Right and Fairness in fact lay with the South 

(even though it still seemed to be labouring under the delusion that slavery did not 

exist in the North: it certainly did). Before long it had become such an opponent of 

the North that it would be challenged from time to time with the allegation of waging 

war itself against the Yankees. William Howard Russell, Chief Correspondent of ‘The 

Times’, had made his reputation as their correspondent during the Crimean War. 

When he was sent to Washington, to report on the war, his despatches upset the 

United States, where his candid reports gave offence, and after he duly reported the 

First Battle of Manassas, with the rout of the Union army and its panic flight to 

Washington, he was denounced by many in the North as an enemy, and calls were 

made for his expulsion. It must be said, that ‘The Thunderer’ was doing nothing more 

than reporting objectively as the British saw the war. And Russell was no stranger to 

criticism: he had, after all, incurred more dangerous fury before, as his reports of the 

fiasco of British army organisation in the Crimea led to many heads rolling at the very 

top of the British Establishment. Instead, he was merely instructed that, in the - now 
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likely - event of Britain going to war with the Union, he should move his base as 

quickly as possible to Canada, where he would be best placed to report, alongside the 

British troops advancing from the Canadian border. Mercifully, such a contingency 

was never necessary.    

 

Meanwhile, the British Government was adopting that position of strict 

neutrality to which it adhered in correspondence with the Federal Government 

consistently throughout the war. But the political stage was to be the cockpit of 

Britain’s turmoil with itself. The rising star in political philosophy was Liberalism: the 

Liberals naturally had to espouse Emancipation, and therefore felt obliged to applaud 

the North, even though the Union was not fighting the war to free the slaves; it was 

enough that Emancipation would follow as a happy consequence. But their own 

consciences were also arguing that the natural right of the individual was to guide his 

own political destiny; so if the people of the Southern States chose to exercise their 

rights of self-determination, then such rights should be respected. This concept was a 

mere extension of a popular idea in some political circles, already being voiced, of the 

colonies of the British Empire peacefully seceding from the Mother Country.  

 

The appalling paradox, was that this reflected a growing concern among the 

Conservative faction of the Tory party, who feared that the lead taken by the 

Confederacy for self-determination might be followed in the colonies of the British 

Empire. How dangerous it would be to encourage this: but against which was the 

huge ground-swell of opinion amongst themselves of support for the Confederacy, 

through the ties of blood and culture. Not to mention commerce. 

 

Maybe now is a good time to introduce the two leading members of the cast 

who would be at the diplomatic sharp edge for Britain. Richard Bickerton Pemell, 

Lord Lyons, was Britain’s man in Washington. He had graduated with a Masters 

degree from Christ Church, Oxford, and his first appointment had been as Attaché in 

Athens in 1839. He took up his post in Washington in December 1858, and had 

accompanied the Prince of Wales on his tour of the United States and Canada 

between August and October 1860. He was to have quite a job on his hands, now.  
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Lyons was answerable directly to the main protagonist on the British side, the 

Foreign Secretary, Lord John Russell, friend and adviser to Prime Minister Lord 

Palmerston and one of the greatest names in British politics of the nineteenth century. 

He had actually been under age when first elected Member for Tavistock in the west 

of England, but strings were quite often pulled for members of the nobility and, in any 

case, he soon proved himself to be a gifted parliamentarian. He had the advantage, 

also, that he had travelled widely, and indeed had gone to Spain and Portugal in the 

Peninsular War against Napoleon, when at one stage he got caught up with a unit of 

the British army in retreat - an operation marked by fear and confusion at the best of 

times, even for seasoned soldiers. And, remember, he was a very unseasoned civilian. 

He even narrowly missed being captured by the French. 

 

For all his experiences, and all his gifts as a statesman, Russell was a deeply shy 

man, which manifested itself in a manner which people invariably mistook for being 

cold and aloof. These characteristics would tell heavily in his dealings with Americans 

on both sides, and it is as well to bear this in mind throughout the story. So let us slot 

Lord Russell into the picture now. In a letter to Lord Lyons, Russell wrote of a 

meeting which he had with Philip N Dallas, the Secretary of Washington’s Legation in 

London, on the 23rd March: 

 

Her majesty’s Government would have seen with great concern the dissolution of the Union 

which bound together the members of the American republic. That the opposition of the Government 

of the United States to any such separation, and the denial by them of its legality, would make Her 

Majesty’s Government very reluctant to take any step which might encourage or sanction the 

separation.  

 

So far, so good, might have thought Dallas; but then Russell delivered the 

caveat which alerted the United States Minister to the flexibility which Britain reserved 

for herself: 

 

That, however, it was impossible to state, at the present moment, in what shape the question 
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might present itself; nor was it in my power to bind the British Government to any particular course of 

conduct in cases of which the circumstances and the significance were at present unknown to me.   

 

Solid, assured support for the Union could certainly have been expected by 

Dallas; after all, here we have a nation which had proved itself as a sovereign state for 

a period of nearly a hundred years, and for the last near half-century had been 

fostering ever-warmer relations with Britain. If a well-established democracy with 

whom you enjoy close relations suffers insurrection from the inside, is it reasonable to 

display a cool neutrality? That is what Britain did; but to the Federal Government, it 

appeared that Britain would demonstrate not so much a case of neutrality, but of 

divided loyalties, giving her that critical freedom to act in the future, and accord 

official recognition to the Confederacy if the opportunity presented itself. 

 

Two weeks later, the new Secretary of State, William H Seward, wrote to Dallas, 

reinforcing his predecessor’s instructions to him 

 

To use all proper and necessary measures to prevent the success of efforts which may be made by 

persons claiming to represent those States of this Union in whose name a Provisional Government has 

been announced, to procure a recognition of their independence by the Empire of Great Britain. 

 

This, then, was the landscape painted on the far coast of the Atlantic on the eve 

of the Civil War. Well might a watcher, standing on England’s Cornish coast, 

contemplate the ripples and the waves of her affairs, where the island of Britain stood 

bravely at her farthest point into the Atlantic Ocean, the sunlight dappling on the ever-

changing million facets of the sea, which leaped and rolled unhindered by dry land 

until it reached the shores of North America, where it carried the awesome majesty of 

Britain’s merchant fleet, to do its business in great waters. 

 

  John Bull was going to Dixie. 
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The Primrose Path to Hell 
 

On the 20th December 1860 South Carolina unanimously voted to secede from 

the Union. On the 9th January 1861 they were joined by Mississippi; not too much of 

a stir for Washington, there, but real action was already taking shape in Florida.  

 

As early as the 12th November, 1860, the State's General Assembly had seen the 

writing on the wall, and Governor Madison Starke Perry agreed the first organisation 

of minutemen for the defence of the State. On the same day, he recommended to the 

General Assembly that the State Militia be reorganised and proposed an appropriation 

of $100,000 for the purchase of arms.  

 

On the 2nd January, the United States War Department (somewhat 

understandably) refused the Florida Senators' request for an inventory of munitions 

and equipment in Federal forts and arsenals within the State; but they soon learned 

that Washington was going a step further: it had authorised the reinforcement of the 

forts at Pensacola, and the destruction of the Chattahoochee arsenal, in case the State 

seceded and tried to seize them. But actions speak louder than words, and on the 5th 

January, Florida's Quincy Guards took the arsenal, with half a million rounds of 

musket cartridges and fifty thousand pounds of gunpowder - a vital stock for the state, 

which otherwise had nothing at all. Two days later, the single Federal soldier guarding 

Fort Marion at Saint Augustine surrendered to a local company of volunteers, along 

with his charge, the fortress of the Castillo de San Martin, with its valuable guns and 

ammunition. In the awesome anticipation of war, preparation is everything.  

 

 A special convention of delegates from all over the State now met at the State 

Capitol in Tallahassee, to debate whether Florida should secede from the Union. It 

was a very open convention, lasting days and, in a fest of democratic political debate, 

was carried on by Floridians both inside and outside the chamber. Governor Perry and 

Governor-elect John Milton were both strong supporters of secession, while former 

territorial governor Richard Keith Call, speaking as a private citizen, argued that 

secession could only bring them ruin.  
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Unlike South Carolina and Mississippi, Florida precipitated a crisis almost at 

once, because of the threat to the vital U.S. Naval base at Pensacola. The naval yard at 

Warrington on the outskirts of the city was one of the major maritime centres of the 

whole of the United States, with a million-dollar dry dock, workshops, warehouses, 

barracks and a marine hospital - and ordnance valued at half a million dollars. Fort 

Pickens was at the western tip of Santa Rosa Island, just off the mainland, and the 

largest of a group of forts designed to protect Pensacola Harbour. It had been built 

less than thirty years before to guard the entrance to the harbour, but had never 

actually been finished; having fallen into disrepair in recent years, it had not been 

occupied since the Mexican War, but it commanded the entrance to the bay and could 

easily be reinforced and supplied from the sea. The closest occupied fort was Fort 

Barrancas, where Lieutenant Adam J Slemmer commanded the United States garrison 

of 46 soldiers and 35 sailors (whose loyalty rapdily became questionable).  

 

In fact, with the debate in Tallahassee looking decidedly ominous for the Federal 

Government, Slemmer had already received orders to take the necessary steps to 

prevent seizure by secession forces and, on the night before the secession convention, 

decided to abandon the fort and move, instead, to Fort Pickens, which had capacity to 

hold 1,260 defenders, and was beyond the reach of any hostility from the shore 

batteries.  

 

There were only about 140,000 people living in Florida, nearly half of them 

negro slaves, so there was not much manpower available to defend the State and the 

Confederacy. Governor Perry, therefore, had already asked Governor Moore of 

Alabama if they could send him some support in order to seize the Federal 

installations at Pensacola. Alabama rushed to answer the call, and sent well-armed 

troops to support Florida. At about midnight on the 8th January, a group of Floridian 

secessionists advanced on Slemmer’s fort, demanding the surrender of the garrison 

and the naval yard. Slemmer ordered his men to open fire - which some historians 

believe, accounted for the opening shots of the Civil War.  
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Having won some time, Slemmer spiked the guns at Barrancas and evacuated his 

guards to Fort Pickens, determined to hold it, as the pivot in the defence of Pensacola, 

should Florida decide on independence from the North. Two days later, on the 10th 

January, delegates voted sixty-two to seven to withdraw from the Union, and amid 

great public celebration, the formal Ordinance of Secession was signed on the steps of 

the state capitol: 

 

We, the People of the State of Florida in Convention assembled, do solemnly ordain, publish 

and declare, that the State of Florida hereby withdraws herself from the Confederacy of States existing 

under the name of the United States of America, and from the existing Government of said States; 

and that all political connection between her and the Government of said States ought to be and the 

same is hereby totally annulled, and said union of States dissolved; and the State of Florida is hereby 

declared a Sovereign and Independent Nation; and that all ordinances heretofore adopted in so far as 

they create or recognize said Union are rescinded; and all laws or parts of laws in force in this State, 

in so far as they recognize or assent to said Union be and they are hereby repealed.   

 

 Everybody realised that an assault on Pensacola could be the flash-point of 

war and, on the 28th January, Washington sent a signal to Slemmer that President 

Buchanan had decided to reinforce Fort Pickens. But tensions were at fever-pitch. 

Governor Perry, like his colleague in South Carolina where a similar situation was 

developing at Fort Sumter, found the United States flag an insult, a challenge to his 

own State's sovereign rights under the American Constitution - but war is a fearful 

spectre, and he hesitated to be the one to break the deadlock with military action. In 

company with General Chase, commander of the State's army, he sought the advice of 

Senators Stephen J Mallory and David L Yulee, who proposed that three prominent 

Southerners, including John Slidell, be asked to call upon President Buchanan, who 

still had a few more days in office before handing over to Lincoln. Their task was to 

persuade the President to reconsider his action of reinforcing Fort Pickens, or face the 

prospect of war. Buchanan shared the wish of his visitors for peace, and strove to 

explore a solution that would avoid a showdown committing his successor to hostile 

action, and avoid any blame on himself for precipitating civil war. So the Fort Pickens 

truce was negotiated, with an agreement to maintain a status quo, so long as the forts 
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were not attacked.  

 

Elsewhere, the pressure of events was building. Within a day of Florida’s 

decision to secede, Alabama followed on the 11th January, Georgia on the 19th 

January, Louisiana on the 26th January and Texas on the 1st February. On the 8th 

February, delegates from the seceding states met at Montgomery, Alabama, and set up 

a new nation, the Confederate States of America. A provisional constitution was 

adopted (to be replaced in due time by a permanent document, very much like the 

Constitution of the United States) and Jefferson Davis of Mississippi was elected 

President, with Alexander Stephens of Georgia as Vice-President.  

 

All of twenty three states stood by the Union, with a population of twenty two 

million (that included a million slaves) and producing ninety six per cent of the 

nation’s railroad equipment and ninety seven per cent of its firearms. Against this, the 

South had a population of 9,105,000, of whom fully 3,654,000 were slaves. But the 

South had the certainty of its cause to stand by - the defence of their homeland, their 

culture, their States Rights – ultimately, to live and die in Dixie. Everything depended 

on maintaining the survival of the Confederate States of America until the great 

European powers could be persuaded to recognise her as an independent sovereign 

state, opening diplomatic support and applying pressure to Washington to force it to 

lift the inevitable blockade. 

 

Buchanan's work for peace suffered a mortal blow from Lincoln in his inaugural 

speech, when he declared that he would do all in his power to hold, occupy and 

possess the property and places belonging to the Federal Government which lay in 

Confederate territory. Nobody was in any doubt that Lincoln was referring, not only 

to Fort Pickens, but also to Fort Sumter, a brick fortress built near the mouth of 

Charleston Harbour. No doubt, it pleased, at least, Major Anderson,  the officer 

commanding Sumter, who was determined to inflame the situation by announcing 

that he would withhold any siege and pledged to continue to fly the United States flag, 

which of course was offensive to South Carolina, in whose territory the fortress lay, 

and in turn an offence to the whole Confederacy. A new, independent nation could 
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not countenance the presence of a foreign, armoured fortress in the middle of one of 

its most important harbours, and the Confederate authorities tried hard to persuade 

Washington to evacuate the place. In reply, Lincoln announced that he would run 

supplies to the fort, to hold it indefinitely. 

 

President Lincoln had made his intentions absolutely clear: nothing less than the 

destruction of the Confederacy’s sovereignty and her people’s will could possibly be 

tolerated, to preserve his Union within the Constitution of the United States. Two 

days after his inauguration, on the 6th March, the Confederate Congress formally 

created an army and, on the following day, General Braxton Bragg was appointed to 

command all the troops in the Pensacola area, naval nerve-centre and flash-point, 

maybe, for war. 

 

In fact, the picture is not quite so black-and-white as it appears. Lincoln was in a 

personal predicament: he had no wish to bring civil war down about everybody's ears, 

but the status quo at Forts Pickens and Sumter could not last for ever. Sumter had 

now become a symbol of Federal authority to the whole of the Confederacy, and for a 

time, Lincoln harboured a hope that he could resolve the deadlock by agreeing to 

surrender Sumter but hold on to Pickens. In anticipation, he ordered the US warship 

Powhatan, part of the fleet sent to relieve Sumter, to proceed, instead, to Pensacola.  

 

Maybe it was a passing moment of pre-action jitters that prompted him to make 

such a plan; but, for whatever reason, Lincoln abandoned any such compromise 

proposal and resolved, instead, to secure Fort Pickens before relieving Fort Sumter, 

acting fast and effectively before the Confederates could capture it. He duly briefed 

General Winfield Scott, the ancient Commanding General of the US army, who 

accordingly sent orders on the 12th March to reinforce Fort Pickens. Captain Vogdes 

was duly despatched with the task and, on the 1st April, he asked Captain Henry A 

Adams, the senior Union naval officer on the station overlooking the fort, for boats to 

land his men. Adams refused to believe that the Pickens truce was to be broken, and 

requested confirmation of the order from the Secretary of the Navy. Timing was 

everything at this delicate stage of Lincoln's cunning plans, and the delay created a 
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panic for the new President. That same afternoon, Secretary Gideon Welles sent 

Lieutenant Worden with orders for Adams to comply with the order to reinforce 

Pickens. Worden reached Pensacola on the 11th April, and asked the Confederates for 

a pass to visit the Union fleet in order to deliver a verbal message to Captain Adams. 

General Bragg had no reason to suspect foul play, and granted the pass. That night, 

Vogdes moved an artillery company of 86 men and a detachment of 115 marines into 

Pickens. 

 

But the dogs of war were baying elsewhere. Time had run out at Fort Sumter.  

 

Washington understood the crucial need to keep Great Britain on-side, or at 

least, away from the Confederacy, and in early April the United States’ representative 

in London paid a visit to Lord Russell, who wrote to Lord Lyons in Washington: 

 

Mr Dallas called upon me on the 8th instant, in pursuance of an appointment, and 

communicated to me a despatch which he had received from Mr Seward Secretary of State….. There 

are several passages in this despatch at which I might have taken exception, but I thought it best not 

to raise unnecessary questions. 

 

I, therefore, have confined myself to the following observations - I said, that it was not the wish 

or intention of Her Majesty’s Government to pronounce any judgment on the causes which had 

induced seven of the United States to secede from the rest; whether, as to the past, those states had 

reason to complain that the terms of the compact of the Union had not been observed, or whether they 

had a reason to apprehend that, for the future, justice would not be done to them, were questions which 

Her Majesty’s Government did not pretend to decide. They had seen in the United States a free and 

prosperous community with which they had been happy to maintain the most amicable relations. 

 

Now that a secession had taken place they were in no hurry to recognize the separation as 

complete and final. But, on the other hand, I could not bind Her Majesty’s Government, nor tell how 

and when circumstances might arise which would make a decision necessary. That I must, therefore 

decline to enter into any further discussions at the present moment, and could only assure him of our 

regret at the events which have occurred. 
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The thorny question now arose as to how Russell should entertain Messrs 

Yancey and Rost, the representatives of the Confederacy who were on their way to 

London right now. Official recognition would certainly jeopardise relations with 

Washington and possibly lead to war, but a refusal to see them would certainly 

damage their natural alliance with the South. Hence, he wrote to Lord Lyons on the 

20th April: 

 

If the delegates who have been sent to London by the Southern Confederacy, should request to 

see me, I propose to receive them unofficially but not officially.  

 

On the same day as Dallas called on Lord Russell, the United States sent a 

messenger to the Governor of South Carolina and the Military Commandant at 

Charleston, informing them that President Lincoln had determined to supply Fort 

Sumter with provisions, peaceably if possible, forcibly if necessary. Lord Lyons went 

on to report to Russell that, on the 11th, the Military Commandant, in obedience to 

orders from Montgomery, seat of Government of the Southern Confederacy, 

summoned Fort Sumter to surrender.   

 

Whether President Davis took a calculated risk or made a serious error, is open 

to endless debate; but he took pre-emptive action, without first assuring himself of the 

support that he needed from Britain. Had the slavery issue been tackled with 

diplomacy and abolition at least put on the agenda, as most people accepted would be 

inevitable, Britain could have followed her heart, but no democratic government could 

support a state that enshrined the policy of slavery. In the event, Fort Sumter did not 

surrender and General Beauregard was ordered to bombard Fort Sumter into 

submission.  

 

Lyons duly reported to Russell the awesome news: 

 

On the 12th instant, at half past 4 o’clock in the morning, the batteries prepared by the troops 

of the Confederate States opened their fire on the fort. 
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The Federal commander surrendered two days later, and Lord Lyons’ report to 

Russell of the 15th April carried the breaking news: 

 

At Washington, the day before yesterday, President Lincoln, in answer to questions from 

communications sent by the Legislature of Virginia, gave an authoritative interpretation of his 

inaugural address, leaving no doubt that he had resolved to adopt coercive measures against the South. 

 

This morning the President has issued a Proclamation calling out 75,000 men of the Militia, 

and summoning a special session of Congress for the 4th of July, the anniversary of the Declaration of 

Independence. 

 

Civil War is now imminent, or rather has already begun. Had Mr Lincoln adhered to his 

determination to evacuate Fort Sumter, hostilities might undoubtedly have been deferred for some time 

longer. A prudent policy consistently pursued might have led to a peaceful separation, possibly a 

peaceful reconstruction of the Union. Mr Lincoln, however, has decided upon war, and has carried his 

cabinet with him.  

 

Two days later, on the 17th April, Virginia joined the Confederacy. The 

Commonwealth of Virginia was the most populous state in the South, and the fifth 

most populous in the United States, numbering some 1,596,000. Arkansas stood by 

the Confederacy on 6th May, Tennessee followed on the 7th May, and North Carolina 

on the 21st May. Efforts to secede failed in Kentucky and Missouri, although these 

states were represented by stars on the Confederacy flag.  

 

Within weeks of Virginia's secession, the Capital of the Confederacy was moved 

to Richmond. Very possibly, it was a sound political move within the Confederacy, 

but strategically it was incomprehensible: 

 

It is only 104 miles from Richmond to Alexandria which lies just across the 

Potomac River from Washington DC, so it was not a long trek for a Yankee army to 

attack it. 
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Richmond was the leading industrial area in the entire South: it was a major 

railroad centre, which was being recognised as a crucial factor in warfare - getting men 

and supplies from A to B - and ships from both the North and South cast anchor in 

Richmond’s port at Rocketts, where deep water in the James River ended. 

The Tredegar Iron Works was the South’s only industrial plant able to build 

steam locomotives, cannon, anchors and anchor chains, so vital to prosecuting the 

war. 

The river bank was lined with cotton, paper and flour mills, equally critical to 

the war effort. 

 

It is simple to understand, therefore, that the invasion of Richmond was an 

important objective of the North. It was not as if the South did not realise this, for 

they tied down heavy numbers of troops to defend it, both to protect it as the nation’s 

capital and also to sustain the war effort. With the benefit of hindsight, the long-term 

consequences almost had an inevitability about them. 

 

Even if you are not a Virginian, you can walk through Richmond today, on a 

spring morning, and understand, just a little, what makes the city - and the 

Confederacy - so great. The State Capitol takes your breath away with its grandeur, 

every inch a Roman temple, dedicated to the principles of freedom extolled by George 

Washington, whose statue keeps a watchful eye over the city below, and, in the gentle 

shade of trees stands the red-brick bell-tower that warned Virginians of danger in the 

Revolutionary War, and now called them to duty once again. Enthused with such 

spirit, walk west, up Franklin Street, to Monument Avenue, the noblest boulevard in 

the Western World. Blue jays fly between lindens and magnolia trees that line this 

graceful route west from the Capitol, and shade the most beautiful, stately homes you 

can imagine. And then, you will be awed by the first statue, that of James Ewell Brown 

Stuart, dashing commander of the Confederate Cavalry and suitably mounted on his 

prancing charger. But it is when you walk upon the next great monument, that you are 

sobered most of all. A great and noble general, sedately mounted upon his ever-

faithful Traveller, and on the great stone plinth, his name. Lee. Maybe, now, you’ll 

understand a little more about what makes Richmond tick, and why the Confederacy 
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was worth fighting for.  

 

But if Richmond fell? For the British, there’s the rub. In reality, how could 

Britain take the step of Recognition and all its attendant risks, if the capital’s safety 

was so uncertain? Upon such issues might “I dare not” wait upon “I would”.    
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Acts of Neutrality  
 

Whether or not the United States had already divined Britain’s conflict of 

loyalties - preservation of the Union it respected, or support for the Confederacy with 

whom it bonded -  Washington was determined to enforce Britain’s neutrality from 

the very start - and from the very start it led to confrontation, which can only have 

aroused the North’s suspicions about the strength of Britain’s respective loyalties, as 

clouded, no doubt, by the realities of commerce. On the 2nd May 1861, the House of 

Commons was a lively place. It seemed that the Federal Government in Washington 

had threatened to treat British ships consorting with the Confederacy as hostile, and 

that they would be attacked in the course of their lawful trade. Ewart rose to his feet 

with a question across a crowded House to Lord Russell, whether  

 

“Privateers sailing under the flag of an unrecognized Power will be dealt with as 

Pirates.” 

 

 Russell stated in reply that a British fleet had been sent to protect British 

interests, adding 

 

“We have not been involved in any way in that contest by any act or giving any 

advice in the matter, and, for God’s sake, let us if possible keep out of it.” 

 

But neutrality became a dangerous shoal to navigate, almost immediately. On 

the very same day as Lord Russell expressed these hopes, Lord Lyons wrote to him 

from Washington: 

 

Mr Seward, the Secretary of State of the United States, sent for me yesterday to the State 

department, and told me that he had reason to believe that an iron steamer, the Peerless, had been 

sold to the De facto Southern Government, and was on her way out of Lake Ontario to be used as a 

privateer. 

 

Mr Seward proceeded to suggest that perhaps the Governor-General of Canada might be 
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induced to detain the vessel. I said, somewhat doubtfully, that if her papers were in order, and there 

was no direct proof of her being actually engaged in any unlawful enterprise, the Governor-General 

might not have legal power to interfere with her. Mr Seward replied that that might very well be, and, 

without further allusion to the Canadian authorities, proceeded to read to me a draft telegraphic order 

to the Naval Officers of the United States to seize the Peerless, under any flag, and with any papers, 

“if they had probable information that she had been sold to the Southern insurgents.” He went on to 

say, “I suppose you will hardly assent to this.”  

 

I replied that, far from assenting, I most positively dissented…. 

 

“I not only dissent, but I solemnly protest, as Her majesty’s Minister, against any attempt to 

seize a vessel under the British flag and with regular British papers.” 

 

I was very much grieved, not so much at the particular fact, though that appeared to me very 

serious, as at the arrogant spirit and disregard of the rights and feelings of foreign nations with which 

the American Government seemed to be disposed to conduct the civil war in which they were about to 

engage. I was most anxious to do all that I could to impress upon Mr Seward, at the outset, the 

impolicy and danger of the course upon which he seemed determined to enter. I particularly reminded 

him of the extreme susceptibility which had at all times been manifested by the Americans themselves 

on the subject of any interference with vessels under their own flag. I said that even if the Peerless 

should in fact be sold to the Seceded States, she would never cause the United States anything like the 

inconvenience which would follow a deliberate violation of neutral rights. I concluded by repeating my 

protest.    

 

There can be no doubt as to what Lyons meant: Britain would protect her 

maritime and international rights, to consort with whom she pleased, even if it led to 

the awful consequence of war. Maybe Seward was expecting a more co-operative, at 

least appeasing tone from Lyons; indeed, he was well-entitled to such expectation, in 

view of the ever-closer friendship that had grown between Britain and the United 

States since the war of 1812. But what he got was an insight into Britain’s earnestness 

to protect the right of neutrality which she espoused - the right of peaceful progress in 

maritime trade, and the right to make decisions for herself, without threat of force 
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from a foreign power, even if that power be a former friend.  

 

Seward said little more in reply, save that he would give due weight to Lyons’ 

protest, and nothing would be done, any way, without the sanction of the President. 

The interview concluded, Seward went to report to his Cabinet; but Britain got her 

answer the same day, when Seward confirmed the Order to Commanders of Naval or 

other forces of the United States: 

 

If you have reliable information that the Peerless has been sold, or contracted for, and has been 

delivered, or is to be delivered to the insurgents to be used against the United States, seize and bring 

her into port, and detain her there, under whatever flag or papers she may bear, and refer the parties 

to the Government. 

 

Maybe, Seward and the Federal Cabinet should have heeded the words of 

Rudyard Kipling, written from the point of view of a Norman baron giving sage 

advice to his son on inheriting land in England: 

 

The Saxon is not like us Normans. His manners are not so polite. 

But he never means anything serious till he talks about justice and right. 

When he stands like an ox in the furrow with his sullen set eyes on your own 

And grumbles, “This isn’t fair dealing”, my son, leave the Saxon alone. 

 

Back at the Foreign Office in London, they tried to fathom out the American 

leaders. Of Lincoln, they knew hardly anything; but that didn’t matter much, they 

thought, because, as many believed, he was just a figurehead. It was surely that man 

Seward who would determine American policy. 

 

Of Seward, they knew much more. He was a clever, wily politician, maybe even 

unscrupulous in getting his own way; but he was the guiding power in the new 

Republican administration. More ominous were the stories that he was anti-British; 

indeed, when the Prince of Wales visited the United States in 1860, Seward was said to 

have said to the Duke of Newcastle that it would 
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“Become my duty to insult England, and I mean to do so.”  

 

On the other hand, it has been suggested that he really made such comments in 

order to encourage for his own political ends the well-known anti-British sentiments 

of his many Irish constituents in New York State. 

 

What, then, did the British make of the Southern leadership? Neither Davis nor 

his vice-president, Stephens, were well-known in Britain, although Davis, at least, had 

the advantage over Lincoln in that he had served in the Senate and so had some 

experience of the executive duties that had to be performed. But the terrible truth is 

that, the Southern Government suffered from a major handicap, from the very 

beginning, until the very end of the War, in that the Confederacy’s finest blood 

answered the call to arms, and chose the field of glory rather than the seat of 

government as their service to the South. Maybe the point is hypothetical and, as such, 

open to endless argument, but the fact is, that the Confederacy never had a strong, 

dynamic political government, and thus they never had a strong, or influential foreign 

policy with which to woo the European powers, the thing which they needed most 

from their government. By glaring contrast, Washington had a strong political seat, 

and Seward instantly prioritised the importance of international powers to the Union, 

and the need to keep them from recognising the South. Had the Confederacy boasted 

a Secretary of State as talented as Seward, one wonders how the slavery issue would 

have been tackled to Europe’s satisfaction, to pave the way for Recognition. 

 

On the 3rd May, Seward’s greatest fear took shape, when Yancey met Lord 

Russell in an unofficial meeting. The Foreign Secretary put the Government’s fears 

squarely - indeed, its greatest fear, which was the threat that the Confederacy might re-

open the African slave trade. Yancey denied it, but he was not remotely persuasive, 

and Russell still expressed his concern in a memorandum of the meeting to Lord 

Lyons in Washington.  Essentially, Russell was searching for manoeuvring space, to 

give Britain the flexibility to recognise the Confederacy when the time came to decide, 

but such recognition was politically impossible while the South continued to embrace 
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slavery. The South’s big problem, was that Yancey was a committed supporter of 

slavery, and did little to conceal his feelings, which put Britain in an impossible 

position.  

 

While there was no Seward in the Confederate Government to engineer that 

essential manoeuvring space for the British, the one in the North was making himself 

felt. On the 2nd May, Lord Lyons had sent a coded message to Russell in which he 

had described Seward as arrogant and reckless towards foreign powers. He hadn’t 

seen anything yet. 

 

Nevertheless, Britain decided to tread a bold path. She could not - she may not 

have wanted to - recognise officially the Confederacy as a sovereign country, but took 

a major step in that direction when, on the 9th May, Her Majesty’s Government 

formally recognised both countries as belligerents. The next step would naturally be 

formal recognition of the Confederate States. The North was apoplectic, and only 

partially pacified by a Royal Proclamation of the 13th May: 

 

Whereas we are happily at peace with all Sovereigns, Powers, and States: 

 

And whereas Hostilities have unhappily commenced between the Government of the United 

States of America and certain States styling themselves the Confederate States of America: 

 

And whereas We, being at Peace with the Government of the United States, have declared our 

Royal Determination to maintain a strict and impartial Neutrality in the contest between the said 

Contending Parties: 

 

We therefore have thought fit, by and with the Advice of Our Privy Council, to issue this Our 

Royal Proclamation: 

 

And We do hereby strictly charge and command all Our Loving Subjects to observe a strict 

neutrality in and during the aforesaid Hostilities, and to abstain from violating either the laws and 

statutes of this Realm on their Behalf, or the Laws of Nature in relation thereto, or they will answer 
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to the contrary at their Peril……. 

 

Britain’s rapid response to the situation with legislation prohibiting partisan 

assistance had been tactfully drafted, but time and again fell short of cementing the 

sort of neutrality that Washington would demand.  

 

On the 21st May Seward wrote to Adams that if Britain received the Southern 

envoys even unofficially, Adams was to use his efforts to stop them - clearly he did 

not know that the meeting had already taken place.  But more was to follow, for 

Seward needed to put a stop to the risk that Britain would protect and serve the cause 

of Southern privateers, even though she had officially proclaimed her neutrality: 

 

As to the treatment of privateers in the insurgent service, you will say that this is a question 

exclusively our own. We treat them as pirates. They are our own citizens, or persons employed by our 

own citizens, preying upon the commerce of our country. If Great Britain shall choose to recognize 

them as lawful belligerents and give them shelter from our pursuit and punishment, the law of nations 

affords an adequate and proper remedy. 

 

Privateers posed a very serious risk to the Federal Government. They knew that 

the Confederate Navy was no match for their own, but a Southern privateering fleet 

was something quite different. It was, in fact, a timeless story: for centuries, monarchs 

had been short of funds for the sort of navies that were needed to maintain an 

effective force to control sea trade, but a highly cost-effective way for them to 

augment their naval forces was to issue Letters of Marque to the Masters of non-

Government merchant ships to attack enemy shipping for the cargoes aboard. Hence, 

they became privateers. As the Admiralty explained in clear terms, these letters 

authorised the Master who, of course, was the representative of the Flag State, 

notwithstanding his appointment by the shipowner, “to seize and take all ships, 

vessels, and goods belonging to the enemy, not being within cannon-shot of the 

shores of a friendly state.” But it was emphatically not competent for a non-

Government ship that could not furnish Letters of Marque or a Commission of War, 

to capture neutral vessels carrying contraband of war, or to violate a blockade - and 
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this would become an issue later, between Britain and the United States. The letters 

set out the amount of surety deposited against her unlawful behaviour and stipulated 

the necessity of having her prizes valued in an Admiralty Court, where the portion due 

to the State could be assessed before the prize and her contents were sold. Without 

them, a Master who attacked a vessel could be deemed a pirate and despatched 

accordingly, but a State which recognised a belligerent could recognise a Letter of 

Marque and this, naturally, posed a very real problem to Washington, hence its 

threatening tone to Britain. Thanks to a Swedish architect improbably named Fredrick 

Chapman (his father had been a Yorkshire emigrant in the Swedish Navy) privateering 

frigates had evolved very efficiently in the last ninety years as large, well fitted-out 

merchant ships, and although the practice of privateering had been abolished by 

common consent in 1856, nobody was under any illusion that it could be revived at a 

moment’s notice. And it was. 

 

By the end of the month, Washington and London were at each other’s throats, 

culminating in a frank exchange of views in London, which Russell described to Lyons 

in a letter of the 21st May: 

 

Mr Adams [the head of the Washington Legation in London] came to me at 

Pembroke Lodge on the 18th instant. After some general conversation, he said he was instructed to 

ask for an explanation of the language I had used to Mr Dallas. The expressions I had employed 

had been interpreted in the United States as being of an unfriendly tenour, and as intimating a change 

of policy on the part of Great Britain. He led me to understand that any such change would put an 

end to his mission, and unfavourably affect the relations of the two countries. 

 

I repeated what I had said to Mr Dallas: that, had a separation taken place between different 

parts of the American Union in an amicable manner, Her Majesty’s Government would still have 

regretted that a Union of States so famous and so conspicuous for its love of liberty and enlightened 

progress should have been dissolved. That the opposition made by the Government of the United 

States to the Secession would make us still more averse to take any step to record and recognize that 

Secession. I explained to Mr Adams, however, that the despatches of Judge Black and Mr Seward 

seemed to ask on our part for a perpetual pledge that we would, under no circumstances, recognize the 
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Seceding States. I had, therefore, thought it necessary to add that Great Britain must hold herself free 

to act according to the progress of events and as circumstances might require…. 

 

We had taken no step except that of declaring ourselves neutral, and allowing to the Southern 

States a belligerent character; that the size and population of the Seceding States were so considerable 

that we could not deny them that character, but that this step implied no recognition nor allowed any 

other than an intermediate position on that part of the Southern States. 

    

Adams declared that he had no wish to see Britain take part in the war, but he 

did wish her not to give assistance to the South, clearly conveying the message that if 

Britain did assist the South, then she would be drawn into the war as an enemy of the 

Union. Russell then said two things, which, as events have shown, were factually 

untrue: 

 

He said that Britain had no thoughts of assisting the South. Even at this stage, 

British support for the South was manifest and material, albeit highly unofficially, 

through private enterprise, but the Government had explicitly reserved its position, so 

that it must have harboured thoughts of recognising and assisting the South in the 

future, should the circumstances permit. 

 

He said that the sympathies of this country were rather with the North than 

with the South. The press, indeed, reminded the British people of its love of freedom 

and its characteristic condemnation of slavery, but that was a far cry from supporting 

the Federal cause. The days were yet a long way off, when public demonstrations 

would approve the Emancipation Proclamation. Only in Ireland was there any feeling 

of common political grievance against the ‘aristocratic’ institutions of Southern 

society, while the ties of blood and culture shared between England and the Southern 

States were strengthened by the commercial opportunities seized by British business.  

 

Adams may have received these remarks as valedictory words of comfort, any 

way; he was no fool. Charles Francis Adams had the natural advantage of a 

distinguished family background: his grandfather, John Adams, and his father, John 
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Quincy Adams, had both been American Ministers in London, in their time - and 

both had gone on to be distinguished Presidents of the United States. Adams had 

been educated in England; an intellectual man, he knew the people well, by all 

accounts he was well-liked, and on the 16th May 1861, amid the turmoil of a new war, 

he took up his post as the United States Minister in London. On the 21st May Russell 

wrote to Lyons: 

 

Mr Adams has made a very favourable impression on my mind as a calm and judicious man. 

 

Certainly he was calm, and although intensely patriotic he was well-suited to the 

job with a cool head and guarded language in a crisis. All his talents would come in 

useful at this critical time, as tensions between the two powers all but broke down. 

Seward was almost inciting hostilities, when Lincoln reined him in and, on the 24th 

May, Seward commented that he no longer thought that there would be war between 

the two countries. Nevertheless, Lyons was less certain, and on the 6th June Lyons 

sent a coded message to Russell by telegram, stating that  

 

Sudden declaration of war by the United States against Great Britain appears to me by no 

means impossible… 

 

There can be little doubt that, at this time, the resolve of Britain’s neutrality had 

been tested, and a betting man would have been challenged to give long odds on it 

breaking. Either cleverly, or recklessly, Seward blew up the tension, like a balloon, 

almost to bursting point - and then, doubtless thanks to Lincoln, the threat deflated, 

for the time being, at least. But Washington now embarked on one of the longest 

struggles of the war, the struggle to force Britain to remain neutral. It was a struggle 

that would prove bitter, and, time and again, would bring the two countries close to 

war. On the 29th June Russell wrote to Lyons: 

 

Mr Adams called upon me yesterday by appointment. The immediate purport of his visit was 

to inquire what course the Government would pursue in respect to a merchant vessel called the Peter 

Marcy, which had arrived here carrying the flag of the so-called Confederate States, and was now lying 
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in the Victoria Dock in the port of London.  

 

He wished to inquire especially with regard to the clearance outwards of this vessel, as that 

clearance, if made to a vessel belonging to those whom his Government and he regarded as rebels, 

might be looked upon as a sort of recognition. 

 

I replied that I knew nothing of this particular case; that however, in contemplation of such a 

case, we had some time ago called upon the Law Officers of the Crown for an opinion; that they had 

said that, in point of law, the flag a vessel might have been flying was immaterial; that in the present 

case, and in all others, Her Majesty’s Government would adhere strictly to the law, and I conceived 

that course was the one most likely to afford a solution of the difficult questions which might from time 

to time arise, and perhaps threaten to disturb the friendly relations of the two countries..  

 

In a very short time indeed, actions - and inaction - would be speaking louder 

than words, and the seriousness of Britain’s Proclamation of Neutrality was 

challenged, in what became a never-ending struggle between London and Washington. 

‘The Southampton Times’ reported on the 13th July of extremely delicate events in 

American waters, involving British ships caught with Confederate contraband, but 

raising all sorts of problems involving the zeal of Yankee commanders that would 

become a burning issue in the war: 

 

The British ship Amelia, from Liverpool for Savannah, had arrived in New York in charge 

of a prize crew from the Federal vessel Union, which captured her on the 23rd off Charleston. Her 

cargo consists of iron crates, camp ovens, equipage, and machinery. Cargo valued at 50,000 dollars, 

vessel at 12,000 dollars. It was supposed that arms were concealed in the crates. The barque Virginia 

Ann arrived at New York; had reported that on the 10th ult, in lat 47, long 84, boarded the 

British ship Bramley Moore, from Mobile for Liverpool, and received from her a negro man, belonging 

north, who was permitted to leave Mobile. She also reported that they were boarded by the Federal 

steamer Massachusetts, which had the day previous taken twenty-five prizes, one the English 

Forfarshire, from Mobile. The Virginia Ann was chased all day and night by a privateer.. 

 

But then, much more disturbing information came Adams’ way, about serious, 
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albeit unofficial, British support for the Confederate war effort, with the construction 

of a man of war. On the 15th August he wrote to Lord Russell: 

 

My Lord, - From information furnished from sources which appeared to me entitled to credit, I 

feel it my duty to apprize Her Majesty’s Government that a violation of the Act prohibiting the fitting 

out of vessels for warlike purposes is on the point of being committed in one of the ports of Great 

Britain. Whereby an armed steamer is believed to be about to be dispatched with the view of making 

war against the people of the United States. 

 

I am informed that this vessel will sail in a day or tow. I therefore feel under the highest 

obligation to submit the information I have obtained, as the ground for an application for a prompt 

and effective investigation of the truth of the allegation whilst there is time. Not doubting the earnest 

disposition of Her Majesty’s Government faithfully to adhere to the principles of neutrality to which it 

has pledged itself, I ask, on the part of the United States, for no more than a simple enforcement of 

the law, in case it shall appear that evil-minded persons are seeking to set it at naught.  

 

An impassioned plea, indeed, to which Lord Russell replied peremptorily on the 

22nd August: 

 

I have now the honour to state to you that the result of the inquiries into this case having been 

submitted to the proper Law Officer of the Crown, Her Majesty’s Government have been advised that 

there is not sufficient evidence to warrant any interference with the clearing or sailing of the vessel.  

 

There is a definite coolness in the correspondence between Adams and Russell, 

but the British Foreign Minister at least steered his Government through these 

dangerous shoals with a steady hand. Neutral they were, and no side should be seen to 

be favoured.  

 

But what if the Confederates won an early victory in the war? Would not 

Britain’s judgment be influenced by the real possibility that military success would 

clear a path to recognition faster than anything else? 
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No sooner said than done. On the 22nd July Lord Lyons had urgently notified 

Russell: 

 

My Lord 

 

The main army of the United States, under General McDowell, was defeated yesterday by the 

Confederate forces under General Beauregard, at a place in Virginia, about five-and-twenty miles 

from Washington, between a village called Centreville and Manassas Gap. 

 

On the 18th instant the advanced brigade of General McDowell’s army, composed of four 

regiments, encountered the enemy at a place called Bull’s Run, and was repulsed. It was near the same 

spot that the battle took place yesterday. 

 

The United States’ army advanced from Centreville to attack General Beauregard’s position 

very early in the morning. By 11 o’clock the two armies were engaged. The fighting appears to have 

continued without intermission until 4 o’clock in the afternoon. At 3 o’clock the advantage was 

believed to be on the side of the United States, but about an hour afterwards the United States’ troops 

were seized with a panic, and fled in confusion to Centreville. The rout of the whole army is described 

by eye-witnesses as complete. 

 

It is supposed here, however, I know not how correctly, that General McDowell’s head-

quarters are still at Centreville; and that the pursuit was not carried up to that point. 

 

According to the most probable calculation which has been made there were from 50,000 to 

60,000 United States’ troops engaged, and about the same number on the other side. 

 

It seems to be generally thought that an advance on this place does not enter into General 

Beauregard’s plans. Unless the defeated army rallies on the other side of the Potomac, the Government 

has little means at this moment of defending the capital. All the troops with the exception of about 

10,000 men, had been sent hence to strengthen General McDowell’s army before the battle. 

 

The intelligence of defeat reached Washington only late last night, and little is certainly known 
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beyond the fact that the rout of the United States’ army was complete. 

 
 
It was a famous victory, indeed, as declared by ‘The Southampton Times’ on the 

10th August: 

 

The first great battle between the opposing forces of the Northern and Southern States of 

America, has been fought, and with the most disastrous results to the Federal arms. The great fight 

which has at last taken place had been long expected, and the Northerners, with the usual brag which 

is a national characteristic of the Yankee had plumed themselves upon the strength and pluck of their 

army, and boasted of the short work it would make of President Davis and his rebels. But they were 

decidedly out in their calculation, and instead of being victorious they have suffered a disgraceful defeat. 

The news which arrived by previous mails had put us in possession of the fact that after the failure of 

the attack on the Confederate batteries at Bull’s Run, by the force under Colonel Richardson, he 

withdrew his troops and joined the main army under General McDowell, consultations being held as 

to the best mode of renewing the attack. On the 21st ult, the whole of the Federal army advanced on 

the enemy’s position at Manassas Junction, and after fighting for nine hours, we are told that they 

succeeded in capturing three of the Confederate batteries. Other accounts, however, state that these 

batteries were never intended to be permanently  held by the Southerners, and that they were only 

erected as a bait to the assailants, in order to draw them within range of the more strongly fortified 

positions behind. At all events, the good fortune of the Federals seems to have ended at this point, for 

General Beauregard assumed the offensive, attacked the Union army, and drove them in disorder from 

the field. The Federal troops were completely panic-stricken, and fled tumultuously towards 

Washington, notwithstanding the utmost efforts of General McDowell to rally them at Centreville and 

Fairfax Court House. The Confederates pursued as far as Fairfax and captured the whole of the 

Federal artillery of rifled cannon, with large quantities of other arms….  

 

The Northerners, even in their defeat, could not give up their peculiarity of making a great 

boast about everything, and so they put down the loss of the victors at about four times the number of 

their own - not a very probable result. 

 

This decisive battle is the first important collision between the Northern and Southern troops. 

The Federalists were undoubtedly out-generalled, and their army shown to be very deficient in 
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discipline. We could have hoped that prospects of a peaceful settlement might have resulted from this 

conflict; but of this there is no probability. The Northerners have been fired with indignation and 

revenge; the Southerners are elated and encouraged by the victory they have achieved. We must, 

therefore, be prepared for a still more determined and desperate renewal of this melancholy struggle.     

 

Suddenly, the British Government could see that events were justifying public 

support for the South, and one of those criteria on which Great Britain foresaw the 

need to review her position, was falling into place. And the three Confederate 

commissioners, Yancey, Rost and Mann, lost little time in presenting themselves once 

again to Lord Russell: 

 

At an early stage after the arrival of the undersigned in London, at an informal interview 

which your Lordship was pleased to accord them, they informed your Lordship of the object of their 

mission, and endeavoured to impress upon your Lordship that the action of the seven Confederate 

States had been based upon repeated attempts on the part of the federal Government, and many of the 

nine Northern States which composed the late Union during a series of years which extended over near 

half a century, to rule the people of the Southern section of that Union by means of an 

unconstitutional exercise of power; and that Secession from that union had been resorted to, as, in the 

opinion of the Seceding States, the best and surest mode of saving the liberties which their Federal and 

State Constitutions were designed to secure to them…. 

 

They were especially desirous of convincing your lordship, and laid before your Lordship 

reasons for their belief, that the people of the Seceding states had violated no principle of allegiance in 

this act of Secession, but, on the contrary, had been true to that high duty which all citizens owe to 

that sovereignty which is the supreme font of power in a state, no matter what may be the particular 

form of government under which they lie: they were careful to show your Lordship, however, that the 

idea of American sovereignty was different from that entertained in Great Britain and Europe; that 

whereas in the great Eastern hemisphere generally, sovereignty was deemed to exist in the Government, 

the founders of the North American States had solemnly declared, and upon that declaration had 

built up American institutions, that Governments were instituted among men, deriving their just 

powers from the consent of the governed; that wherever any form of government becomes destructive of 

these ends (security to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness), it is the right of the people to alter or 
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abolish it, and to institute a new Government.   

 

With the power of the victory at Manassas behind them, the Confederacy was 

presenting a compelling argument. But it was too premature for the British 

Government to present them with the Holy Grail of Recognition. The next day, the 

15th August, Russell responded, in terms which, perhaps, shed more light on Britain’s 

sadness about the war dividing its respected friend, than the cool style adopted in 

correspondence with Adams: 

 

The British Government do not pretend in any way to pronounce a judgment upon the 

questions in debate between the United States and their adversaries in North America; the British 

Government can only regret that those differences have unfortunately been submitted to the arbitrement 

of arms. Her Majesty has considered this contest as constituting a civil war, and Her Majesty has, by 

Her Royal Proclamation, declared her interest to preserve her strict neutrality between the contending 

parties in that war. 

 

Her Majesty will strictly perform the duties which belong to a neutral. Her Majesty cannot 

undertake to determine by anticipation what may be the issue of the contest, nor can she acknowledge 

the independence of the nine states which are now combined against the President and Congress of the 

United States until the future of arms or the more peaceful mode of negotiation shall have clearly 

determined the respective position of the two belligerents.  

 

This letter clearly conveys the even-handedness of the Government’s avowed 

position of strict neutrality, preventing her for the moment from recognising the 

Confederacy, until the Confederacy had won clear military superiority, or until some 

progress had been achieved in exploring a peaceful solution, in which the Confederacy 

would enjoy some sort of sovereignty. No such indications were conveyed to 

Washington with such clarity. Essentially, Britain was delivering the message that, 

once the Confederacy had achieved sufficiently clear superiority, either by military 

victory or by political means, then Her Majesty would embrace the Confederate States. 

But she could not do so until they had established themselves as a separate country 

that would not fall to the Union, or at least until it was clear that Britain could give 
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recognition without getting egg on her face from a reversal of Confederate fortunes.  

 

In fact, as we shall see, this position would hardly change - on an official level - 

throughout the whole war. It would be difficult enough to enforce at home, though, 

let alone abroad - and in the autumn of 1861, neutrality was looking very fragile 

indeed. By the 1st October, Adams was growing weary of complaining to Russell 

about support for the Confederate war effort, not just in Britain but also in those 

territories of hers that were now proving themselves to be crucial maritime stations 

for operations to aid the South: 

 

My Lord, 

 

It is with much regret that I find myself receiving at every fresh arrival from the United States, 

instructions from my Government to make representations to your Lordship concerning the alleged 

violations of Her Majesty’s Proclamation  of neutrality committed by British subjects, through the 

channel of the Colonies situated near the United States. I have the honour now to submit to your 

Lordship’s consideration the copy of an intercepted letter from a person named John P Baldwin, living 

at Richmond, in Virginia, in the service of the insurgents, addressed to Henry Adderley, Esq., of 

Nassau, New Providence. It appears by this letter, that Nassau has been made, to some extent, an 

entrepot for the transmission of articles of contraband of war, from Great Britain to the ports held by 

the insurgents. 

 

It would be a great source of satisfaction to the Government of the United States to learn that 

Her Majesty’s Government felt itself clothed with the necessary power to prevent the exportation of 

such contraband from the Colonies for the use of the insurgents, and that it would furnish the 

necessary instructions to the local authorities to attain that end. 

 

Baldwin's letter to Adderley provides somewhat compelling evidence; writing 

from Richmond, Virginia on the July 30, 1861, Baldwin said: 

 

My Dear Adderley 
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The Secretary of the Navy of the Confederate States of America has ordered from England, to 

be shipped to Nassau, a quantity of arms and powder. I have recommended them to be consigned to 

you, and I have to ask of you, as a favour to me, to take good care of them. 

 

Russell assured Adams on the 8th October, that 

 

I have requested the Secretary of State for the Colonies to cause every inquiry to be made into 

the matter. 

 

Then, before such inquiries could ever be completed, Captain Church, of the 

Michigan 8th Infantry Volunteers, United States Army, conveniently blundered onto 

the stage of international confrontation, and added a turn or two to the Spanish 

windlass of Anglo-Union tension. He, it was, who was ordered by his commanding 

officer, Colonel Fenton, to proceed from Fort Wayne, near Detroit, with a detail of 

five men, including two NCO's, to bring back some deserters. The only problem was 

that the fugitives were known to have sought refuge in Canada, Britain's jealously-

guarded territory on which Washington was known to have cast covetous eyes for a 

long time, and a key issue in the war of 1812 - hence the concentration of British 

troops garrisoned there. It seems that the incident came to the attention of Sir 

Edmund Head, Governor-General of Canada, when he was sent a newspaper cutting 

reporting a thrilling if nerve-racking confrontation the Federal soldiers arrogantly went 

into Essex County and arrested the deserters, when they ran straight into the forces of 

law and order in the territory. Head's secretary, Mr Alleyn, rushed off a telegram to the 

Sheriff of Essex County, Mr McEwen: 

 

Is it true that United States’ soldiers have lately come over the line into Upper Canada and 

arrested, or attempted to arrest, persons? If so, when and where, and what are the particulars? 

Answer at once. 

 

McEwen promptly responded with a brief reply. Yes, it was true, but the British 

authority had "Maintained the Right", to employ the motto of a slightly later 

institution of Canadian law and order. The story is taken up by the hero of the hour, 
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Mr W H Billings, Magistrate in the County of Essex in Upper Canada. From North 

Ridge, he wrote to McEwen with the facts on the next day, the 2nd October: 

 

About 5 o’clock in the afternoon of Saturday the 21st September, Mr Wigle, tavern-keeper, 

came over to my house, and told me that a Captain and five men belonging to the American army had 

just come to his place hunting after deserters; that they had put their team into his barn, and had gone 

into the bush after four deserters who were working for farmers living in the bush: he wanted to know 

if it was lawful for them to take the men. I told him it was not lawful, and that they should not take 

the men back unless they were willing to go. He said he did not see how I was to hinder them, as he 

had been told that they were all armed with seven-shooters and bowie knives, and that they said they 

would take them back, dead or alive. Upon hearing this I went down to John Noble, the constable, 

and told him to go down the street and call out a few of the neighbours, and tell them to bring rifles 

with them, and I would go up street and do the same; and for us all to meet at Wigle’s tavern and 

wait till they came out, which we did.  

 

They came out of bush about 8 o’clock in the evening, and the four desterters with them. I 

asked the Captain by what authority he had arrested those man; he said he had not arrested them, 

but went to see if they would not go back with him and join the regiment, which they had agreed to, at 

the same time showing me an order from his Colonel,empowering him to take any deserters from the 

8th Michigan Regiment wherever he could find them; he thought that order would justify him even 

hadhe arrested the men. I told him we did not acknowledge his Colonel’s order this side of the river - it 

might be good enough on the other side; but these men were now under the protection of the British 

flag, and that he could not take them back unless they were willing to go. 

 

I then asked the men if they were willing to go back with their Captain; they each of them 

said, no. I then asked why they came out of the bush if they did not want to go back - if the Captain 

or his men had threatened them, or used any force to compel them out; they said he had not, they came 

out because they thought they had to. I then told the men they were at liberty to go when and where 

they pleased; they thanked me and left the house. The Captain then asked me if we thought they were 

wild beasts, as my men were all armed with rifle and so excited. I told him the men brought their rifles 

with them at my request; that I had been told they were all armed with seven-shooters and bowie 

knives, and that they had said they would take the deserters back dead or alive. I thought the rifles 
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might be very useful if they attempted to carry out their threats. The Captain said he had never made 

any such threat, and he would pledge his word of honour that they had no revolvers about them; that I 

might search them if I chose. I declined to do so, telling him as he was a military man of rank, and I 

supposed a gentleman, I would take his word. He said he should complain of me to my Government 

for discharging the men, and that he would be down next week with fifty men and an order from our 

Governor to take the deserters back. I told him if he could bring me an order from the Governor that 

the men should be delivered up to him, and make me believe it was a genuine order, he might take 

them; if not, he could not take them if he fetched the whole regiment. 

 

It was a sensation, not just because the United States had flouted the sovereign 

rights of another country, but because the perpetrators were so defiant in their 

purpose, in circumstances which had demanded the utmost tact if Washington were to 

avoid hostilities with the British Empire, especially in view of Britain's suspicions over 

Washington's greed for Canada. At the very least, the Governor-General was keenly 

aware of the need to maintain law, order and authority in the Canadian Territories, 

and wrote to Lord Lyons from Quebec on the 1st October, that  

 

if soldiers of the United States’ army are to pursue deserters into Canada, it will probably be 

necessary for me to increase the number of troops in Western Canada very materially. 

 

I have no doubt that the Government at Washington will view with great regret any proceeding 

of this kind, and will express their disapprobation of the officer’s conduct. 

 

As soon as Head received Billings' full acount, his secretary Alleyn wrote to 

Billings on the 9th October: 

 

I am directed by His Excellency to inform you that he approves of your conduct as reported in 

your letter to the Sheriff, and requests me to express to you such approbation, which I have much 

pleasure in doing. 

 

Lord Lyons  had already remonstarted  with Seward on the 5th October, on the 

15th, he wrote to him: 
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Sir 

 

With reference to the note which I had the hnour to address to you on the 5th instant, I have 

now the honour to transmit to you a copy of a letter sent from Mr Billings, Justice of the Oeace in the 

County of Essex in Canada West, to the Sheriff of the same county, giving details of the proceedings 

of the party of United States’ soldiers from Detroit who entered the British territory in pursuit of 

deserters. 

 

This paper has been communicated to the Governor-General of Canada, who informs me that 

he has approved the conduct of Mr Billings as set forth in it, and who requests me formally to call the 

attention of the United States’ Government to the matter. 

 

With something akin to divine spite, Detroit's military was to add another blow 

to Seward's aching head when, right at that time, facts came to light of a handbill 

being circulated in Canada: 

 

500 men wanted at Detroit, Michigan 

 

Steady employment will be given to active young men, of good habits and character, accustomed 

to farm labour and the care of horses.  

 

I will pay good wages, 13 dollars per month and upwards, with good board and clothing, and 

will allow to all employed travelling expenses to this place upon the certificate of the Railroad Ticket 

Agent at the station at which fares are paid will give, which all will be sure to get. Apply at my store, 

No 144, Jefferson Avenue, Detroit. 

 

Signed, J W Tillman. 

 

It took little trouble to reveal that Tillman was, in fact, Lieutenant-Colonel of 

Colonel Rankin’s Regiment of Cavalry in Detroit. 
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Lord Lyons wrote to Seward on the 15th October, enclosing the handbill and a 

report from the Commander of the Militia in West Quebec, about an attempt by 

Lieutenant-Colonel Davies of the 2nd Regiment Michigan Cavalry to persuade 

Captain Villiers of the Field Battery to desert and join him, paying him $200 per 

month for his services. All this amounted to damning evidence of an attempt which 

appears to have been made to raise recruits in Canada for the United States’ Army. 

 

The most damaging aspect, though, can be seen in the Union's hypocrisy, at a 

time when Seward was complaining to the British about breaches of her Neutrality 

Proclamation - Washington was openly encouraging breaches for its own benefit.  

 

Meanwhile, Lyons was protesting about the arbitrary arrest of British subjects. 

But if the two countries were tipped over the edge into war, the Admiralty was 

determined that nobody would damn well blame them. In November 1861, Vice-

Admiral Alexander Milne, was commanding a British fleet on the coast of America 

with the task of protecting British merchant ships, at a critical time when just one 

more incident at sea could ignite a war with the North. From his flagship Nile, at 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, he sent detailed instructions to his commanders at sea: 

 

….It will be your duty to exercise the strictest neutrality between the contending parties (both 

of whom are recognised by Her Majesty’s Government as invested with belligerent rights), and with 

this view you will, while preserving a firm but conciliatory demeanour, abstain, in any intercourse you 

may have with officers or citizens of the United or Confederate States, not only from acting, but from 

expressing sentiments contrary to Her Majesty’s pleasure, and you will impress the same line of 

conduct upon all under your orders, 

 

While, however, it is your duty to observe the strictest neutrality between the contending parties, 

it is equally an imperative duty to afford the greatest possible protection to lawful British commerce, 

which will be affected on the one hand by the blockade about to be, or which may have been de facto 

established by the Northern States, and, on the other hand, by the Letters of Marque which are being 

issued by the Southern Confederates…. You will adopt every lawful measure to protect British ships 

from molestation by such ships, not hesitating in a clear case of piracy on British ships, to deal with 
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the aggressor as a pirate.  

 

The crux of his Instructions, however, was summed up at the end: 

 

It is Her majesty’s command that all Her officers abstain from any act likely to involve Great 

Britain in hostilities with the United States. 
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Maritime Brinkmanship 
 

The much-needed successor to William Yancey, James M Mason of Virginia, 

was able to cite the words of Lincoln himself, distancing the argument from slavery. It 

was Mason’s job to bring Great Britain to recognise the Confederacy, and he was 

promptly given a helping hand in his task from, of all places, the Union, in what 

became known as the Trent affair.  

 

In October 1861 Davis appointed James M Mason and his colleague John Slidell 

of Louisiana, as commissioners to secure from Britain and France recognition of the 

Confederacy as a Nation, based upon the vast extent of territory, its large and 

intelligent population, its ample resources, its importance as a commercial nation, and 

the justice of its separation from the United States. Invested with their credentials and 

all necessary powers, the commissioners sailed for Havana on the blockade-runner 

Theodora, where they were presented to the captain-general of the island by the British 

consul. They were accompanied by their secretaries, Messrs McFarland and Eustis, 

who were to take up their duties beside them. 

 

The Royal Mail Steam Packet Company had been formed by Royal Charter in 

1839, with a fleet of brand new steamers sailing from the prestigious port of 

Southampton to the east coast of South America, the Caribbean and all the useful 

connections involved that led on to the Southern United States.  Just three years later, 

the company received delivery of their magnificent new liner Trent. Grossing 1,856 

tons, this paddle steamer with three auxiliary masts and a heavy, powerful head was 

built of British and African oak that was braced with a skeleton of iron. But by 1861 

she was an old ship, in an era of rapid progress in merchant ship design. She was still 

owned by the Royal Mail Line, and Southampton was her home, as well as that of 

most of the crew. Registered under the British flag, she enjoyed the sovereign status as 

a little bit of British territory, and her Master was the Flag State’s representative. In 

addition, as always he was responsible – and accountable – as Master Under God for 

the safety of life at sea and the success of the marine adventure and, as such, he was 

also the Company’s ambassador abroad, and when calling at a port it was expected of 
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him to visit all persons of note, and further the good name of the Line. Now, in 

Havana, the Master welcomed aboard the two commissioners, bound for England. 

But, all the while, Captain Charles Wilkes of the Union Navy, commanding the sloop-

of-war San Jacinto, carrying thirteen guns, was cruising nearby, lying in wait to capture 

the commissioners and win a famous victory. The story is taken up by Commander 

Williams, the Agent for Mails aboard the Trent: 

 

There devolves upon me the painful duty of reporting to you a wanton act of aggression on this 

ship by the United States war screw-steamer San Jacinto, carrying a broadside of seven guns, and a 

shell pivot-gun of heavy calibre on the forecastle, which took place on the 8th instant, in the Bahama 

Channel, abreast of Paredon Lighthouse. 

 

The Trent left Havana at 8.00 am on the 7th instant, with Her Majesty’s Mails for 

England, having on board a large freight of spice, as well as numerous passengers, amongst whom 

were Messrs Mason and Slidell….. Shortly after noon on the 8th a steamer having the appearance of 

a man-of-war, but not showing colours, was observed ahead, hove-to; we immediately hoisted our 

ensign at the peak, but it was not responded to until, on nearing her at 1.15 pm, she fired a round 

shot from her pivot-gun across our bows, and showed American colours. Our engines were immediately 

slowed, and we were still approaching her when she discharged a shell from her pivot-gun immediately 

across our bows….  

 

We then stopped, when an officer with an armed guard of marines boarded us and demanded a 

list of passengers, which demand being refused, the officer said that he had orders to arrest Messrs 

Mason, Slidell, McFarland and Eustis, and that he had sure information of their being passengers in 

the Trent. Declining to satisfy him whether such passengers were on board or not, Mr Slidell stepped 

forward, and announced that the four persons he had named were then standing before him under 

British protection, and that if they were taken on board the San Jacinto, they must be taken vi et 

armis; the commander of the Trent and myself at the same time protesting against this illegal act, this 

act of piracy, carried out by brute force, as we had no means of resisting the aggression, the San Jacinto 

being at the time on our port beam, about 200 yards off, her ship’s company at quarters, ports open, 

and tompions out. 
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Sufficient time being given for such necessaries as they might require being sent to them, these 

gentlemen were forcibly taken out of the ship, and then a further demand was made that the 

commander of the Trent should proceed on board the San Jacinto, but as he expressed his 

determination not to go unless forcibly compelled likewise, this latter demand was not carried into 

execution.    

 

Upwards of sixty armed marines boarded a neutral vessel, their bayonets fixed, 

in such flagrant disregard of the laws applying to sovereign states as to constitute an 

act of war (and, ironically for both sides, in circumstances strikingly similar to those of 

which the United States complained so bitterly to Britain when the reverse had 

happened in the war of 1812!) Each prisoner was seized by the collar, and forcibly 

removed to the American vessel, thence taken to the United States and imprisoned in 

Fort Warren, in Boston Harbour. 

 

In Washington, they realised the possible consequences that the incident could 

lead to - and their fears were not misplaced. It was an outrage, of course, whose 

repercussions spread as rapidly as a ship’s wake to the hearts and minds of all 

maritime nations, as an act in breach of all international law. Initially, the people of the 

United States did not care a fig for that -  they were ecstatic, despite the curious fact 

that the American press was unusually moderate in its tone when reporting this 

‘famous victory’ - and Captain Wilkes was the darling of the nation, allegedly receiving 

the freedom of eleven cities.  

 

Then Britain roared. 

 

On the 30th November 1861, Earl Russell sent an urgent instruction to the 

Admiralty, putting Vice-Admiral Milne on a war footing. Milne’s job had been hard 

enough, commanding Britain’s naval expedition on its way to Vera Cruz, as part of a 

joint campaign with Spain and France in Mexico, and suspicions of France’s personal 

agenda in the affair had been well-placed. We have already seen the nub of his 

Instructions on the Western Ocean; now he was ordered to 
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Refrain from any act of hostility against the sea or land forces of the United States, except in 

self-defence. But as the act of wanton violence and outrage which has been committed makes it not 

unlikely that other sudden acts of aggression may be attempted, Vice-Admiral Sir A Milne will take 

care not to place his ships in position where they may be surprised, or commanded by batteries on land 

of superior force. He should not detach more than one line-of-battle ship and two frigates on the 

expedition to Vera Cruz; and he should dispose of the rest of his force in the manner in which it may 

prove must serviceable, in case of hostilities. 

   

Britain’s immediate fear was for her possessions in Canada. For a very 

considerable time, she knew that the United States had cast covetous eyes on the 

colony, and meant to get it, one way or another. War would be a good way. So, eleven 

thousand troops were immediately sent to reinforce the Canadian border and an 

embargo was slammed on all goods bound for the North, including supplies of 

saltpetre, a vital ingredient of gunpowder. Washington was given seven days to liberate 

the commissioners and apologise. 

 

It was all very close to home for the people of Southampton, the home port of 

the Trent and her crew, and the headquarters of the Royal Mail Line. Nevertheless, the 

opinion of ‘The Southampton Times’ was grave, but measured, on the 30th 

November: 

 

There are laws which govern the relations of different countries - fixed not only by ancient 

custom and usage, but also by the consent of the powers themselves, which claim respect and recognition 

from every civilised nation. The wanton violation of these laws is unjustifiable, and the aggressors must 

either make full and complete reparation, or the aggrieved are bound in defence of national honour and 

national rights to exact the penalty. Britain has long held the supremacy of the oceans; her mercantile 

fleets are found in every sea, and under every clime; while her navy is, and always will be, the proudest 

and the most powerful, necessarily required for the protection of our great maritime trade, the 

maintenance of our extensive and widespread dominions, and the defence of our sea girt isle. To us, 

therefore, it is of primary importance, that the principles of international law should be strictly 

maintained; and its is a natural consequence when such an outrage is perpetrated on our flag as that 

of which a Federal American frigate has recently been guilt, that the pulse of England should beat 
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high - that her national pride should be aroused - that her monetary and commercial classes should be 

panic stricken - and that a feeling of indignation, and a desire for reparation or retribution should 

thrill through the land…. 

 

We know the character of the people with whom we have to deal - their irascibility and their 

indiscretion - their menacing behaviour towards us, and the irritability which the hopelessness of the 

struggle in which they are involved engenders. We make due allowance for their present difficulties, and 

for their present state of feeling; but we, as a nation, have a position to maintain - we have a name to 

vindicate, and a flag to defend, which floats o’er every sea - the emblem of freedom, the hope of the 

oppressed, and the terror of the tyrant, to dishonour which is to invoke the vengeance of a mighty 

nation…. 

 

An outrage has been committed, to which we cannot, and, in justice to ourselves, dare not 

submit, and we hope the result will be to teach the Federal Government a useful lesson. The honour of 

our country is at stake, and we cannot brook the insult - the British flag has been tarnished, its 

vindication is demanded. Let us hope that satisfaction will be obtained and peace preserved, but 

satisfaction full and complete must be had; and American pride and insolence resented and rebuked 

by a bold and unflinching assertion of our national rights.      

 

President Lincoln was a shrewd leader, and had already confided in his attorney-

general: 

 

I am not getting much sleep out of that exploit of Wilkes 

 

He had promptly realised that the act had been not only illegal but the possible 

key to Britain’s enmity and, consequently, alliance with the South. Before the British 

government had even heard about the affair, the United States minister in London 

had been appraised that:   

 

in the capture of Messrs Mason and Slidell on board the British vessel, Captain Wilkes 

having acted without any instructions from the government, the subject is therefore free from the 

embarrassment which might have resulted if the act had been especially directed by us.... I trust that 
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the British government will consider the subject in a friendly temper and it may expect the best 

disposition on the part of this government.  

 

It did not cut much ice with London, though, and an ultimatum was despatched 

in uncompromising terms. Britain’s demands were, and remained, not subject to 

negotiation.  

 

Time was ticking away, as, on the 14th December, ‘The Southampton Times’ 

voiced the people’s feelings that they were 

 

Waiting for an answer, hopefully, anxiously, that it may be “peace”; confident, resolute, ready, 

should it be “war”. 

 

But William H Seward, for once, had to concede defeat, and on the 19th  

December, Adams went to Russell, saying, with as much face-saving for Seward as 

possible, that he was proceeding on his own, but with Seward’s blessing to read a 

despatch. The gist of the interview was reported by Russell: 

 

The American Government value highly the friendship of Great Britain and lament that 

certain causes of difference have arisen, owing as Mr Seward imagines, to the want of attention on the 

part of the British Government to the performance of the duties incumbent upon a friendly Power 

during the struggle in which the United States are engaged. Mr Seward gives as instances the case 

of…… the admission of the Sumter, privateer, to purchase coal and provisions at Trinidad, in 

distinction, he said, to the conduct of every European state; and the arrival in the Southern States of 

vessels laden with arms and ammunition for England. 

 

As regards the Trent, he affirmed that no instructions were given to Captain Wilkes which 

authorised him to act in the manner he had done. 

   

In regard to the export of arms and ammunition to the Confederate States, I read the opinion 

of the Attorney-General, and believed it was in entire conformity with the provision of the Foreign 

Enlistment Act - warlike equipment of a vessel was prohibited; the loading of a vessel with arms and 
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ammunition was not prohibited. 

 

On the 26th December 1861, Seward sent to Lord Lyons in Washington, a very 

long and elaborate dissertation on the questions of international law involved. But, in 

conclusion, he admitted: 

 

what has happened has been simply inadvertence... and for this error the British government 

has the right to expect the same reparation that we as an independent state should expect from Great 

Britain or from any other friendly nation on a similar case... The four persons in question are now 

held in military custody at Fort Warren in the state of Massachusetts. They will be cheerfully 

liberated. Your Lordship will please indicate …..a time and place for receiving them. 

 

 For the moment, crisis was averted. But British military movements on the 

Canadian border were stepped up rapidly - and such things have never been known to 

defuse tension. With a war between the Union and Great Britain imminent, there were 

two clear theatres: at sea, in the Western Ocean, and on land - in Canada. In the first 

ten weeks of 1862, nearly 7,000 British troops landed in New Brunswick, and 

transported to the potential theatre by sleigh. By now, nearly 18,000 British troops 

were now on station, including the 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards and the 2nd 

Battalion Scots Guards - Guards seldom served overseas except in extreme 

emergency. Britain was taking no chances with the defence of her North American 

possession; and just to be sure, increased the Canadian Volunteer Militia to 35,000. 

 

The Trent affair had got the dogs of war baying, but they were not yet off the 

leash, and the immediate crisis ended, not with a bang but a whimper. It must be said, 

that Britain had been presented with the opportunity to recognise the Confederacy, 

and acknowledge her independence. It had been a hope, an ambition, in the hearts and 

minds of Britain, and the Confederacy; so what went wrong for them? 

 

What kept Britain and the United States from war, was a mutual fear of the 

consequences. As Seward fully appreciated: 
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We from that hour shall cease to be friends and become once more, as we have twice before been 

forced to be, enemies of Great Britain. 

 

It was this truth which hit home on both sides of the Atlantic. If Britain 

recognised the Confederacy, Washington would immediately have broken off 

relations, and fully justifying the reinforcement of the long, vulnerable Canadian 

border. Trade with the wealthy North would come to a halt and British merchants 

would suffer, and more dangerously, Yankee warships would intercept British 

merchantmen, when the captains of British industry would rightly demand Royal 

Navy escorts to enforce their rights under international law and an inevitable 

engagement between the navies would follow, leading rapidly to all-out war. Britain 

had all too recently suffered the horrors of the Crimean War, that was concluded in 

1856, and the Indian Mutiny broke out the next year, threatening the jewel in the 

Imperial crown. And, most seriously, Britain would be isolated in Europe, a 

particularly delicate problem which could precipitate a war very easily because of rising 

tensions, once again, with France, which leaned towards the Confederacy 

commercially and the Union politically, while Russia, being passionately pro-Union, 

could invade the jewel in the British crown, her beloved India.  

 

The Trent affair was perhaps the Confederacy’s lost opportunity to change the 

course of her destiny, had she only exploited it. The noted Virginian historiographer 

Robert Selph Henry, summed it all up in this way in ‘The Story of the Confederacy’: 

 

Never again, not even at the end of the brilliant summer campaigns of 1862, was the 

Confederacy to have such diplomatic prospects as it enjoyed during and just after the Trent affair, and 

before the breaking of the marine line in the West had its ‘unfavourable influence’. The Confederate 

Commissioners in those days could still claim, and with some show of reason, that the blockade was 

not ‘effective’ in the sense of the international understanding of such matters - a sense that was to be 

widely stretched by the United States, which was exercising the right of blockade on a scale never 

before undertaken. Later, after the blockade tightened its stranglehold, the Commissioners spoke less 

of “raising the blockade” and more of recognition on the part of foreign governments of the 

independence of the Confederate States, based on their right to assert and their ability to maintain 
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it….. And always, far underneath the current of their negotiations, never to be brought near the 

surface until almost the very end, after everything was hopeless, was the hidden obstacle - the fact that 

the Confederacy was committed to the maintenance of an institution which the world had grown 

beyond.   

 

The opportunity was lost. 

     

Maybe there were mixed feelings in Britain that war was averted, at least for the 

moment. But what of popular feeling in the Union for the British people? After all, it 

had rapidly become a topic of notoriety that Britain had done much to support the 

cause of their enemy. Percy Anderson had this to report to the Chargé d’Affairs in 

Washington (holding the fort pending Lyons’ summer holiday back home) in October 

1862, following his visit to the states of the Western Union: 

 

I took some pains to ascertain whether there was any abatement in the chronic feeling of 

irritation with regard to England. The fear of the draft has developed a considerable feeling of loyalty 

among the Irish, much to the surprise and annoyance of the Americans, who had calculated on them 

as a class certain to enlist, and who, at any rate, would never fly to the protection of the British flag. 

Great irritation, consequently, was aroused when some thousands of these men declared themselves to 

be loyal subjects, and determined to respect their neutrality. The mother-country, of course, gets the 

censure; and at the same time the Americans flatter themselves, probably with reason, that at any rate 

they could count upon these same Irishmen in the event of a war with England. Though the feeling, 

however, exists as strongly as ever with regard to England, I think the conviction is gradually forcing 

itself on their minds that the present struggle is as much as they can deal with, and they only ask that 

foreign nations may not interfere with them.  

 

With a sense of timing that was breathtaking, maritime brinkmanship was also 

being played out in the Trent's home port. On the 21st November, the Confederate 

Steamer Nashville arrived in Southampton. This fine-looking paddle steamer had been 

built for the American coasting service in 1853, but she was doing famous work for 

the Confederacy now. The Foreign Office had no illusions about the fervour with 

which the Yankees would protest about this Rebel ‘corsair’ being entertained in the 
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Port of Southampton. On the 23rd November, Russell accordingly wrote to the 

Commissioner of Customs and the Mayor of the Port, insisting that 

 

The Nashville shall not be allowed to equip herself more completely as a vessel of war or to 

take in guns or munitions of war. 

 

 No, of course not. As the Town clerk replied, on the 27th November: 

 

The mayor directs me to inform you in reply that he is not aware of any facts tending to show 

for what purpose the Nashville has put into the Port of Southampton other than those publicly 

announced viz: to make good some damage done to the ship. 

 

 Honour with the Foreign Office was satisfied; unfortunately the Federal Navy 

was not so trusting and, on the 15th December, the Federal warship USS Tuscarora 

arrived in Southampton Water, and anchored off the entrance to the River Itchen, 

which flowed into the harbour just to the south of Southampton Docks.  

 

By this time, the Nashville was still in the Dock, and Captain Charles Patey, the 

senior Royal Navy officer in Southampton at the time, and therefore the Admiralty's 

representative, duly checked on her progress. On the 23rd December, he reported to 

the Admiralty and was able to confirm that no repairs had been made in her beyond 

what were absolutely necessary, and that she had not been in any way equipped more 

completely as a man of war.  

 
This bore little resemblance to the sort of neutrality which the Union had in 

mind - a neutrality to favour them, and disfavour the 'insurgents'. Then, on the 10th 

January, Captain Patey reported to the Admiralty that, on the previous night,  the 

Dockmaster had found two officers (one with side-arms) and three men belonging to 

Tuscarora under the Graving-Dock fence on the pier between the Docks; they stated 

that they were stationed there by their Captain’s orders to watch - spy on - the 

Nashville; and to make a signal to their own ship should she attempt to get underway. 

The Dockmaster promptly "removed these persons". 
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On the same day, Captain Patey also reported that the Tuscarora had received 

150 tons of coal, and had kept up steam since her arrival, with a spring on her cable, 

apparently ready for sea at a moment's notice, should the Confederate steamer sail, 

and, of course, clearly indicating an intention to break the international convention 

that two belligerent ships in a neutral port should not put to sea within twenty-four 

hours of each other. Accordingly, on the following day, Captain Willcox, of HMS 

Dauntless, stationed in Southampton Water, informed the Captains of Tuscarora and 

Nashville  that he had observed preparations for their departure, and had instructions 

to prevent any hostilities in British waters, bringing to their notice that the Law of 

Nations requires that twenty-four hours should elapse before the departure of one 

belligerent ship from a neutral port in pursuit of another; Captain Patey as Senior 

Officer at Southampton also informed the respective American Captains that he had 

received orders to detain one vessel until the other had twenty-four hours’ start.  

 

It was a delicate operation for Patey to perform, in circumstances in which the 

Federal authorities had their deepest suspicions about the true nature of British 

neutrality. Determined to uphold impartiality, he planned to visit each ship in turn, 

when he would speak with the commander, and hand him a formal note confirming 

the request for an assurance that the international convention would be observed. He 

first went on board the Nashville, to visit Captain Peagram,  

 

and after some conversation with the Commander of that vessel, who met me in the most 

conciliatory spirit, showing the greatest anxiety not to do anything which could in the slightest degree 

tend to infringe the neutrality of the port.  

 

For his part, Captain Peagram furnished Patey with a written reply for the 

Record: 

 

Sir, 

 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of today’s date, intimating to me that 
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in the event of the Tuscarora proceeding to sea, the ship under my command is not to leave until 

twenty-four hours shall have elapsed after the Tuscarora’s departure; and I beg to assure you that I 

shall rigidly conform to the isntructions of your Goverment in this respect, and you may depend that 

nothing whatever shall be done on my part to infringe the neutrality of this port. 

 

In the afternoon, Patey went on board the Tuscarora, where he was met by 

Captain Craven:  

 

After a discussion on various points involved in the question of neutrality, I placed in his 

hands the communication which I had addressed to him. At the same time I stated that, to prevent 

any possible misunderstanding in the matter, I would be glad to receive a written reply from him, 

which, after some hesitation, and desultory remarks respecting the Nashville, and the so-called 

Confederate States of North America generally, to which that vessel belongs, he complied,and handed 

me a letter in which the specified twenty-four hours were omitted. In pointing out this grave omission, 

to which he did not agree with me in attaching the same importance, after some further discussion, 

however, he wrote and gave to me the letter copy of which is already in their Lordships’ possession, 

remarking that he looked to me to exercise the strictest impartiality between himself and the pirate 

Nashville, as he termed that vessel. 

 

I thought it as well while on board the Tuscarora  to refer to the fact of his having sent officers 

and men into the Docks to watch the Nashville, and also to point out that a boast from his ship, had 

been observed pulling in and out of the Docks, without landing, during the night.  

 

He observed that this should not be repeated, and Patey left with Craven's 

written, but somewhat petulantly concluded, assurance: 

 

Sir, I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this date. You may rest 

assured that I will strictly observe all the hours by which international intercourse is regulated, and 

will not depart from this port within twenty-four hours after the sailing of the pirate Nashville. 

 

I shall expect of you a strict impartiality in this matter.  
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The New Year was rung in, with no sign of the vessel's departure. The truth, is 

that the Federal ship cleverly planned to use the letter of the law to keep the Nashville 

bottled up in her neutral 'haven': as soon the Tuscarora saw her adversary sailing out of 

the Dock, the Federal ship would be able to slip her cable and claim prior sailing, to 

keep the Nashville effectively blockaded; while she would lie just outside Southampton 

Water, and return within twenty-four hours, so the Confederate steamer could still not 

sail.  

 

On the 13th January, the Tuscarora left her anchorage at 4 am, and proceeded to 

anchor one mile west of Calshot light-ship. The Nashville did not move, keeping to the 

Captain's word, and the Federal ship returned, twelve hours later, to her former 

anchorage at the entrance of the River Itchen. Two days later, the Tuscarora weighed at 

2 pm and passed Calshot, only to return at 2 pm the next day, to her original 

anchorage. Still, the Nashville kept her word. At 8 pm on the 20th January, the 

Tuscarora proceeded down Southampton Water and anchored outside Calshot Castle, 

before she returned to her old anchorage two days later. 

 

The suspense must have been thrilling, but agonising at the same time. 

 

Then, on the 25th January, Captain Patey reported to the Admiralty that the 

Nashville had coaled, and necessary repairs completed; and that Tuscarora was ready for 

sea. He added, worryingly, that, in conversation Captain Craven, the Yankee 

commander had confirmed the suspicion that he would do his utmost to render the 

rule as to twenty-four hours’ start null and void, by constantly keeping up steam, and 

having slips on her cable, so that the moment Nashville might move, Tuscarora  would 

precede her, and claim priority of sailing, returning again within twenty-four hours, 

and so actually blockading Nashville in a neutral port. 

 

In order to prevent any hostile proceedings between the two vessels in British 

waters, a messenger was despatched from the Admiralty in London on the morning of 

the 27th, with instructions to Captain Patey to require Nashville to depart by 12 noon 

on Tuesday the 28th and Tuscarora on following day at same hour; but at 1 pm, and 
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before receiving these instructions, Captain Patey telegraphed the Admiralty with the 

news of a letter received from Craven:  

 

I have the honour to inform you that I intend to proceed to sea tomorrow at 11 am. 

 

But Craven was up to his tricks again and, next day, notified Patey: 

 

I have the honour to advise you that in consequence of the inclemency of the weather I shall 

defer my departure until tomororw (Wednesday) or the first fair day. 

 

Patey would have no such nonsense, and responded at 11 am: 

 

Not seeing anything in the state of the weather to prevent your proceeding to sea in accordance 

with the intention expressed in your etter to me of yesterday, I have to request that you will lose no 

time in leaving the Southampton Waters, and proceeding to sea accordingly. 

 

Having received from you a written notification of your inetniton to proceed to sea this day at 

11 am, I did not deem it necessary to convey to you my instructions, which were “to desire that you 

will leave the Southampton Waters and proceed to sea today at 12 o’clock at noon”. 

 

Brinkmanship was being pushed to the limit. Late that afternoon, Patey 

telegraphed the Admiralty: 

 

I have not up to this hour, 5.30 pm, received any further communication from Commander 

Craven, nor is there the least sign of the Tuscarora proceeding to sea, although the weather continues 

moderate.  

 

Then, at 8.10 am the next morning, the 29th January, Tuscarora proceeded down 

Southampton Water for the final time. But by the afternoon of the following day, she 

was known to be laying in wait in Yarmouth Roads, ready to pounce on the 

Confederate steamer. So she was not 'at sea' at all, but very much in British territorial 

waters. Accordingly, the Admiralty instructed Patey that the time of Nashville’s 
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departure would date from the hour Tuscarora would really go to sea, so keeping in 

accordance with the notice, and the law.  

 

At the American Legation in London, Adams cared little for this brand of 

neutrality, and wrote to Russell on the 29th January, after receiving correspondence 

from Craven: 

 

It would appear, from the tenour of this correspondence, as if a different rule were to be applied 

by Her Majesty’s Government to the armed ships of the United States from that which has been 

extended to their enemies.  

 

But as Russell replied on the 1st February: 

 

I have now the honour to send you a summary of the proceedings of the Board of Admirlaty in 

regard to the Tuscarora and Nashville in Southampton waters. I think you will see from this 

summary that Her Majesty’s Government have reason to complain of the conduct of the Commander 

of the Tuscarora, as an attempt to carry on hostiltities in the waters of a neutral.  

 
Adams realised the danger of digging himself deeper into a hole and, to his 

credit, he didn't carry on digging. This time. 
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The Right to Liberty 
 

Surely the most crucial concern of any country is the protection of its subjects’ 

rights of freedom, whether at home or abroad. Therefore, it could hardly have come 

as a surprise to Washington that London would protest boldly when British subjects 

were deprived of their rights in the Northern States. Take the case of William Patrick. 

Mr Patrick was a Director of the Merchants’ Bank of New York, residing in New 

York, when he was arrested on the 28th August 1861, without legal warrant, and he 

was imprisoned at Fort Lafayette. His detention without charge had apparently 

followed the seizure of a number of letters at some unidentified place in Indiana. 

These letters had been addressed to him, or to his care, from senders in the Southern 

States, in some of which “it is supposed that expressions favourable to the cause of 

the insurgents are contained”. In spite of vigorous protests from the British 

Government, he was not released on demand - far from it, for on the 2nd September, 

another British subject, John Christopher Rahming, was arrested, again without legal 

warrant. Lord Russell wrote to Lord Lyons on the 28th September 1861: 

 

It is obvious that this despotic and arbitrary power is inconsistent with the Constitution of the 

United States, is at variance with the Treaties of Amity subsisting between the two nations, and must 

tend to prevent the resort of British subjects to the United States for purposes of trade and industry.    

 

Nowhere was the issue more burning than in the centres of British maritime 

trade, where businessmen and seamen alike could be at risk. With the force that comes 

from personal concern, ‘The Southampton Times’ saw it, both by itself and in a wider 

context when it declared on the 9th November: 

 

The correspondence which has taken place between Lord Lyons, the British Minister at 

Washington, and Mr Seward, the Secretary of State to the Federal Government, relative to the arrest 

and summary imprisonment of two British subjects, may be fairly regarded as the topic of the day, and 

has excited much attention and discussion on both sides of the Atlantic…. 

 

The fact is that the Constitution has been totally disregarded by Mr Lincoln’s cabinet, and its 
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interpretation is made to suit its purposes. But more than this, there is a certain amount of irritability 

and dislike manifested towards England. Mr Seward’s order to the Governors of the loyal States to 

put the coast defences in such a condition as to repel any attack, was simply a defiance to this country. 

This is just as it has been for some time post; every opportunity having been seized to pick a quarrel 

with us, and the irritability of the public mind at the present crisis strengthens the desire. We have not 

violated the neutrality which at the beginning of the present struggle we promised to maintain, nor have 

we done any act that can be construed into hostility to the Northern Government; but we have spoken 

our mind upon the subject, and that has not been very palatable to the irascible Yankee, who would 

not have us think or say anything which does not accord with the views of the dominant party of the 

Northern States. 

 

The endless struggle in which Americans are now engaged is doubtless very disheartening to 

them especially as the truth of our opinion that the North and South will never be one again becomes 

daily more apparent. But it would not be very wise for them to attempt to get out of the difficulty by 

fomenting a quarrel with Great Britain, which they seem so readily disposed to do. The feeling has 

never been reciprocated on our part. We have borne many insults very patiently, and we trust that no 

ill feeling will ever be engendered as to cause rupture between the two countries. For the sake of their 

own credit and the preservation of peace with other nations, the Government of the Northern States 

will do well to deal justly with its own subjects, and to respect the rights of nations as regards our own.  

 

The outrage had hardly settled down a year later, when personal freedom was 

plunged further into crisis. Within days of announcing his Emancipation Proclamation 

for slaves, Lincoln dramatically proclaimed suspension of habeas corpus, allowing any 

persons on Union soil to be arrested and imprisoned without trial. While Lyons was 

summering at home, he had left control in the hands of his Chargé d’Affairs, Mr 

Stuart, who wrote to Lord Russell on the 26th September 1862: 

 

Another Presidential Proclamation, of which I do myself the honour to enclose a copy herewith, 

was published yesterday, ordaining a general suspension of the writ of habeas corpus of arrest or 

imprisonment by the military authorities.  

 

It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of this measure. It is applicable to all persons 
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who are or may be arrested by any military authority. It may be said to place the whole nation under 

martial law. Personal liberty will now only exist by military sufferance. 

 

Your Lordship will observe that there is no law quoted in justification of this unprecedented 

usurpation of power, except that of a so-called necessity. 

 

The nation has shown itself so little jealous of its liberties during the past months that the 

Proclamation will probably be accepted with submission as an essential act of vigour for the successful 

prosecution of the war.    

 

It suddenly became crucial to ensure that the personal freedom of British 

nationals in the United States was protected, and that their neutrality was respected. 

No more nonsense would be permitted from the Union Government, and H Percy 

Anderson, Attaché at the British Legation in Washington, promptly secured 

arrangements to remove many of the obstacles which have hitherto made it difficult for British 

subjects to secure respect for their rights as aliens and neutrals in the present war. As a result, he 

was able to publish notices to British subjects in states throughout the Western Union 

containing such assurances as these: 

 

I beg, therefore, to assure all bona fide British subjects who have never in any way forfeited 

their allegiance to Her Majesty, nor violated her proclamation of neutrality by enlisting in the military 

or naval service of the United States during the present war, that they need be under no apprehension 

of being included in any such draft, if they take the precaution of providing themselves with proper 

proofs of their nationality. 

 

But the issue of neutrality and freedom was to erupt again, very, very soon. On 

the 20th November 1862, Lord Russell addressed Adams with a frankness which 

might appear astonishing, coming, as it did, at a time of great delicacy between the two 

countries, saying 

 

That recruits are being raised in this country [Ireland] for serving in the army of the United 

States, and that bounty money of a considerable amount is offered by agents of the United States to 
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encourage British subjects to enlist. 

 

Mr Adams must be well aware that any of Her Majesty’s subjects enlisting in the military 

service of either of the belligerent parties in America, or of persons procuring any of Her Majesty’s 

subjects to enlist in that service, are guilty of a misdemeanour according to British law; and Mr 

Adams will readily see that such a practice as that to which the undersigned now calls his attention is 

calculated seriously to increase the difficulties already incident to the observance of neutrality by Her 

Majesty’s Government. 

 

To Adams, whose constant complaints to Russell about British support for the 

South, such a strong protest might have appeared disingenuous. He certainly 

responded the next day: 

 

The undersigned flatters himself that the earnestness of his previous and long continued urgency 

on Her Majesty’s Government to enforce the strict neutrality in the ports of this Kingdom in many 

cases of attempted violation of it on behalf of the rebels against the authority of the United States, to 

which it has been his painful duty to call their attention, must have secured him from the suspicion of 

any disposition himself to give the smallest countenance to any enterprise or effort of a similar kind on 

behalf of the United States. 

 

The undersigned not only has no knowledge of any such proceedings, but he has no belief that 

they can have been attempted by any persons really vested with authority as agents of the United 

States…. 

 

Unfortunately for Mr Adams, evidence of recruiting activities would become 

abundant. Their agents were much exercised with the job in Ireland, where the people 

famously struggled with poor wages, high unemployment and periodic famine. 

Although part of Great Britain they boasted no abiding affection for the seat of 

government, in England, and Irish terrorists articulated their grievances with murders 

and bombings in London. Moreover, there had already been mass emigration from 

Ireland to the United States, indeed most had settled in the North; so, all things 

considered, the lure of Irish manhood to Northern agents must have been irresistible. 
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But to the Government in London, the activities of these poachers to entice British 

subjects to break their obligations of neutrality were outrageous; made worse because 

the allegations had hitherto been flatly denied. Worse still, what if Britain actually did 

go to war with the Union? Such a thing was by no means unlikely. Briton would be 

fighting Briton, or worse still, enticing old friends to desert from the British 

expeditionary force, maybe tired, hungry and unmotivated, a long way from home. On 

the 16th April 1863, Russell wrote to Adams: 

 

….I think it right to communicate to you the substance of a report which has just been made 

to her Majesty’s Government with regard to the number of persons who are now being shipped as 

emigrants from Queenstown to New York. 

 

It is stated that within the last fortnight 1,278 emigrants have sailed, the greater number being 

strong, active young men; that it cannot be doubted that they are intended for the United States army, 

and that, in fact, many of them do not deny it. 

 

A certain number of these men were militiamen from Cork and the vicinity, and they informed 

the emigration officer that they would get from 250 to 300 dollars bounty. It also appears that the 

prospect of this large bounty has been held out to young men by general rumour throughout the 

country. 

 

It is further stated that the friends of these persons in America are paid so much for obtaining 

and bringing them over to New York. 

 

I do not think it necessary to encumber this letter with further statements of a more or less 

trustworthy character, which have reached Her Majesty’s Government, corroborative of this asserted 

recruiting of Her Majesty’s subjects for service in the United States army; and I shall, therefore, 

merely add that I am informed that about 800 younger men were booked to sail for Queenstown by 

the steamer of the 9th instant, it being freely spoken of that all the young men were going to join the 

Northern army, and that although the Inman Company had put on additional steamers, the number 

of applicants for passage is so great that they cannot all be accommodated, and several hundreds are 

consequently left behind each week. 
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Adams responded to Russell on the 18th April: 

 

The fact that a great many people, especially in Ireland, have been anxious for some time past 

to find their way to the United States has been made known to me by the frequent applications to this 

Legation for free passage. A considerable proportion of these contain offers to enlist in the service of the 

Government. No doubt they are more or less influenced by the high bounties offered in America, 

accounts of which have been, from time to time, published in the newspapers here. To all such 

solicitations the answer given from here has been uniformly to the offer that no authority has been given 

by the Government to any proposals of the kind or to make any engagements whatever…. 

 

It is proper for me to add, in explanation of the emigration that is taking place, that a 

gentleman of influence in America, now in London, who is in a situation to know, has lately 

informed me that some of the great corporations for the extension of the railways in the western part of 

the United States, having experienced inconvenience from the liability of the labourers in their employ 

to be drafted for the war, and apprehending more, are making efforts to procure large supplies from 

other countries of aliens, who are from that circumstance exempted from the risk of being called into 

service. It may be that some of those who desire to get across the ocean, for the purpose of enlisting, 

expect to take advantage of the opportunity thus placed before them…. 

 

I am led to believe that these causes, in addition to the alleged distress of the population of 

Ireland, may explain the phenomena of emigration which your Lordship has been pleased to draw to 

my attention. 

 

Certainly, foreign nationals were exempted from service in the Union army, and  

certainly the railroads were expanding, indeed they were an essential part of the 

development of the West, as well as being vital to modern warfare, to deliver troops to 

the point where they were most needed, as rapidly as possible. So Irish labour could 

well be employed on building the railroads, without fear of being drafted into the 

army. But, the suggestion is posed by Adams merely as a possibility, there is no 

assurance and, pointedly, no formal denial of Lord Russell’s allegation of unlawful 

recruitment, merely an assurance of no Government authority for such recruitment. 
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Before the year was out, another foreign enlistment row had broken out. This 

time it involved a Union warship whose name would be on everybody’s lips a year 

later - but in November 1863, while in port at Queenstown (now Cobh), Ireland, the 

commander of the  USS Kearsarge  took on board fifteen Irishmen and sailed away 

with them. Lord Russell was promptly alerted to the incident by the Confederate 

legation, who assured him that they had indeed been enlisted into the service of the 

United States Navy in the presence of the American consul in Queenstown. Russell 

promptly started an investigation, but it could not get very far before the Kearsarge 

sailed back to Queenstown and landed the men.  

 

Adams thus had no problem in disposing of Britain’s accusations, but the 

question remained as to the guilt of the vessel’s commander for his conduct in 

complete disregard for British neutrality. On the 31st March 1864, the Irishmen all 

pleaded guilty at their trial, in Cork, to charges of violating the Foreign Enlistment 

Act. The Question of the responsibility of the Kearsarge’s commander, however, was 

permitted to drop, after Adams promised, on the 11th April, to conduct further 

investigation. 

 

By this time, though, the whole question of neutrality and foreign enlistment 

had taken on a whole new meaning, with a new and thrilling player coming on the 

stage. Her name was the Florida.  

 

In the early months of 1862, an armed steamer was being built and fitted out in 

Liverpool. The United States Consul there was alarmed in case she was destined for 

the Confederate flag, as his spies, indeed, his own eyes, told him about this powerful-

looking ship with fine hull, raked masts and twin funnels; but there was time to seize 

her yet. 

 

17th February 

The Gunboat Oreto is still at this port. She is making a trial trip in the River today. No 

armament as yet on board…. I am now informed that she is to carry eight rifled cannon and two long 
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swivel guns on pivots so arranged as to rake both fore and aft. 

 

This was a real opportunity for the British Government to seize a Confederate 

warship and demonstrate the neutrality which she proclaimed. But before she could 

do that, she needed the evidence against her. Who were her owners, and what was her 

purpose? The natural thing, was to contact her builders. On the 21st February, the 

builders replied: 

 

We have built the despatch vessel Oreto for Messrs Fawcett Preston and Co, Engineers in this 

town, who are the agents of Messrs Thomas Brothers of Palermo for whose use the vessel we 

understand has been built. 

 

So the paper chase cut to Italy, while the United States Consul reported on the 

22nd March: 

 

The Oreto is still in the River. A flat boat has taken part of her armament to her. A part of 

the crew of the Steamer Annie Childs, which came to this port loaded with cotton, has just left my 

office. They tell me that Captain Bulloch is to command the Oreto and that four other officers for this 

vessel came over with them. 

 

Time was running short, and action was needed. But it was all happening 

painfully slowly. From Turin, a letter arrived dated the 25th March 1862: 

 

My Lord 

M Ratazzi informs me that after making every inquiry he can assure me that the Italian 

Government knows nothing whatever of the vessel Oreto said to be fitting out at Liverpool. 

 

But on the 22nd March, the Oreto sailed from Liverpool, logged for Palermo. 

The Customs House at Liverpool duly reported that she sailed with a crew of 52, all of 

whom were British save some three or four, and 

 

She had nothing whatever on board save the stores enumerated - she had neither gunpowder, 
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nor even a signal gun, and no colours, save Marryatt’s Code of Signals and a British ensign. 

 

She was not bound for Palermo, of course, but not all on board were to be 

willing hands in her cunning plan. Edward Jones was Third Officer, and a member of 

the Royal Navy Volunteers. He had joined the ship in the honest belief that she was 

being delivered to Sardinia as a man-of-war, with her magazine for fifty guns. But, on 

her way out of Liverpool 

 

The courses were frequently altered, and that my suspicions were then aroused as to her true 

destination as a rebel privateer, and I refused duty. 

 

She duly arrived at Nassau, in the Bahamas, where Jones was promptly put 

ashore, and arrested. Unfortunately, so was the Florida. As a Naval officer, Jones had 

to explain that he was not a deserter at all, he had no idea that he would not be 

making a round trip to Palermo. But he had his revenge, for he sent a full affidavit, 

setting out all he knew, to Seward (which somewhat compounded his sins, for as a 

Naval officer, his first duty was to the Crown): 

 

The Oreto is, to my certain knowledge, owned by the so-called Confederate States of North 

America, and that she is intended for one of their men-of-war, or armed privateers…. 

 

 Meanwhile, on the 7th August, Judge Lees held that the Florida should be 

released, and she promptly sailed out of harm’s way, to the island of Green Cay in the 

Bahamas, where she was commissioned on the 17th August, as the CSS Florida. She 

was the first of the Confederate warships to have been built in a British yard, of which 

we shall hear a great deal - and a fine vessel indeed, worthy of the name of that State. 

She was commanded by Lieutenant John N Maffitt, who would steer her to glory, 

before illness forced him to pass on command. For Britain, however, she would cause 

a great deal of trouble: not only had she broken British neutrality by her construction 

and fitting out in a British yard, but she was manned almost entirely by British 

seafarers, and fitting out with warlike stores was completed in a British territory. The 

good ship Florida was destined to have a highly distinguished career under the 
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Confederate flag, accounting for 43 Yankee ships and nearly five million dollars worth 

of losses (the Jacob Bell alone accounted for $1,500,000), indeed two of her tenders 

would also win distinction. When, in August 1863, this great raider of the high seas 

exchanged salutes of welcome with the Fort guarding St George’s, Bermuda, this was 

too much for the American consul, and the Governor of Bermuda subsequently 

explained that it was a hallowed courtesy, which he thought had been extended to the 

Sumter, so he assumed it was perfectly acceptable to greet the Florida. Quite right too. 

 

The United States were not amused; raging was the word. But the best was yet 

to come. Come October 1863, the crew had found themselves back at Liverpool. 

Now was the time for Britain to show her neutrality and punish the British seamen 

(many of whom had come from Ireland) for their offences under the Foreign 

Enlistment Act, as those who had gone to serve the Yankees had been punished; but 

the Crown felt that it had insufficient evidence to warrant any prosecution. The 

denouement can be seen best in a letter from the Foreign Office to the Home Office 

of the 24th October 1863: 

 

I have laid before Earl Russell your letter of the 21st instant enclosing the opinion of the law 

officers of the Crown on the question of prosecution of any portion of the crew of the Confederate 

Steamer Florida who might be now found at Liverpool, and be proved to be British subjects. Lord 

Russell perceives that the law officers are of opinion that no such prosecution should be instituted. 

 

Under these circumstances Lord Russell desires me to request that you will call Secretary Sir 

George Grey’s attention to my letter of the 26th of September, suggesting that any of the Florida crew 

who might be British subjects should be warned against entering the service of the Confederacy, and 

Lord Russell would be glad if Sir George Grey would consider whether it might not be expedient to 

issue some public notice at Liverpool warning all British subjects against entering in the United 

Kingdom into the Naval or Military service, not merely of the Confederacy, but generally of either 

Belligerent.     

 

One year later, in October 1864, under the command of Lieutenant Charles 

Manigault Morris, the Florida’s fate was sealed, not with a bang, but rather, more, a 
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whimper, the victim of “a lawless seizure and capture” in the Bay of Bahia, Brazil, by 

the United States gun-boat Wachusett. Lieutenant Commanding Morris reported the 

incident in full to the ‘London Index’. At dead of night, the Florida lay at anchor, with 

48 hours’ grace from the Brazilian authorities to complete repairs, and her commander 

was asleep ashore, when the Wachusett attacked and seized her. Far from upholding her 

rights, the Brazilian Government refused even to answer Morris’ formal protest, as it 

did not recognise the Confederacy - but told him that he could find all the official 

correspondence in the newspapers.  It was an ignoble end to a fine man of war, but 

her ghost would be raised by the Yankees to haunt the British Government yet.  
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Ground Level 
 
For all the ebb and flow of diplomatic tempests between Britain and the North, 

how was the pulse of the people beating?  As one of the maritime centres in this 

drama, the people of Southampton had a very close interest in the affair: after all, their 

businesses depended on the steamers, and the town was home to their crews, so they 

would not only hear more about the war, but their opinions would be seasoned with 

personal interest. While the British Transatlantic companies stayed at Liverpool, their 

leading European rivals, Hamburg-America and North German Lloyd, both called at 

Southampton on their way to New York, while two great American companies had 

the port as their English base, US Mail, and the Vanderbilt European Line. As the 

drama of this war began to unfold, the people of Southampton were in a rare position 

to put the whole picture into British perspective, and the voice of ‘The Southampton 

Times’ spoke very clearly on the 13th July, 1861: 

 

Public feeling in America has undergone a decided change during the last few weeks; much 

dissatisfaction evidently exists throughout the Northern States, and the necessity of a change of conduct 

in public servants, or an alteration of the Government itself, is more than hinted at in several 

quarters. The Government is openly charged with pursuing schemes that will end in a central 

despotism, before which state rights and individual liberties will be crushed; and it is boldly asserted 

that the Union is not worth fighting for if the vital principles and guarantees of the Constitution are to 

be ignored. The call upon the people to “support the Government” is indignantly repelled on all sides, 

and the strongest enmity is everywhere expressed against “tyranny” and “military despotism”. This 

feeling, doubtless, owes its origins, in a great measure, to reports that the Government had invaded the 

sanctity of domestic life; but particular instances of the arrest of citizens upon the most trivial and 

often groundless charges, have strengthened and increased it. The war is regarded by many as a pretext 

for enlarging the authority of the executive. The basis upon which this despotic Government is to be 

reared, the policy which is to guide its councils, and the projects it is to carry out, are stretched, and 

perhaps more vividly imagined by those who work, to a great extent, upon their own sense of danger, 

and whose nervous susceptibilities are seriously affected by their gloomy forebodings of coming ills. 

Though the reasons which are alleged for the construction of such a Government, and the adoption of 

the policy indicated may be groundless, yet they point to the fountain-head of the evils which now 

threaten the Union - the incompetency and the mistrust of the Cabinet in its own capabilities; seeking, 
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as it has, to stave off the pent-up indignation of the people by the adoption of a system that shows its 

own weakness and imbecility. Evasions and concealment, the circulation of false reports, and the 

perpetration of illegal and despotic acts are the lamentable features of a policy which has aroused 

feelings of indignation throughout the Northern States, and a manifest opposition to the conduct of the 

war, and the management of national affairs by the present executive. Denunciations of fratricidal war 

- propositions for settlement, and hopes of peace are expressed on all sides. These are the true index of 

popular feeling, and are but faint murmurings of the storm which seems ready to break over the heads 

of Mr Lincoln and his colleagues. 

 

The feebleness and indecision of the Cabinet doubtless give rise to all these fears and 

anticipations; and if continued will render the “situation of affairs” still more disagreeable, and 

American prospects even more gloomy than they are at present. But underlying all this there is 

something of greater importance - and it is the entire absence of any object in the contest - the want of 

any fixed or tangible “idea” for the realisation of which the Northern States of America are now 

waging war against the Southern States. We recently expressed our opinion as to the absurdity and 

utter fruitlessness of the suicidal policy adopted by the Cabinet at Washington, and this opinion is 

evidently gaining ground, not only in England, but in America itself. Well may Mr Lincoln’s 

government vacillate and resort to tricks and expedients when we consider the miserable pretext upon 

which they have commenced, and are continuing a struggle entailing all the horrors and barbarities of 

civil war on a fruitful land, and a thriving community - bloodshed, rapine, desolation, and want in the 

place of peace, industry, prosperity, and plenty. The maintenance of the Union is the ostensible object; 

in such a result, the great body of the American people would rejoice; but how is it to be accomplished? 

The Union depends upon the free will of the people themselves; and if the Southern States insist upon 

their separation from the North, how are they to be kept in the Union? True, the severance will lessen 

the size and importance of the republic; but if the free will of the people is the condition upon which the 

Union exists, how is the separation to be avoided? The North may prevail in the conflict, and after 

all what will be the result? The South can never be reunited to the North by coercion - by military 

force; they cannot be compelled by muskets and bullets to send representatives to the Congress; nor will 

it be an easy task to enforce the collection of the revenue in the seceding States. The only result of the 

triumph of the Federal forces would be the subjugation of the Confederate States and the maintenance 

of Northern supremacy by means of a large standing army - transforming the Republic into a military 

despotism - preying upon the vitals of the country, and paralysing the energy of the people.  
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The question at issue is not one of slavery or no slavery. Every philanthropist, every friend of 

liberty and of freedom, would hail the abolition of that abominable system as an achievement that 

would rank amongst the noblest of humanity’s victories, and would erase the foulest blot from her 

escutcheon; but none would wish to see their fellow-men wade through fields of blood to attain even 

such a consummation; much less would any view with satisfaction the destruction of human life, from 

which such a result might be anticipated as an indirect and remote probability. Neither avowedly or 

really is this the object of the conflict; and, regarding it in its true character - an attempt to maintain 

the Union by force - it is opposed to the principles of the Constitution, and can never effect its object. 

The North would find it much more profitable to let their brethren of the South alone; and if they 

choose to form themselves into a separate Confederacy, and to elect Jefferson Davis instead of 

Abraham Lincoln as their president, the result will only be that we shall have two “unions” and two 

presidents in the place of one - a much less evil than a gigantic and barbarous civil war, which can 

never unite the “United” States, or restore the allegiance of the South to the “model republic”.     
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Percy Anderson’s Report 
 

Henry Percy Anderson had made his career in the Foreign Office. He had 

graduated with an Honours Degree from Christ Church College, Oxford, in 1852, and 

by October he was employed in the Slave Trade Department at the Foreign Office. 

He gathered some experience as a Second Lieutenant in the Artillery Battalion of the 

Royal Sussex Militia when he was commissioned in 1854, and was attached to the 

British Legation in Washington in August 1861. On the 1st October 1862 he was 

appointed Acting Second Secretary in Her Majesty’s Diplomatic Service, and ten days 

later, he delivered a long report to Stuart, the Chargé d’Affairs who had now been 

appointed the Secretary of the Legation in Washington, containing his observations 

carefully noted from his recent trip through the states of the Western Union. This 

report has gathered dust in the archives of the Foreign office, and then the Public 

Record Office, for a hundred and forty years, attracting virtually no interest, and yet it 

contains vital observations of the war, written from the point of view of a country 

suffering divided loyalties. Which way should it turn? Or, should it turn at all? 

 

….I had the opportunity of conversing in the various States with men of high standing, actively 

engaged in the prosecution of the war, with merchants, and with British subjects whose long residence 

in the country gave them an intimate knowledge of the present state of feeling and the condition of the 

country. I carefully weighed and compared the various opinions I was able to elicit, and though they 

were of course frequently contradictory, I found that they all more or less tended to the same conclusion. 

 

Having heard much in the Eastern States of the unanimity which was said to prevail in the 

West with regard to the energetic prosecution of the war and the policy of emancipation, I was 

somewhat surprised to find that this unanimity was very far from existing. In some of the Western 

States the feeling on both points is certainly as strong as in New England; but in others there is 

considerable lukewarmness as regards the war, and strong hostility to the Abolition policy. The reason 

of this, and the connection between the two sentiments, becomes clear when it is fully understood that 

the cry of emancipation implies little notion of humanity, springs from no desire for the amelioration of 

the condition of the negro, but means simply confiscation, destruction of the property which is most 

valuable to the Southerner - without which, in fact, the Southerner is a ruined man. Viewed from this 
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point, the difference of feeling and the line which divides it are easily understood. Emancipation is the 

watchword of those parts of the West in which it is considered that the war must be prolonged until the 

South is thoroughly subjugated - in those States which would gladly see an opening left for a peaceful 

solution to the quarrel, an anti-Abolitionist policy is advocated. 

 

….I was much struck with the fact which I have mentioned above, that nowhere in the 

Abolitionist States could I find that the freedom of the slave was connected in men’s minds with the 

idea of the amelioration of his condition, nor did the question ever seem to have been seriously agitated 

what was to be done with the mass of emancipated negroes. I found that there was only one point upon 

which opinion seemed to be unanimous, which was that no general immigration of negroes into the free 

States could be permitted; they must be freed, they must be kept at a distance, but with these two 

conditions satisfied there seemed to be little disposition to pursue the question any further. Among the 

few persons whom I met who had devoted thought to this matter, and who had brought very great 

intelligence to bear on it, was - [name erased], and he confessed to me that he could see no solution; 

that the North would not admit the vast body of fugitives, while they could not be returned to the 

South; and that any scheme of emigration would fail, from the unwillingness of the negro to leave the 

country. He said that the question had been forced on the country before it was prepared to deal with 

it, and that he could only trust that the future would develop a solution. 

 

The glaring conclusion to be drawn from this, is that the Northern protagonists 

in the war, predominantly from the Eastern States, had badly misjudged the support in 

the West for emancipation, where the feeling was best described as ‘Not in my back-

yard’. So, what about their feeling for the Union? When Anderson visited Kentucky: 

 

I found it generally admitted that a vote taken now in the State would give a large majority for 

a Secession, whereas it was asserted that a few months ago it would have had precisely the opposite 

result. When the Confederate troops held portions of Kentucky during last winter and the early spring, 

previously to the evacuation of Bowling Green, it is said that they were greatly disappointed at the 

want of sympathy which they experienced. At the time when I was in the State, and when the 

Confederate forces were again entering Kentucky, large numbers of young men were flocking to join 

them, and it is asserted that this time the Confederates have had no reason to complain of their 

reception. 
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In Tennessee and Arkansas I was assured by Federal officers of high rank that the Union 

feeling which they had hoped to develop no longer existed; and in Missouri it was calculated that four-

fifths of the State would vote for Secession. I believe, however, that other causes have been at work to 

produce this result. The outrages committed by the half-disciplined Federal troops on friend and foe 

alike have alienated the former and embittered the latter, and have greatly contributed towards 

producing the state of things which it is now too late to remedy. 

 

So many instances of this came under my own observation that I cannot doubt that there is a 

very great foundation for the statements that are made on this head…. A column of Federal troops 

marched through Arkansas, destroying everything in their track, pillaging houses, destroying 

plantations, carrying off slaves, and committing even worse outrages. My informant said that following 

up afterwards in a portion of this line, he found that the whole Union feeling had disappeared. This 

account was corroborated by some Arkansas planters whom I met at various times, and from whose 

account the State seemed to have relapsed almost into a state of barbarism at Memphis. My 

informant told me that his experience was the same; his successors had given every license to their 

soldiers, and his Union friends had disappeared. 

 

It appears to me that from all this but one conclusion can be drawn. The dominant party in 

the North is fighting for subjugation; the South has clearly seen that if she fails, nothing but utter ruin 

awaits every man. She is more than ever unanimous and determined, and is gaining accessions of 

strength from the Border States. She has carried the war into districts where she can feed her armies, 

and greater supplies for the future. There seems no sign of giving way, and little prospect of a 

termination of the war, unless any be found in the feeling which exists in the South-Western States of 

the Union.  

 

….I heard it often argued (privately, for men would not dare to express such sentiments 

openly) that if the war was prolonged and embittered, and the end seemed hopeless, these Western 

States would begin to flag, would separate themselves from the extreme party, and be inclined to make 

overtures towards those with whom they had common interests. These ideas went so far as to embrace 

the notion of a Southern and Western Confederacy, isolating the New England States; and some 

persons, indeed, were sanguine enough to see a possible reconstruction of the Union from this 
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unexpected quarter. 

 

It is difficult to see what the worth of this idea may be. It is certainly not founded on mere 

theory, but on the existence of undoubted feeling. On the other hand, the difficulties in the way of the 

realization of such a project would be enormous; and in the present temper of the North-West it would 

not seem possible that it could be realized except to a very limited extent.   

 

So we have a tantalising picture: British hopes, real or imagined, for the future 

of the Confederacy were not misplaced, and by awaiting developments, they might see 

a split within the Union that favoured a Greater Confederacy - and if peace did not 

follow rapidly, then Recognition might, once again, be feasible, given the shift in the 

balance of power.  
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Supplying the Soldiers of the Confederacy 
 

Shall I sit ignobly here and suffer others to fight my battles for me…. 

 

So said J B Mitchell of Alabama, and reflected in just a few words the sentiment 

of his whole country. How vital such brave hearts were, as well; for success on the 

battlefield meant more than just obstructing the Federal war plan, it was the vital 

factor needed to give the international powers the confidence to believe in the 

Confederacy’s future. From the very beginning of the war, it had been Britain’s 

strategy to follow closely the clash of arms before committing itself to the Southern 

cause of Freedom. Essentially, the Confederacy would have to prove itself on the field 

of battle, in order to persuade the British Government that it could make that 

commitment, without the fear that it would be backing the wrong horse. But what, 

exactly, was the anatomy of the Confederate army upon which the whole enterprise 

hinged? 

 

Let us pause, just for a moment, and consider what we are really talking about 

when we speak of war. It took a German veteran of the First World War named 

George Bucher to bring this sharply into focus, and perhaps it is only a survivor of 

war who can shed such a glaring, indeed reproachful, light on the business of history. 

To the readers of the world’s newspapers, he reflected, it is the broad picture of the 

battle that is portrayed, and the individual melts into terms of divisions, corps and 

armies. It is a neat, sanitised, way of studying war, to look at maps with symbols of 

brigades and divisions and arrows pointing here and there, to read the orders of battle 

and move comfortably in one’s chair as one embraces the finer points of the 

consequences of the battle. For it takes away the suffering. 

 

Every symbol on the map represents thousands, tens of thousands of men, 

fighting in companies and platoons, troops and batteries, handfuls of men bitterly 

working to stay together and reach their objective, seeing the friend beside them 

losing his legs or his brains, desperate to keep their bearings in the utter confusion 

which is a battle, exhausted, stinking for want of a wash, unable to relieve themselves 
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when they needed to most in their lives. 

 

And that does no justice to the souls among the men in those symbols who 

suffered the horror of wounding, maiming, shattered minds. And death: for some of 

them, a split-second’s experience in an exploding shell, for others, a long, agonised, 

frightful death on the open battlefield, or lying alongside others in a bloody butcher’s 

yard where the surgeons amputate limbs without anaesthetic. As you lay there, you 

might think of home. If you were lucky enough to live despite the loss of blood or the 

threat of gangrene, you thought, you might see your little farm again, your loving wife 

and children there for you; but a farm which you realise that, without your arms or 

your legs you could no longer work, and then you’d watch your wife and children 

starve. 

 

Never forget that for every thousand souls there are a thousand ways of 

suffering.           

 

Prophetically, one of the first elements of the Confederate army to be raised was 

the Medical Department, when on the 26th February 1861 Congress authorised the 

establishment of the department with a surgeon-general ranking as a colonel, four 

surgeons as majors, six assistant surgeons as captains, and as many assistant surgeons 

as the service may require, each to receive captain’s pay. Each regiment was also to 

have its own medical officers, both a surgeon and an assistant surgeon whenever 

possible. How crucial the Medical Department would prove to be, followed the 

earliest clashes; the soft bullets of the time invariably inflicted such damage on a man, 

that a hit in a limb inevitably resulted in amputation, even if gangrene did not get to 

him first.  And, of course, there was the inevitable shortage of supplies. There was no 

certainty of supplies, especially as the Union’s blockade denied so much relief from 

abroad, and within a year the surgeon-general directed all medical officers to look out 

for local plants which had some medicinal value. Dogwood, poplar and willow bark 

were used against malaria, calico for fever, while no less than fourteen wild plants 

were prescribed against scurvy. Elder was used to remove maggots from wounds, 

although this would not have been the whole story; five years previously, in the 
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Crimean War, the British had found that maggots were actually useful instruments in 

the fight against infection, for they ate the necrotic tissue and so kept wounds clean. 

There is no doubt that American observers would have brought this information 

home, if it was not known already.    

 

The supply problem was to become a critical factor for the Confederacy in the 

Civil War. To a modern analyst, British activity in the supply field alone was so 

enormous as to compromise her status of neutrality; time after time, the United States 

complained to Great Britain about the apparently constant supply of arms and 

equipment to the Confederacy (not to mention the supply of armed cruisers and 

merchantmen). War materials beat the Yankee blockade in huge quantities. Let us look 

at two specific areas: 

 

Clothing 

 

By late summer 1861 the Quartermaster’s Department set up its clothing bureau 

for uniforms in Richmond to supply uniforms to all the troops, relieving the states of 

this job. It set up a clothing factory and a shoe factory in Richmond, and later in 

Georgia. Material for the Richmond clothing factory came from four local sources, 

and, from time to time, from Britain. The Richmond factory could never hope to 

meet the demand, though, and one British company alone, Peter Tait, based in 

Ireland, who had supplied uniforms for the British army, produced thousands of 

jackets, caps and trousers for the Confederacy.   

 

Shoes were in serious short supply for most of the war; it was the rumour of 

shoe factories near Gettysburg that drew the Confederate troops to march on there in 

1863 as they advanced into Pennsylvania, triggering the battle. The shortage of good, 

solid footwear led to the Quartermaster General issuing canvas shoes (some of them 

fashionably dyed bright red), even moccasins, made from the hides of cattle 

slaughtered for food. As early as August 1861, quartermaster agents had been sent to 

Europe to procure supplies of shoes, and Britain proved to be a significant supplier. 

They proved unreliable, though, being lined and filled with stiff paper, and after a few 
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immersions on the march, they fell to pieces; an unhappy trait which befell the shoes 

produced by the factory in Richmond.  

 

Weapons 

 

Since the dawn of civilisation, the infantry has been the backbone of the army; 

the same is as true today, as it was, indeed, in the American Civil War. Infantry tactics 

at the time were based on the use of the smoothbore musket, with limited range and 

accuracy - yet the weapon in the soldier’s hand was rifled, which completely changed 

the conditions under which the soldiers fought.  

 

From the very beginning Britain supplied the Confederacy with copies of the 

British army’s 1853 pattern rifled musket; known as the ‘Enfield’, it had a 0,577 calibre 

bore, smaller than the American muskets, and fired a slightly differently-made bullet, 

making standardised ordnance impossible; even so, so many more Enfields were 

imported than Richmond muskets produced or Northern weapons captured, that the 

0.577 calibre bullet became the standard Confederate issue. The Enfield was otherwise 

similar to the longarm made in the armoury in Richmond, but was an inch shorter and 

the butt was less sharply cut for the shoulder. It generally had a blued or even 

browned barrel, which was preferred by the troops who had to keep the bright barrels 

of the American-made muskets polished.  

 

In addition, Confederate sharpshooters were armed with a range of rifles, 

including a popular weapon produced by the Whitworth Rifle Company of 

Manchester, England, with a killing range of 1,500 yards.   

 

Tactics were governed by manuals that spelled out exactly each man’s position 

in line of battle, calling for columns of men marching four abreast, to deploy into line, 

two deep, to give battle. Non-commissioned officers were positioned at each end of 

the line, while officers stood behind the line, to direct fire and movement. An initial 

volley was fired, followed by firing at will, in order to weaken the enemy so as to cause 

him to withdraw. A bayonet charge delivered the final assault, when hand-to-hand 
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fighting of the bitterest nature followed, Confederates making the most of bayonet, 

rifle-butt and bowie knife - a popular side-arm from the beginning of the war. 

 

The trouble was that, now, an advancing line could be brought under killing fire 

at a distance of half a mile, and the massed charge of Napoleonic tradition was 

miserably out of date.  When a defensive line occupied field entrenchments - which 

the soldiers learned to dig fairly early in the war - a direct frontal assault became 

almost impossible.  The hideous casualty lists of Civil War battles owed much of their 

size to the fact that soldiers were fighting with rifles but were using tactics suited to 

smoothbores.   

 

It was technology - and the money to pay for it - which won the war.  In 1862 

the Union army used the Gatling gun for the first time.  With a range of 1,000 yards 

and a rate of fire of 350 rounds a minute, it had devastating effect as an infantry-

support gun.  Critically, in 1863, the Confederacy finally had to accept that it could not 

win the allegiance of the European powers and the supplies and hard currency that 

such allegiance would have delivered - at the same time as the North's industrial 

wealth overcame the South's superior soldiery. It was indeed the turning point. By 

1865 the Union army had issued breech-loading rifles to its troops, with a rate of fire 

of thirty rounds a minute, vastly superior to the South's muzzleloaders; for the British-

made P1853 Enfield rifled musket and its later variations remained the standard 

infantry longarm of the Confederate army. At Sharpsburg, arguably the pivotal battle 

in terms of its influence on the attitude of the British Government, the 17th Virginia 

Infantry Regiment alone lost 56.3 per cent of its men, while the 1st Texas Infantry 

took 82.3 per cent losses. 

  

Like all aspects touching Southern life, supply was a problem which forever 

hazarded the Confederate artillery. Nitre, or saltpetre, was an essential ingredient in 

gunpowder, without which there could be no artillery and indeed no firearms. An 

assured supply for the Ordnance was the task of Major St John, Superintendent of the 

Confederate States Nitre and Mining Bureau, and Britain became a crucial supplier, 

which of course had to run the Union blockade. On the 28th October 1862, Major St 
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John wrote to an Englishman, addressed simply as Mr Smith: 

 

Sir, 

The Undersigned, for and on behalf of the Confederate States of America, will receive from you 

shipments of nitre, to be delivered within the limits of said Confederate States, and not to exceed 

1,000 tons, upon the following terms and rates of payment:- 

For nitre delivered at any Confederate port east of the Mississippi River 75 cents per pound, of 

90 per cent purity, if delivered on or before March 1, 1863 

For nitre delivered as above, but after March 1, 1863, 60 cents per pound, of 90 per cent 

purity 

For all nitre delivered as above, at Confederate ports between the Mississippi and Rio Grande 

Rivers, 50 cents per pound, of 90 per cent purity. 

 

    Throughout its short but proud history, the Confederate army suffered a 

number of disabilities that would prove fatal. The worst, of course, was the shortage 

of supplies - clothing, food, tents - and weaponry to equal what the North could 

throw at them; but disease was another serious problem. In the predominantly rural 

society of the South, humanity had little experience of contagious diseases like 

measles, so when an epidemic broke out, it had dreadful consequences on the men; 

while in the urban society from which the Northern soldiers were drawn, the man had 

long ago developed natural immunity to the fatal effects of such diseases. The 

recruiting system in the South was also seriously flawed: initially, it was patriotism 

alone - aided by many women who taunted those who did not rush to the colours - 

which kept the army up to strength, but the short-term enlistment programme soon 

led to shortages, which became critical when the effects of disease and Yankee 

technology began to tell, and conscription was introduced, but still failed to recruit the 

Confederate army to the level which was needed to overcome the numerical and 

technological supremacy which the North enjoyed.   

 

The other major weakness in the army’s structure was the democratic nature of 

the Officer Corps, where officers were voted in - and replaced - by the franchise of 

the men whom they led. While this undoubtedly explained a great deal about the esprit 
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of the Confederate army, it also meant that an officer who was unpopular would be 

replaced, even though that unpopularity might arise from his cold-blooded military 

expertise - which after all is the thing which wins battles. By the time that sanity was 

introduced to put a stop to the process and improve the quality of the officer corps, 

the North had the advantage in numbers, supplies and technology, which they would 

not lose. 

 

That being said, the Confederate army had an invincible weapon, right up to the 

very end: morale. Rations were scarce, clothing ragged, but the soldiers of the South 

had an unshakeable belief in their cause - they were defending their homelands, their 

wives, their sweethearts, and the very simple but fundamental rights which had been 

enshrined for them in the Constitution of the United States. They proved to be superb 

fighters in battle, but otherwise they had an informality about them, which seemed 

somehow to strengthen still their morale, especially in hard times. Many of them 

brought their dogs with them, as if they were going on a hunting trip, which helped 

along their morale no end; the Southerner’s love for his dog needs no further 

explanation for an Englishman. A much-loved black Labrador accompanied the 

charge of the 2nd Maryland Infantry at Gettysburg; when its owner fell, mortally 

wounded, the animal stayed behind, standing guard over the body - until, sadly, the 

dog was killed by a Yankee bullet. 

 

There is a vital post script to any analysis of the Confederate army. The soldiers 

of the South owed much of their morale to one man: General Robert Edward Lee. 

They loved him, and believed in him; with him they were invincible. In turn, he loved 

them, he believed in them - and he was just as much invincible in them. At the end of 

the day, they never did let each other down. 
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 The Fatal Blunders 
 

It helps a great deal in war if your soldiers and your generals are better at their 

job than the enemy’s, and in this respect, the Confederacy had a winning hand. But 

war is ultimately a business of economics, which pays for food, shelter, clothing - and 

arms. If you get the economics wrong, you are in very serious trouble indeed. The 

Confederacy’s fatal blunder had been made right at the beginning: it believed that it 

could force the great European powers to recognise it as a sovereign state, by denying 

them cotton. Cotton was in enormous demand, particularly to feed the British cotton 

mills, and the Confederate Government felt that, by denying its export, Europe would 

put irresistible pressure on the Union to bring the war to an end and agree terms with 

Richmond. The British Consul in Charleston, who boasted the improbable name of 

Bunch, wrote to Lord Russell as early as the 5th December 1860, reporting a 

conversation which he had had with a long-time Southern leader of men named Rhett, 

a consistent advocate of secession. Rhett developed a plan of close commercial 

alliance with England as the most favoured nation, given the dependence of Britain on 

the South for cotton, upon which all calculations of the Southern position were based. 

In the following June, Bunch wrote that there was still a firm belief that  

 

Great Britain will make any sacrifice, even of principle or of honour, to prevent the stoppage of 

the supply of cotton. 

 

Bunch enclosed a copy of an article in the ‘Charleston Mercury’ of the 4th June, 

proclaiming: 

 

The cards are in our hands, and we intend to play them out to the bankruptcy of every cotton 

factory in Great Britain and France, or the acknowledgement of our independence.  

 

But that is where the South made its fatal blunder, and it was not until the high-

water mark of the war had well passed, that the Confederate Government had to 

acknowledge Britain’s persistence in neutrality, in spite of all the hardships caused by 

the cotton famine. Britain would not be held to ransom, but when the scales had 
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fallen from Southern eyes, the Union blockade was hard in place, and it was too late 

to do anything about it. Pollard, the editor of a leading Richmond newspaper, 

summed it up well in ‘The Lost Cause’: 

 

“Cotton,” said the Charleston Mercury, “Would bring England to her knees.” The idea was 

ludicrous enough that England and France would instinctively or readily fling themselves into a 

convulsion, which their great politicians saw was the most tremendous one of modern times. But the 

puerile argument, which even President Davis did not hesitate to adopt, about the power of ‘King 

Cotton’, amounted to this absurdity: that the great and illustrious power of England would submit to 

the ineffable humiliation of acknowledging its dependency on the infant Confederacy of the South, and 

the subserviency of its empire, its political interests and its pride, to a single article of trade that was 

grown in America!   

 

The really interesting bit, is that the plan very nearly worked with France. In 

1862 the British Government harboured the gravest suspicions that Napoleon III, the 

Emperor of France, was manoeuvring to force a peace or bring Recognition to the 

South prematurely for this very reason, and to come to a separate trade agreement 

with her. But England was a different matter. 

 

During the period of the American Civil War, it is estimated that, of 2,650 

factories in England, 2,195 were in Lancashire and two adjacent counties. These 

employed 500,000 people and consumed a thousand million pounds of cotton each 

year. An Editorial in ‘The Times’ of the 19th September 1861, pointed out that one 

fifth of the entire population was held to be dependent, either directly or indirectly, on 

the prosperity of the cotton districts, and therefore dependent, also, on uninterrupted 

supplies of raw cotton to meet the demand of the factories - and America delivered up 

to 84 per cent of the total British imports to meet that demand. 

 

But against the demand, must always be judged the supply. The cotton crop of 

1860 in America was the largest on record, producing nearly four million bales, and 

the gathering war clouds hastened the export of three and a half million bales by April 

1861, the largest proportion going to Liverpool, the port servicing the Lancashire 
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cotton mills. But it was not arriving at a good time any way, because, since December 

1861 there had been a slump in demand for raw cotton due to over-production in the 

two previous years. With this sudden glut there was thus no immediate shortage of 

cotton to meet the demand; indeed, the surplus was so great that some of the cotton 

was sold by English merchants to destinations in the Union, where the scarcity of 

cotton was pushing up the price. 

 

Truth to tell, the Confederacy misjudged the situation, for the cotton harvests in 

recent years had delivered huge quantities that were now stockpiled in Britain, which 

therefore could do without further shiploads for a considerable time, while by 

stopping exports early in the war, as a means of forcing Europe to bludgeoning 

Washington into peace, Richmond was unable to trade and therefore earn valuable 

hard currency and import the supplies that were crucial to its war effort.  

 

From December 1861, the supply of raw cotton from America virtually ceased. 

In the following six months, just 11,500 bales were received, less than 1 per cent of 

the amount delivered during the same period in the preceding year. If the Confederate 

scheme were to work, it would be doing so now. Mill after mill closed, throwing 

thousands out of work in what became known as the Lancashire Famine. In the 

distressed parts of Lancashire, poor relief was given to 48,000 persons in normal 

times, but in the first week of December it was given to 71,593. In December of the 

following year, it had gone up to 284,418 - the official high point in the crisis. In fact 

the situation was even worse than that, for, in addition, private relief had been 

organised, and distributed to 236,000, so that a total of 550,000 people were in serious 

distress.  

 

But, throughout all this, there was no public demonstration by the people, and 

no attempt in Lancashire, whether by businessmen or workers, to force a change of 

Government policy.  The Confederate Government had misjudged Britain: however 

much its prosperity depended on cotton, it could not be held to ransom. And the 

moment the Union imposed the blockade, the Confederacy necessarily lost control of 

any influence.   
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The South had made the fatal error of making cotton the key to its international 

diplomacy, and apparently ignored the problems which it surely must have guessed 

would be vital to any foreign country contemplating recognising its sovereignty. The 

classes of influence and authority in Britain strongly favoured the Confederacy from a 

very early stage, but the government in Westminster could not support any policy that 

involved fighting to preserve slavery (despite relying on slavery for the raw materials 

that fed Britain’s largest manufacturing industry). Any Confederate Minister therefore 

had to convince the British Government that support for the Confederacy could not 

be construed by friends or opponents as support for slavery. But Commissioner 

William Yancey had most definitely not convinced Britain on this point. Indeed, his 

strong pro-slavery position had exposed a serious error of judgment by Davis in his 

appointment.   

 

Truth to tell, however courageous the soldiers of the South were, they would 

never have been able to overcome the awesome logistical superiority of the North. 

Their only hope lay in the support of strong European foreign powers. The 

Confederate Government thought it could achieve its objectives by holding Britain 

and France to ransom, and after they saw the futility of this, they courageously fought 

on regardless of their chances against the Union, to defend their rights and their 

homelands against impossible odds.  

 

To quote, with sadness, the venerable adage: Those whom the Gods wish to 

destroy, they first send mad.  
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The Ocean Express 
 

It is a crucial thread running through this story, that the whole essence of British 

greatness - and hence its overriding concern - was its obsession with maritime 

adventure. The nineteenth century Polish poet, Adam Mickiewicz, wrote a haunting 

parable in which the European powers were characterised with all their special 

mischiefs, and to the King of England he ascribed the mighty idol of SEA POWER 

and COMMERCE, which was the same as Mammon…. In the era of 1861, however much 

statesmen carped that British merchants would happily see their ships’ sails scorched if 

they saw a profit in sailing to Hell, a Government which ignored the interests of such 

king-makers stood little chance of filling the Treasury, and less chance still of keeping 

their seats at the next Elections. So, the British Government made sure that their 

interests were given top priority, while steering that strict neutrality which was pivotal 

to its diplomatic plan. The problem flared up when the Federal Government imposed 

a blockade on Southern ports; essentially, they were determined to seize any cargoes 

that would contribute to the enemy’s war effort. 

 

So what sort of goods did they have in mind? Anthracite coal, for a start, which 

would be important to the Confederate war effort because it fuelled privateering 

steamers without smudging the horizon with a pall of smoke that betrayed their 

positions. But the list was copious: cannons, mortars, firearms, pistols, bombs, 

grenades, firelocks, flints, matches, powder, saltpetre, balls, bullets, pikes, swords, 

sulphur, helmets and boarding-caps, sword-belts, saddles and bridles, cartridge bag 

material, percussion and other caps, clothing adapted for uniforms, rosin (resin left 

after oil has been distilled from crude turpentine), sailcloth of all kinds, hemp and 

cordage, masts, ship-timber, tar and pitch, ardent spirits, military persons in the service 

of the enemy, despatches of the enemy, and “articles of like character”. 

  

London legitimately identified two evils arising from this threatened blockade: 

damage to the international relations affecting diplomacy between the two countries, 

by interference with free trade, and damage to British business by reason of such 

interference. So it was, that Lord Lyons reported to Russell on the 12th August 1861: 
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I called upon Mr Seward this morning at the State Department, and said to him, in the words 

of your Lordship’s despatch of the 19th ultimo, that Her Majesty’s Government “would consider a 

decree closing the ports of the South actually in possession of the insurgent or Confederate States as 

null and void, and that they would not submit to measures taken on the high seas in pursuance of 

such a decree. 

 

The difficulty which confronted the British, was the need to establish the 

Federal Government’s conduct as being illegal; a need which had already suffered a 

blow with the decision in the District Court of Columbia on 19 June 1861, in the case 

of a schooner called the Tropic Wind. Lord Lyons wrote to Lord Russell on the 19th 

July: 

                                                                                                                                                                               

  Judge Dunlop argues that the proclamation of President Lincoln, declaring that “nine 

states have resisted”, that orders have been given to issue letters of marque in the South, that the 

President on this side has called out 75,000 men, - show a state of civil war.  “I do not find, on 

examination of the writers on public law, any difference as to belligerent rights in civil or foreign war; 

and Judge Storey, in 7th Wheaton, as heretofore cited by me, says they are the same. Blockade being 

one of the rights incident to a state of war, and the President having, in substance, asserted civil war to 

exist.  I am of opinion that the blockade was lawfully proclaimed by the Executive.”   

 

….Her Majesty’s Government cannot fail to remark the general principles laid down by an 

American judge and founded on American authorities bearing on the present state of affairs  Her 

Majesty’s Government admit that a civil war exists; they admit that whether the Confederate states of 

the South be sovereign and independent States or not, is the very point to be decided; but Her 

Majesty’s Government affirm, as the United States affirmed in the case of the South American 

Provinces, “the existence of this civil war gives to both parties the rights of war against each other.”   

 

…. In the present case, her Majesty’s Government do not intend to dispute the right of 

blockade nor intend to dispute the right of blockade on the part of the United States with regard to 

ports in the possession of the Confederate States; but an assumed right to close any ports in the hands 

of insurgents would imply a right to stop vessels on the high seas without instituting an effective 
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blockade.  This would be a manifest evasion of the necessity of blockade in order to close an enemy’s 

port. Neutral vessels would be excluded when no force exists in the neighbourhood of the port sufficient 

to carry that exclusion into effect.   

 

 In its judgment, therefore, there was no realistic prospect of a legal challenge to 

the blockade. But it was up to British shipowners themselves how they might view the 

prospect of blockade-running – if they chose to scorch their sails, or, indeed, raise 

sails for others to scorch, that was a matter for them.   

  

It was surprising that the world's greatest maritime nation produced no 

outstanding naval architect in the eighteenth century, but the most glittering of all 

Imperial prizes, the cargoes of the Honourable East India Company, were demanding 

the quality of excellence in naval architecture for the carriage of goods by sea which 

met the design of the fast, daring frigates of the Royal Navy, the eyes and ears of the 

Admiralty and defenders of the far-flung merchant routes. As Napoleon commented 

bitterly, "Wherever you find a fathom of water, there you will find the British."  When 

you combined the East Indiamen with the frigates, nothing could touch you. The era 

of the merchant frigate had come of age, and it was these audacious privateers, 

handled with all the skill and courage of their experienced commanders, which caught 

the eye of every man of business in great waters, and bred a new generation of British 

merchant ships that shone in the twilight of the sailing era. They were extremely 

popular vessels under the British flag, and their Masters showed the rest of the world 

the qualities which made the difference between a blockade-runner and a captured 

blockade-runner. Deception and subterfuge could win escape Scot-free from a critical 

moment with a Yankee cruiser, although the commanders learned that they could not 

play the deception more than three times, for the Northern commanders learned 

quickly. British master mariners made blockade-runners to weep for, to out-wit and 

out-distance the Union warships, which they knew could exact a heavy penalty if they 

caught them.  

  

The Masters of the fast packet clippers of the North Atlantic were often well-

bred and well-educated, but they were also tough and ruthless, with a vested interest in 
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beating their rivals on the scheduled run across the Atlantic. Their job had but one 

objective: to make a fast passage, for the Government had given them subsidies to 

carry the mail packets and a slow delivery would cost a company its subsidy. The full 

imagery of a life that has given us the phrase ‘Flash Packet’ can be well-imagined here 

on the Western Ocean, where a Master had a vested interest in securing a full hold of 

cargo and a healthy passenger manifest, for he was able to draw a percentage of the 

cargo and passenger receipts that were founded on his reputation, as well as risking 

the mail income if he made a slow passage and lost the race for the return trip. A 

successful Master could earn the enormous sum of $5,000 a year, and so he drove his 

ship to the limits of her endurance, slashing through the storm-tossed seas of the 

Atlantic Ocean, every stitch of canvas set and straining with her masts cracking 

alarmingly and their backstays threatening to break under the enormous stresses 

wrought upon them by wind and sea.      

 

So he had to have excellence, daring, recklessness - and ruthlessness, not only to 

drive the ship onwards, but to manage the crew, as well, who had well-earned the 

nickname ‘Packet Rats’. For a generation or more, packet crews were the tough élite 

of the merchant service, and one would hardly expect such people to behave like 

plaster saints. It was, after all, only in 1859 that Captain Samuels of the Dreadnought 

was confronted with a mutiny by his ‘packet rats’, which he quelled, with his ancient 

revolver, his dog and his second mate. That says something for the character of such 

Masters.   

 

But by the opening of the Civil War, the latest steamships were treading close 

behind them - and before long there was little contest between them, for the steamer 

could out-distance, out-manoeuvre and out-gun all comers, and now the government 

mail subsidies were going to the steamers that could more effectively meet their 

engagements against the elements. The mighty General Steam Navigation Company 

of London had received its incorporation on the 11th June 1824. This is what the 

founding fathers had to say in their first prospectus to persuade those first investors: 

 

It having been considered by the most experienced individuals, many of whom are engaged in 
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steam navigation; that the formation of a Company can alone bring it to the fullest state of perfection; 

can be useful to the country by expending capital and giving encouragement to the united talents of the 

Engineer, Shipwright and Mechanic, also profitable to those engaged in it by establishing between the 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and such places as may be deemed advisable a certain expeditious 

intercourse for the conveyance of passengers, merchandise, etc. 

 

The company was able to raise capital of £2 million – a king’s ransom in 1824 – 

which demonstrated the confidence with which investors greeted the business and, by 

1861, it was the reliability of steamships which gave them the edge in getting the 

orders. There is no doubt about it: the new steamships were presenting a prosperous 

picture for the shipping business, and the technology on which they depended was 

gaining by leaps and bounds. The motivation was Commerce, the same motivation 

which drove the British Empire; and from the beginning, the leading characters in the 

story were Britain and the United States. The advantages which the Industrial 

Revolution brought to the world were manifest, with the development of increasingly 

safe and reliable steamships for the carriage of goods by sea that made the Empire 

worth building. The consequence, not so often mentioned, though, is that these things 

had a price tag, which the shareholders who had invested in the shipowner had to pay; 

so, if the builder failed to fulfil his contractual obligations, or the new technology let 

them down with delays and failures, the investor was exposed to the risk of financial 

loss.  This made it imperative, of course, to fix some business with ships which would 

deliver the maximum profit, so if the chance of lucrative some blockade-running came 

up, the owner of a steamship would be sorely tempted.  

 

 Noted marine artist Jack Spurling painted a magnificent scene of an 

unidentified clipper in full sail, passing port to port with General Steam Navigation 

Company’s paddle steamer Leith, in a lively sea. He called it, ‘Hail and Farewell’, an 

appropriate title, indeed, for by the end of the war it would truly be ‘farewell’ to the 

Flash Packets, as the steamers won mastery of the mail contracts, and would prove 

immensely valuable as blockade-runners. 

 

Given the incentive of profit, of course; and the massive demand from the 
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Lancashire cotton mills assured shipowners of that incentive.   And profit there was - 

if you had the guts. Ben Line was a British shipping company, which was already 

nearly forty years old when the war broke out. Their Araby Maid, just 365 tons, had 

recently been on a ten month voyage to Chinese and Japanese ports, which would 

carve out the Ben Line’s trading career in the Far East for the next hundred and forty 

years; but with the outbreak of the Civil War, the canny Scots owners of the Ben Line 

realised that there were profits to be made supporting the Confederate war effort. So 

it was, that Araby Maid and her fleet-mate, Bencleuch, turned their backs on the 

promising Far East trade for the moment, and sailed, instead, to Cuba with full 

cargoes of good steam coal for the Rebel privateers that were running out of British 

West Indian ports. It was an expensive business, and the Araby Maid was especially 

insured against war risks for £2,000, but the rewards that were earned on the cargoes 

made it a very worthwhile venture indeed. It is very possible that General Steam, 

themselves, identified an opportunity for reward in blockade-running. In 1836 their 

wooden paddle steamer Giraffe was brought into service on the London-Rotterdam 

run and, as a mailship she had a grand turn of speed. While official records are unclear 

on the date of her disposal, it is apparent that this was the same Giraffe that was either 

sold direct to the Confederacy or was bought by Edward Pembroke in 1862, a 

London businessman who almost certainly was acting as an agent for the 

Confederacy, from whom he had a cotton certificate, which entitled him to export 

cotton from Southern ports. In any event, she became a famous blockade runner, 

particularly between Bermuda and Wilmington North Carolina. General Steam 

certainly bought a former blockade-runner, the ex-Cornubia, which remained in the 

fleet until 1886.     

 

Suddenly the war was opening up new opportunities for fast sailing ships and 

steamers, to run the Yankee blockades of Confederate ports to supply a Southern port 

with supplies for the war effort and get out again with a high deck-load of raw cotton. 

Successful captains cleared a thousand pounds for a round trip from Nassau to 

Wilmington North Carolina, the crews earned enormous wages and pilots could name 

their price for a week or ten days of work. One ship on the Wilmington North 

Carolina run earned £85,000 for 20 days’ work, and profits of £30,000 were not 
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uncommon. 

 

George Trenholm had left school at the age of 16, to work for John Fraser and 

Company, one of the leading cotton traders in Charleston, South Carolina. By 1853 he 

was senior partner in the firm, which became Fraser, Trenholm and Company, trading 

on a steamship route to Liverpool and, by 1861 they were handling up to 20,000 

cotton bales in a single morning. But Trenhom was an astute man and he could see 

the war clouds gathering, and just how unprepared the South was to meet the 

commercial demands that would dictate not just prosperity but survival. Three years 

before the start of hostilities, Trenholm had tried to persuade Southerners to invest in 

new technology, that would modernise Confederate industry with foundries, factories 

and railroads; but without success. As soon as he heard about the bombardment of 

Fort Sumter, Trenholm moved his head office from New York to Bermuda, to be 

closer to British suppliers which he knew would run the blockades that the North 

would establish to try to cripple the Confederate war effort. To this end, he made real 

efforts to persuade members of Jefferson Davis’ cabinet to purchase the ten 

steamships that the Honourable East India Company was selling for $10 million - or 

the equivalent in cotton; he knew the balance of risk and opportunity which made 

British business tick. It was, after all, the massive deal on a grand scale in the image of 

the deal by General Steam to buy the German steamship fleet; but the cabinet was not 

persuaded. Trenholm was undaunted, though and went on to manage the greatest 

blockade-running fleet in the Confederacy. 

 

Blockade-running steamers were fuelled by anthracite: Welsh steam-coal that 

burned with little black smoke that would give away her presence to a Yankee fleet. 

They were built for speed, not necessarily for safety and, despite the dramatic tug-of-

war between the Alecto and the Rattler in 1845, when the screw-driven Rattler towed 

the paddler backwards, they tended to be paddle steamers. Typically, they had long, 

low hulls, grossing between 400 and 600 tons, with plenty of cargo space, and 

camouflaged in dull grey or leaden colours, making them difficult enough to spot in 

daylight at two hundred yards, let alone at night. 
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American naval architects had nurtured a tradition of excellence since the war of 

1812, with faster and larger frigates and sloops of war, a design of double-banked 

frigates and sloops, and had made inventive use of the design of the Baltimore Clipper 

for small men-of-war, as well as designing ships that could carry heavy batteries of 

guns and still be fast, with guns that fired shells which cut through hulls and exploded 

in-board. The resulting human carnage, and the destruction of fine ships, can hardly 

be imagined. And so, when Lincoln’s Government made it abundantly clear that such 

fire-power would be used against blockade-runners, the United States Navy became a 

very significant threat indeed. Ships such as the USS Powhatan, for example: a timber-

built paddle wheel frigate commissioned in 1850, with three masts, which could make 

a steady ten knots, with a further four from her barque rig. The fastest clippers would 

be hard-pressed to out-run her in adverse weather. Her captain was once described by 

one of his own side as more disagreeable in different ways than any man who ever 

wore naval uniform. But he got results, indeed in 1864 he joined the assault on Fort 

Fisher, guarding Wilmington, which had been the destination of many a blockade-

runner and the last Atlantic port held by the Confederacy.   

 

And, of course, there was the USS Hartford, a timber sloop powered by a screw 

propeller, armed with twenty-two 9 inch shell guns, and capable of 8 knots. Her great 

fame, lay in that she was the flagship of the Union naval commander Farragut’s West 

Gulf Blockading Squadron in 1862, with orders to capture New Orleans, and by a 

combination of thorough preparation and recklessness, he forced his way past all the 

defences, to take the town’s surrender. Farragut was already 61 years old, with only 

seven years’ service as a captain, indeed this was his first command of a squadron, but 

he proved to be the outstanding naval commander of the war. In July 1862 he became 

the first Rear-Admiral in the Union Navy, when he was then tasked with the operation 

of tightening the blockade against the British ships. It was in August 1864, as he was 

endeavouring to seize Mobile, where the Confederates were engaging ironclads to try 

to break the blockade, and the Yankee monitor Tecumseh lay foundering in a minefield, 

that Farragut famously roared, Damn the torpedoes! Captain Draycott, go ahead. 

‘Torpedoes’, in fact naval mines, were heard scraping the hull, but no more ships were 

lost, and Farragut seized the day.   
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So the United States Navy had a highly able commander enforcing the blockade, 

and a fleet of powerful warships, both sail and steam, that presented a formidable 

adversary to blockade-runners. Most troubling, however, was the revolutionary and 

extremely ugly turreted ironclad, Monitor, an armour-shielded vessel with shallow 

draught for close harbour work, and a low profile so that very little could be seen of 

her above the water line, save her menacing, revolving turret. She answered the helm 

very well, and had a good turn of speed, and although she was not suited to survive 

rough weather deep-sea, she was ideally suited to the sort of inshore patrol work 

which made her such a menace to blockade-runners.   

 

Compared with the strength of the Union Navy, the Confederate fleet hardly 

existed at the commencement of the war: a fact, itself, which drove up the stakes in 

the blockade game ever-higher, for the British merchantmen had few Southern 

warships to protect them. The Royal Navy had been sent to watch over their interests, 

but in reality could not take any part, for a single engagement between British and 

Union warships would have plunged the countries into war. As Russell had told the 

House of Commons at the beginning of the war,  

 

for God’s sake, let us if possible keep out of it.   

 

Jefferson Davis described his navy in ‘The Rise and Fall of the Confederate 

Government’ as having no shortage of experienced naval officers, all of whom had 

belonged to the United States Navy, but owing to the limited number of vessels afloat, 

many of those officers were employed on shore duties. Two men, in particular, would 

have the destiny of the Confederate Navy in their hands. It was appropriate that a 

man from the great naval state of Florida, Stephen Russell Mallory, fifty years old, 

should be appointed as Secretary to the Confederate Navy, following after its birth in 

February 1861.  

 

Very soon he would be working closely with James Dunwoody Bulloch, from 

Savannah, Georgia. Bulloch had been commissioned into the United States Navy but 
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had resigned in 1853, to make a career for himself in steamships. At the outbreak of 

war, he was commanding a steamer from the North, which he promptly restored to 

her owners in New York, before hastening to the early capital of the Confederacy at 

Montgomery, Alabama, when he learned that he was to be the chief of overseas 

purchasing, with the mission to build the Confederate fleet. His job, it was, to get 

cruisers to sea as quickly as possible, in order to raid enemy commerce, and compel 

Yankee warships to chase around the ocean in pursuit. Bulloch also believed greatly in 

the value of ironclad rams, which would have particular consequences in Britain, as we 

shall see. The whole intention of these vessels was to challenge the Union Navy for 

control of the Southern coast that was so vital to the Confederacy’s maritime trade 

and hence its war effort.        

 

With plenty of good officers but few ships to put them in, Stephen Mallory had 

to find some inventive ways to oppose the awesome line of ducks arranged before 

him by the United States Navy, before it cut off the Confederacy from the rest of the 

world. The strategy which he cleverly formulated, depended not just upon getting 

agents abroad to acquire some hardware, but also upon ‘technical surprise’, which 

involved the development of armour-shielded ironclads, rifled naval guns, steam-

driven commerce-raiders, and mines, or torpedoes as they were then known. Which is 

where Matthew Maury came in.    

 

Bizarrely, the name of Matthew Fontaine Maury is hardly known today, yet he 

was the first oceanographer of modern times, earning the sobriquet ‘Pathfinder of the 

Seas’. A career  naval officer, he had the brain of a scientist, and harnessed his 

experience to his skill, to tackle his life’s theory that there must be specific patterns 

and movements of wind and water that created ‘highways’ in the oceans on which 

ships could travel faster, and in greater safety. His work proved a breakthrough in 

oceanography and, in an age when science was something which had hardly touched 

the maritime world, his work on winds and currents revolutionised navigation. As a 

testimony to the faith which the great transatlantic shipping companies of the day 

placed in his expertise, the White Star Line was reassuring its passengers decades later, 

that the approved passage plans for the North Atlantic are those followed by the White Star 
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Steamers, as recommended by Lieut. Maury.  

 

A committed Southerner, within days of Virginia’s secession from the Union, 

Maury resigned his commission in the United States Navy, and accepted the rank of 

commander in the Navy of the Confederacy. Maury’s reputation as Pathfinder of the 

Seas went before him, and as a compelling advocate of the South and its commercial 

emancipation, he was sent to England, where he was already much respected, and no 

one was surprised that he made a great success of his mission. He was as much a 

realist as patriot, and evidence remains that in August 1861, he formulated a peace 

proposal. Well, there was no peace; but he was successful in matters of war, and his 

work in Britain produced much-needed ships for the Confederate war effort. But he 

also applied his scientific brain to another burning issue, which was vital to Mallory’s 

plans: harbour defence. The ‘torpedoes’ of the time were, in effect, mines, but without 

a reliable fuse mechanism they were useless. Maury, it was, who carried out successful 

‘electrical torpedo’ experiments to hazard any Federal attack.        

 

At the beginning of the war in April, 1861, the US Navy scuttled the fine steam 

frigate Merrimac, which was lying in the naval dockyard at Norfolk, Virginia, for 

repairs. She was raised, however, by Confederate naval engineers with plans to convert 

her into an ironclad. They duly armoured her timber hull with iron, which however 

gave her a massive draught of 23 feet. This presented them with a serious dilemma: 

she was not seaworthy to go deep-sea now, so her fire-power could only be used for 

harbour defence; but her deep draught limited her operations in harbour areas. 

Moreover, by this time, the engineers had discovered another, major weakness. 

Naturally, when she was scuttled, her engine was drowned in sea-water, and although 

it was drained and reconditioned, it was never able to raise more than five knots. 

 

Described now as squat and ugly, looking more like a terrapin with a steamer’s 

funnel on its back, she was re-christened the CSS Virginia and, armed with ten guns, 

prepared to do battle with the Yankee Monitor. Colonel William Norris of the 

Confederate Signal Corps witnessed a bold expression of British support for the 

South, in complete defiance of Admiral Milne’s instructions on neutrality, as the 
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Confederate CSS Virginia sailed to confront the USS Monitor, and reported to 

Jefferson Davis, who was to recall the incident in his book ‘The Rise and Fall of the 

Confederate Government’:   

 

An English man-of-war, which was lying in the channel, witnessed this effort to draw the 

Monitor out into deep water in defence of her weaker countrymen, with their national admiration of 

genuine “game”, as a spectator described it, “unable to restrain their generous impulses, from the 

captain to the side-boy, cheered our gun-boat to the echo.”   

 

She drew too much water to fight the USS Monitor in the channel of the James 

River, but led the Confederate fleet of six ships totalling 21 guns to its appointment 

with a Union fleet totalling 204 guns. Davis described in glowing terms the audacious 

attack in which the USS Congress was disabled and surrendered, the USS Cumberland 

sunk and three other vessels despatched.   

 

But, as Davis explained, the Virginia’s famous victory would be her last. She was 

simply not seaworthy, nor suited to any other duty than harbour defence. It is worth 

quoting Davis’ account of the end of the Virginia in March 1862, because it fairly 

reflected the Confederacy’s defence capability for the blockade-runners: the spirit was 

willing, but the flesh was weak.   

 

When our army had been withdrawn from the peninsula, and Norfolk had been evacuated, 

and the James River did not furnish depth of channel which would suffice for the Virginia to ascend it 

more than a few miles, her mission was ended… So, on the 10th of May, the Virginia was taken to 

Craney Island, one mile above, and there her crew were landed; they fell in and formed on the beach, 

and, in the language of an eye-witness, then and there, on the very field of her fame, within sight of the 

Cumberland’s top-gallant masts, all awash, within sight of that magnificent fleet still cowering on the 

shoal, with her laurels all fresh and green, we hauled down her drooping colors, and, with mingled 

pride and grief, we gave her to the flames.     

 

For all the odds against it, the Confederate Navy defiantly refused to admit 

defeat; indeed, a child was born of the fight against the blockade, which would grow 
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into the most feared and stealthy of all naval vessels - truly with the awesome nobility 

of a killer shark. Captain Henry Hunley of the Confederate Army invented this 

machine which was destined to become the first submarine to sink a warship. His first 

idea for her propulsion was steam, but soon discovered that there was insufficient 

oxygen available. Even an electric engine was thought of, before the final design of 

engine was installed: eight men, sitting side by side, rotated a crankshaft that ran along 

the length of the vessel, and was connected to a screw propeller at the rear - galley-

power under the waves. She was armed with a torpedo mounted on the end of a long 

spar which jutted out from the prow.    

 

The H L Hunley made four journeys underwater on trials, every one of them a 

disaster, costing the lives of nearly everybody who had served in her. In the end, the 

Navy decided that, since every trip seemed doomed, she might as well be put into 

active service and take some Yankee lives if she was going to take Southern ones.   

Her target was the USS Housatonic, one of the latest steam warships in the Union 

Navy, which was guarding the blockade of Charleston Harbour. The Hunley crept up 

to her and her torpedo exploded just forward of the magazine of the Yankee warship, 

which started sinking quickly. Unfortunately, the Hunley managed to get wedged in the 

hole which the torpedo had made in the enemy’s side and they both went down 

together.      

 

For all the unequal balance between the Confederate and Union navies, the 

British merchant ships and their masters ran the blockades, and beat them, time after 

time, giving rise to unceasing protests by the United States administration to the 

British Government. Surely, they reasoned, Her Majesty’s Government must be able 

to eradicate this menace - unless in fact they supported it?  As just one example, for 

the month of October 1861, some 23 vessels ran the blockade at Charleston, South 

Carolina, including British schooners, and in the same month six British ships ran the 

blockade at Savannah, Georgia, returning home with cargoes of coffee, cotton, fish, 

rice, salt and turpentine.    

 

Not that the United States shunned British shipping from their own ports; far 
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from it. Indeed, the greatest names in the history of shipping were making their 

fortunes on the New York run. The Liverpool and Philadelphia Steam Ship Company, 

founded by William Inman in 1850, was competing hotly with the Cunard Line, as 

well as with the stiff American competition on the run. In May 1859, the Inman Line 

found the Irish emigrant traffic so lucrative that they included a call at Queenstown on 

every outward voyage from Liverpool, where their liners sailed every Wednesday for 

New York. While the Civil War conveniently disabled American competition, the 

Inman Line surged ahead, and the City of New York (2,360 tons) sailed from Liverpool 

on her maiden voyage to New York on the 11th September 1861, a massive 

investment on the company’s books, but the leading liner of her day. The company 

earned such enormous profits on the North Atlantic during the Civil War that it was 

able to build the world’s finest steamships, and by the end of the decade it would be 

the first undisputed holder of the Blue Riband.      

 

It was not just in the South that the Federal Government’s blockading 

operations gave British ships a hard time. On the 20th May 1862, Congress tightened 

its grip on the blockade by empowering Customs officers in the North to exact bonds 

on cargoes exported from the United States, “should they consider it necessary”. They 

should, indeed:  Refuse clearance to all vessels you believe on satisfactory grounds that any goods, 

wares or merchandize shipped at your port will be used in any way for the aid of the insurgents…..    

 

On this authority, for instance, the Collector of Customs in New York, one H 

Barney, proceeded to exact bonds from several British ships clearing from New York 

with cargoes in transit for the Bahamas. When the British Legation protested, he 

replied:   

 

I have prohibited the shipment of coals and dry goods and shoes and quinine and other drugs 

and tin ware and munitions of war and sundry other articles to Nassau and the West Indies and 

other foreign parts when I had reason to suspect that they were intended by individual enterprise, or 

the special contracts of British subjects, to directly contribute to the welfare of the enemies of the United 

States.   
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Outrageous, protested Britain; they were neutral vessels conducting legitimate 

trade with British possessions. But the Americans pointed out the extraordinary 

increase in ‘legitimate’ trade to the West Indies since the beginning of the war. After 

all, in 1860, imports of arms and munitions into the West Indies was declared at 

£6,050; in 1862, following the first full year of war, the figure was £367,578. In 

fairness, Britain was hard-pressed to produce an explanation.   

 

But British companies were encountering other problems in Union ports, as 

well. The Federal Navy lured naïve foreign recruits with higher wages than they could 

hope to earn with their present owners, as well as that tempting old stand-by for all 

sailors, generous victualling, and they had persuasive agents ready to turn the head of a 

young English seafarer at every port. The bait was a 15 dollar bounty on volunteering, 

a huge sum then, but the hapless volunteer seldom saw it. Most of the agents were 

unscrupulous boarding-house keepers, whose trade would literally show up on their 

door-step. Even men who had not volunteered were shanghaied: a drink or two and 

then a narcotic drug to send him to sleep; cash on delivery, so to speak, but the victim 

saw none of it, and many an English boy woke up to find himself in the service of the 

United States.   

 

Both North and South realised how vital the blockade was, if the Confederate 

war effort was to be brought to its knees, and Yankee captains had firm orders to get a 

grip on the problem - but there was always the danger of treading on thin ice when 

interfering with foreign ships, and sometimes the whole thing could backfire. On the 

1st February 1862, a British steamer of 1,200 tons, the Labuan, was captured by the 

United States sloop-of-war Portsmouth. At the time she was said to be in Mexican 

waters, lying off the mouth of the Rio Grande, within the limits of the port of 

Matamoros, where she had landed a cargo of goods described by the Portsmouth’s 

commander, Captain Swartwont, as blankets and ordnance stores. She was then taking 

on a cargo of cotton and other freight which had been delivered to her by a Southern 

steamer.    

 

Swartwont promptly seized the British vessel and took her captain prisoner. It 
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was a case of such patently unlawful conduct on the part of the American 

commander, that Lord Lyons was reasonably laid back in early correspondence, saying 

that he felt sure that the United States Government would redress any wrong and do 

so spontaneously. Even Seward was unnaturally sheepish in reacting to events; in an 

unofficial letter of the 8th March, responding to Lyons’ protests, he promised to ask 

the Secretary of the Navy promptly for the facts of the case, adding:   

 

If it should appear, as you seem to think it must, that the capture was manifestly illegal, I 

certainly shall not hesitate to acknowledge it without waiting for a judicial examination.   

 

 Swartwont was disinclined for guarded conversation, however. He promptly 

stated to the British Vice-Consul at Matamoros that he did not care whether the 

Labuan lay in neutral waters or not, he knew the cotton had come from Texas, that 

Matamoros had no port, and that he would not be fooled but seize all cotton and 

every vessel carrying cotton, and violating the blockade, and that he would even seize 

a vessel in Tampico, if cotton were on board and he knew it to be from Texas. Well, 

the vessel was not released, and on the 23rd April, Lyons served an official demand 

for the release and for compensation, defining the grounds for the claim, that the 

Labuan had been proceeding in good faith throughout, as her papers showed, if 

anybody had cared to read them; the blockade did not exist in the area where she was 

seized, in Mexican territorial waters; the fact that the cargo was transhipped to her by 

a steamer carrying the Mexican flag, as well as certain irregularities in the procedure of 

the commander of the Portsmouth  after the seizure of the vessel.    

 

On the 20th May, the case was heard in the District Court of New York. It held:    

 

The papers on the ship showed both the vessel and her cargo to be neutral property. That the 

blockade was not effective, the ship Portsmouth, the only United states vessel on the station, having 

come up on it on February 1st, the day on which the capture was made, while the Labuan had been 

lying at anchor there since January 1st.   

 

The court had no doubt about the matter, and ordered the immediate release of 
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the vessel and her cargo; then reserved for consideration the question of damages. 

Now would have been the time to get negotiations under way, in order to settle the 

quantum of damage; but, no doubt Seward thought, damn the British, let them wait. 

So they did, until the 25th March 1868, in fact, when the District Court awarded 

damages of $141,902.39, plus interest. Payment was then obstructed by the Senate, 

and it was not until July 1870 that Her Majesty’s Minister in Washington was able to 

report that the Bill had been passed.    

 

For all such cases as this, blockade and blockade-running proved to be vital 

elements in the war, which precipitated hardship, danger and international tension. 

And it was almost exclusively a British affair: nine out of ten blockade runners were 

British ships. The British Government had fought bitterly against the blockade, but 

they needed to know just whether it was biting. On the 29th November 1861, Lyons 

replied to Russell’s question:   

 

I am a good deal puzzled as to how I ought to answer your question whether I consider the 

blockade effective. It is certainly by no means strict or vigorous along the immense extent of coast to 

which it is supposed to apply. I suppose the ships which run it successfully both in and out are more 

numerous than those which are intercepted. On the other hand it is very far from being a mere Paper 

Blockade. A great many vessels are captured; it is a most serious interruption to Trade; and if it were 

as ineffective as Mr Jefferson Davis says in his Message, he would not be so very anxious to get rid of 

it.      

 

And, all things considered, it worked. For all the bitterness between the United 

States and British governments, all the protests and the outrage professed on both 

sides, Washington had good reason to be content with the blockade, for by this means 

the North was able to call the shots in the crucial war of attrition against the South. 

Secretary of State Seward even guessed he could persuade Britain, when the time was 

ripe, to repeal the Proclamation of Neutrality, when it would no longer benefit the 

South’s war effort but British trade would benefit enormously by the carrot of the 

alleviation of the rigor of the blockade.  In May 1862, Seward was writing to Adams:   
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There is a sentiment in the public journals that thirty vessels which had left British ports with 

a common design to run our blockade have gathered at Nassau, and that they are now remaining 

there, awaiting the relaxation of the blockade at some of the Southern ports, which the President has 

permitted to take place on the 1st of June, preferring to avail themselves of that lawful privilege rather 

than persevere in their prohibited operations. I think, therefore, that we may congratulate ourselves 

upon having advanced to a new stage in our intercourse with maritime powers affecting the present 

troubles in the United States - a stage at which notions of sympathy in foreign countries with the 

insurgents, derived from the pressure of the blockade, will disappear….     
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The Alabama   
 

Like so many Confederate ships, the Enrica was built in a British yard, by John 

Laird Sons and Company, of Birkenhead (who would build so many fine British 

steamships for the Red Duster). It was not as if the whole thing had come as a 

surprise to anybody. The Federal Government had repeatedly protested as she was 

building in Birkenhead, for this seemed to be a flagrant violation of British neutrality. 

Even though it was a private matter of contract with British shipbuilders and had not 

been initiated by the Government, Adams applied increasing pressure on Russell to 

seize her before she was completed, culminating in a very frank exchange of views 

indeed, when Lord Russell wrote to him on the 24th January 1863:   

 

It is impossible for me to leave without notice some of the statements contained in your letter of 

the 30th ultimo.  These statements contain or imply a grave charge against Her Hajesty’s 

Government. You speak of the “admitted fact of a violation of a statute of this kingdom intended to 

prevent ill-disposed persons from involving it in difficulty, by committing wanton and injurious 

assaults upon foreign nations with which it is at peace, of which Her Majesty’s Ministers are invited 

to take cognizance; of which they do take cognizance, so far as to prepare measures of prevention; but 

which by reason of circumstances, wholly within their own control, they do not prevent in season to save 

the justly complaining party from serious injury. On the substantial parts of the case, little room seems 

left open for discussion.”   

 

On the substantial points of the case, as stated by you, there is, on the contrary, great room left 

open for discussion.  I must ask first, what are the circumstances within the control of the Government 

to which you allude? Do you mean that Her Majesty’s Government in construing a penal statute, or 

in carrying into the effect the provision of a penal statute, were to hurry at once to a decision, and to 

seize a ship building and fitting out at Liverpool without being satisfied by evidence that the provision 

of the Foreign Enlistment Act had been violated in the case of such vessel? Do you mean that Her 

Majesty’s Government were to dispense with proof, and to inflict injury upon the Queen’s subjects by 

seizing a ship upon your mere assertion that the owners of that ship were violating the law?    

 

If such is your meaning, I must reply that the Government of this country respect the law. They 
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do not seize upon property to the loss and damage of its owners without proof that they are lawfully 

entitled to do so.   

 

But the Enrica had slipped out of British waters long before. A state-of-the-art, 

screw-driven sloop of war, she was fitted out as a cruiser in the Azores and 

commissioned on the 24 August 1862 as the CSS Alabama. She was commanded by 

Captain Raphael Semmes from Maryland, who had first entered the United States 

Navy as a midshipman in April 1826, and promptly wrought havoc capturing and 

sinking ships in the North Atlantic and intercepting Union grain ships heading for 

Europe. Embarking on a cruise to the East Indies, she promptly sank the USS Hatteras 

off the Texas coast, capturing her crew. In 1863 she embarked on a cruise to South 

Africa, when the United States Consul in Cape Town, Walter Graham, reported 

somewhat breathlessly to Adams:   

 

The Confederate steamer Alabama arrived on this coast on the 27th day of July, having 

captured six American vessels from the time she left Bahia, Brazil, viz, the Amazonian, Talisman, 

Conrad, S Gildersleve, Anna F Schmidt and Express.  Under the command of the audacious 

Captain Raphael Semmes, she had proved to be the most dangerous weapon on the 

high seas, and the Union was determined to force her off of them. On the 4th August, 

therefore, Graham wrote in the strongest possible terms to the Governor in Cape 

Town, Sir Philip E Wodehouse, to force him to take immediate executive action, 

without wasting any time asking for instructions from London, in order to detain her:   

 

From reliable information received by me, and which you are also doubtless in possession of, a 

war-steamer called the Alabama is now in Saldanha Bay beingpainted, discharging prisoners of war, 

&tc. The vessel in question was built in England, to prey upon the commerce of the United States…. 

She has been at Saldanha Bay four days already, and a week previously on the coast, and has 

forfeited all right to remain an hour longer by this breach of neutrality. Painting a ship does not come 

under the head of ‘necessary repairs’, and is no proof that she is unseaworthy; and to allow her to visit 

other ports after she has set the Queen’s Proclamation of neutrality at defiance would not be regarded 

as in accordance with the spirit and the purpose of that document.     
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But the British were not going to be bullied quite as easily as had been hoped. 

The proper and lawful course had to be followed, and if that should upset the United 

States Consul, that could not be helped. On the 5th August, Mr Adamson replied for 

the Colonial Secretary:   

 

His Excellency has no instruction, neither has he any authority, to seize or detain that vessel; 

and he desires me to acquaint you that he has received a letter from the Commander, dated the 1st 

instant, stating that repairs were in progress, and as soon as they were completed he intended to go to 

sea. He further announces his intention of respecting strictly the neutrality of the British Government.    

 

The course which Captain Semmes here proposes to take is, in the Government’s opinion, in 

conformity with the instructions he has himself received relative to ships of war and privateers 

belonging to the United States and the States calling themselves the Confederate States of America 

visiting British ports.    

 

For the ship’s company, the British reception was a welcome one indeed. Arthur 

Sinclair wrote to his mother on the 16th August:   

 

My Darling Mother  

 

We arrived here a few days since from the coast of Brazil via Saldanha Bay and Cape 

Town…. When we were telegraphed as approaching Cape Town, men, women and children left 

business and pleasure, and rushed to the beach to get a view of the far-famed ‘Pirate’…. We had 

scarcely anchored before the decks were crowded with both sexes, and all conditions from boatmen to 

lords; and question after question was put faster than we could answer them. A few moments after our 

arrival the mail-steamer from England arrived, [from Southampton] and passing under our stern, 

manned the rigging, and gave three cheers for the “Gallant Alabama”, which we returned.  

Her captain came on board, and invited us to a breakfast the next morning, to which all who 

could be spared from duty went. This steamer brought us news to the 6th of June. We shall have 

another in from England in a few days with news to the 6th of August from America. When is this 

war to end? I sometimes think never. What a loss we have met with the death of Jackson! But we 

have given them glorious whippings at Fredericksburg and Vicksburg, and have a great deal to be 
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thankful to God for.    

 

By this time, the Alabama had sailed out of the harbour, as promised - and 

promptly captured an American merchant ship, the Sea Bride. Then, almost beyond 

belief to Union sympathies, she returned to the safety of Britain’s neutral territory. 

Before the end of business that day, Walter Graham had written to the Governor, 

incandescent with rage:   

 

The Confederate steamer Alabama has just captured an American  barque off Green Point, 

or about four miles from the nearest land (Robben Island). I witnessed the capture with my own eyes, 

as did hundreds of others at the same time.   Towards the Government of my country and her domestic 

enemies the Government of England assumes a position of neutrality, and if the neutrality can be 

infringed with impugnity, in this bold and daring manner, the Government of the United States will 

not doubt consider the matter as one requiring immediate explanation.   

 

The exchange of correspondence which ensued very fairly reflected a spiralling 

breakdown in humour as the American protests were forcefully made, and attention 

drawn to the consequences which would undoubtedly follow, in the form of claims 

against the British Government, that not only had it rendered illegal assistance to the 

Rebel cruiser, but also it had abetted the piratical capture of the Union merchantman. 

All the thrusts the Governor parried, politely but with confidence, while he sought to 

gather some reliable evidence with which to respond. Meanwhile, he could have 

ordered the Alabama arrested and her captain detained for an investigation of such 

charges; instead, on the 6th August, he had Mr Adamson write to Captain Semmes, in 

terms which might well have been far less congenial, had a country sympathetic to the 

North been in the position in which Britain now faced herself, when confronted with 

such complaints about the unceasing activities of the daring Confederate captain:   

 

I am directed by the Governor of this colony to acquaint you that he has received from the 

Consul for the United States at this port a representation, in which he sets forth that an American 

barque was yesterday captured, by the ship which you command, in British waters, in violation of the 

neutrality of the British Government, and claims from him redress for the alleged outrage.  His 
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Excellency will be glad, therefore, to receive from you any explanation you may wish to give as to the 

circumstances in which the capture was effected.   

 

On the same day, Captain Semmes replied with precisely the information which 

the British needed:   

 

I have the honour to receive your communication of this day’s date…. In reply, I have the 

honour to state that it is not true that the barque referred to was captured in British waters, and in 

violation of British neutrality; she having been outside all headlands, and a distance from the nearest 

land of between five and six miles. As I approached this vessel I called the particular attention of my 

officers to the question of distance, and they all agree that the capture was made from two to three 

miles outside of the marine league.   

 

With this evidence, on the 8th August the Colonial Secretary, with the singular 

name of Rawson W Rawson, wrote to Graham, expressing Britain’s very firm 

judgment on the point:   

 

With reference to the correspondence  that has passed relative to the capture of the Confederate 

States’ steamer Alabama of the barque Sea Bride, I am directed by the Governor to acquaint you 

that, on the information he has been enabled to procure, he has come to the conclusion that the capture 

cannot be held to be illegal, or in violation of the neutraility of the British Government, by reason of 

the distance from land at which it took place.   

 

Undisposed to take this flat dismissal of the American position lying down, the 

United States Consul replied on the 10th August:   

 

If your decision is that the neutral waters of the colony only extend a distance of three miles 

from the land, the character of that decision would have been aptly illustrated to the people of Cape 

Town had an American war-vessel appeared on the scene, and engaged the Alabama in battle. In 

such a contest with cannon carrying a distance of six miles (three over land), the crashing buildings in 

Cape Town would have been an excellent commentary on your decision.    
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Unguarded as such language was, it followed hot on the heels of yet another 

development, best told in Graham’s own words, as his letter continued:   

 

The armed vessel named Tuscaloosa claiming to act under the authority of the so-called 

Confederate States, entered Simon’s Bay on Saturday the 8th instant. That vessel was formerly owned 

by citizens of the United States, and while engaged in lawful commerce was captured as a prize by the 

Alabama. She was subsequently fitted out with arms by the Alabama to prey upon the commerce of 

the United States, and now, without having been condemned as a prize by any Admiralty Court of 

any recognized Government, she is permitted to enter a neutral port in violation of the Queen’s 

Proclamation, with her original cargo on board. Against this proceeding I hereby most emphatically 

protest, and I claim that the vessel ought to be given up to her lawful owner. The capture of the Sea 

Bride in neutral waters, together with the case of the Tuscaloosa, also a prize, constitute the latest and 

best illustration of British neutrality that has yet been given.   

 

It is possible that, in his anger and frustration, Graham was unintentionally 

trying to bully Britain into overlooking the strict letter of the law, in order to come to 

terms with the Americans and cool down a situation which was serving as a bold 

illustration of Britain’s true loyalties; but Britain was not to be bullied. The truth is, 

that there was no provision in law which held that a prize should be restored to its 

previous owner if she were brought into a neutral port; moreover, the law specifically 

stated that a claim could only be resolved in the prize court of the Captor’s country. It 

was not incumbent whatsoever upon the neutral country involved, to commence 

proceedings in its own Courts or to force the Captor to relinquish the prize and no 

amount of pressure would force a departure from the law:   

 

The Governor is not aware, nor do you refer him to the provision of international law by which 

captured vessels, as soon as they  enter any neutral ports, revert to their real owner, and are forfeited by 

their captor. But his Excellency believes that the claims of contending parties to vessels captured can 

only be determined in the first instance by the Courts of the Captor’s country.      

 

The Alabama duly sailed from the Cape to carry on with her activities - with the 

Tuscaloosa and the Sea Bride firmly out of the Union’s reach - leaving in her wake a web 
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of legal intricacies which the British Government knew it would have to unravel, for 

the affair was not something which the United States was going to concede lightly. 

After the Law Officers of the Crown had given the complaints much thought, the 

Admiralty duly wrote to Rear-Admiral Walker at Cape Town on the 14th March 1864, 

confirming that the Tuscaloosa should rightly be upheld as the property of the 

Confederacy. But the veneer of neutrality looked like it was wearing pretty thin, and 

the Government could not hold off many more protests from the United States:  

 

 The order for the restoration of the Tuscaloosa to her captors has been given, because the vessel 

having once been allowed to enter the Port of Cape Town and to travel without hindrance, the captain 

of the Alabama was entitled to assume that he might send her a second time into the same harbour 

without risk of detention; but, in the case of the Alabama coming again within the territorial 

jurisdiction of Great Britain in the limits of your command, Captain Semmes should be reminded 

that the ships of war of the Belligerents are not to be allowed to bring prizes into British ports, and 

that it rests with Her Majesty’s Government to decide what vessels that character belongs - Her 

Majesty having the undoubted right to determine within Her own territory whether Her orders made 

in vindication of neutrality have been violated or not.     

 

By this time, another incident had occurred to test the fragile peace between 

Britain and the United States, not at all unconnected with the Tuscaloosa, but appalling 

because it involved bloodshed. In the autumn of 1863, the USS Vanderbilt was cruising 

in South African waters in search of the Confederate ships Alabama and Georgia, when 

on the 29th October,  she visited the tiny place, described in a wave of enthusiasm as a 

harbour, of Angra Pequeña, but  there the Yankee warship discovered a British 

Colonial barque, the Saxon, loading wool, which the American commander believed 

had formed part of the cargo of the Tuscaloosa, when, as the Federal Conrad, she had 

been captured by the Alabama. The barque was lying at anchor within a mile and a half 

of Penguin Island, when a Federal boarding party stormed her, and amid great 

confusion a prize crew was put on board, but not before a shocking incident took 

place, best described in the crew’s statement:   

 

Mr James Gray, the Chief Officer, went aft to go to the poop, but had only got to the top of the 
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ladder, when a junior American officer, a Mr Donoghoe [Donaghan] told him to go down; Mr 

Gray did not go down immediately, not exactly knowing what was the matter, when the officer 

repeated the order, saying, “If you do not, I will shoot you,” at the same time shoving him. Mr Gray’s 

foot caught in one of the steps of the ladder, when he turned half round and looked up in the officer’s 

face, who then drew a revolver and shot him dead.   

 

There was a great deal of talk that the crew had come from the Alabama, and 

Gray had been particularly identified as having served on her, which may have had a 

distinct bearing on the circumstances of his death. In any event, the Yankees landed 

several - but not all - of the crew at Angra Pequeña, and the Saxon then sailed to New 

York, where she arrived on the 22nd December. The deserted land of Angra Pequeña 

was not even a British possession, and it was not until December that the British 

Foreign Office got to hear about the incident. Lord Russell wrote to Lyons in 

Washington on the 21st January:   

 

I have to instruct your Lordship to call the attention of the Government of the United States to 

the apparently extraordinary circumstance of the capture at so great a distance from American waters 

of a British Colonial vessel, which was certainly not exposed to the suspicion of contemplation of 

breach of blockade, or, so far as appears, of carrying contraband of war to the enemies of the United 

States; and your Lordship will request the Government of the United States either to direct immediate 

release of the Saxon with proper compensation to the owners, or at least to explain the ground on 

which her seizure and detention were justified.      

 

On the 19th February, Seward duly gave that explanation, confirming that she 

had been seized for having on board part of the cargo of the ex-Conrad. In fact, one of 

the owners admitted to the Governor in Cape Town, that the Saxon had been engaged 

in taking part of the cargo to convey it to market as the property of, and to the 

account of, Captain Semmes. The American position, therefore, was that the Saxon 

had been acting as a tender to the Alabama, and the deserted place of her  capture was 

not British territory; but at a hearing of the Prize Court in New York on the 7th 

March 1864, Judge Betts directed a Decree to be entered for the restitution of the 

vessel and cargo to their respective owners, free of all costs, charges and expenses.    
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As regards Gray’s murder, the British Government pressed the United States to 

try the American officer, Donaghan, for the crime, without delay, and followed this up 

with a claim against the Government for compensation for Gray’s widow in redress 

for this atrocious act. Donaghan was duly tried for murder, but acquitted. The British 

Government appealed to the United States Government, to grant relief to Gray’s 

widow, but, in the words of the Admiralty’s report, “this was refused with some 

asperity.”     

 

Three months later, on the morning of the 11th June, the Alabama, now a very 

famous ship indeed, entered the harbour of Cherbourg, where Captain Semmes sent 

an officer to call on the port admiral, and ask leave to land the prisoners from the last 

two ships captured; there was no problem with that. The next day, however, when he 

went ashore to consult the port admiral in relation to docking and repairing his ship, 

he was told that his application would have to be referred to the Emperor himself, as 

this was a government dockyard. In her two-years’ service, the Alabama had sailed 

across the globe, inflicting chaos and disaster on the North, claiming over sixty prizes 

valued at nearly six million dollars. Now she was bound for a stay in port; but the 

Federal sloop-of war USS Kearsarge was treading close behind her, and arrived three 

days later, menacing just outside the harbour. The Kearsarge was a powerful screw-

driven ship of 9 knots, which had been built at Portsmouth in New Hampshire in 

1861. She was armed with two 11 inch shell guns, four 32 pounder smooth-bores and 

an accurate, 30 pounder rifled gun. She was a formidable foe.   

 

On the 19th June, the Alabama sailed out to meet her opponent, and a sea battle 

ensued, watched by observers as the Alabama bravely opened fire. The two ships 

steered on opposite courses, circling each other as each tried to outmanoeuvre her 

opponent and deliver a heavy raking fire. Once again, though, it was a story of 

shortage which swayed the battle, for the Confederate navy could only afford to arm 

the Alabama with poor quality powder and shells, while the Kearsarge had the advantage 

not only in ammunition but also with chain cables protecting her sides. Just an hour or 

so after the first shot was fired, a shell from the Kearsarge tore into the hull of the 
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Alabama on her waterline, and she began to sink rapidly, forcing Captain Semmes to 

strike her colours and send a boat over to surrender.  

 

Then the British came to the rescue of their friends. The Deerhound was a fine, 

streamlined steam yacht owned by Mr John Lancaster, a member of the Royal Yacht 

Squadron, based at Cowes. He was not a seafarer but a captain of the steel and coal 

industries - and maybe a bit of an adventurer. Reuters took up the story in this way:   

 

At 12.30 the Confederate vessel was in a disabled and sinking state. The Deerhound 

immediately made towards her, and on passing the Keersage [sic] was requested to assist in saving the 

crew of the Alabama.  When the Deerhound  was still at a distance of 200 yards, the Alabama 

sank, and the Deerhound then lowered her boats, and with the assistance of those from the sinking 

vessel succeeding in saving about forty men, including Captain Semmes and thirteen officers.  The 

Kearsage was much disabled.   

 

It was an audacious action indeed by the British yacht, rescuing Captain Semmes 

and his company from the clutches of the enemy and racing back to Southampton and 

safety. The Yankees thought differently, however. Berthed back at Cherbourg on the 

21st June, Captain Jno A Winslow of the Kearsarge wrote bitterly in his report:   

 

An English yacht - the Deerhound - had approached near the Kearsarge at this time, when I 

hailed and begged the Commander to run down to the Alabama as she was fast sinking, and we had 

but two boats to assist in picking up the men. He answered affirmatively and steamed towards the 

Alabama, but the latter sank almost immediately. The Deerhound, however, sent her boats and was 

actively engaged, aided by several others which had come from the shore.  These boats were busy in 

bringing the wounded and others to the Kearsarge, whom we were trying to make as comfortable as 

possible, when it was reported to me that the Deerhound was moving off. I could not believe that the 

Commander of the vessel be guilty of so disgraceful an act…. I am sorry to say that I was mistaken. 

The Deerhound made off with captain Semmes and others, and also, the very officer who had come on 

board to surrender.  I learnt subsequently that the Deerhound was a consort of the Alabama, and 

that she received on board all the valuable personal effects of Captain Semmes the night before the 

engagement.    
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Captain Semmes was rescued along with Lieutenants Kell and Sinclair, Marine 

Lieutenant Howell, Sailing Master Bullock, Midshipmen Maffit and Anderson, four 

Master’s Assistants, Engineer O’Brien, Gunner Cuddy, the Captain’s clerk, eight petty 

officers, five firemen and fourteen able seamen. Of the officers and warrant officers, 

no less than four were English: David Herbert Llewlleyn, the surgeon, and William 

Robertson, the Third Engineer, had both been with the Alabama  since her first 

voyage, and both were drowned in her final battle. English Sailmaker Henry Alcott 

had also been with her since the beginning, and was rescued - to re-join the 

Confederate service, in the Shenandoah.     

 

It is unclear how many British subjects were serving in the lower deck. Raphael 

Semmes had injured his arm quite severely when the Alabama sank, and received the 

best medical attention at the Manor House, later Kelways Hotel, in Southampton. 

When he had fully recovered, he enjoyed going out visiting in the New Forest, and 

one Southampton organisation presented him with a new sword (he had thrown his 

old one over the side to prevent the Yankees capturing it).  The Confederates were 

jubilant in defeat, while for the Northerners, the fruits of their naval victory were 

turned to ashes by the escape of the Alabama’s company. On the 25th June, Adams 

wrote to Lord Russell:   

 

My Lord, - I feel it my duty to submit to your consideration a copy of the official report of 

Captain Winslow of the United States Steamer Kearsarge….. It would appear from this statement 

that a grave question has arisen as to the fact of the interference of a British vessel with a view to aid 

in effecting the escape of a number of persons belonging to the Alabama, who had already surrendered 

themselves as prisoners of war. These persons have been brought to this kingdom, and are believed to 

be in readiness to enter again with the same service, on the first opportunity. Thus the system 

heretofore so frequently brought to your Lordship’s notice of making this island the base of hostile 

operations against the commerce of the United States is in danger of being carried on under a still 

more aggravated form.  I have the honour likewise to transmit a list of the names and official 

character of the persons, who were picked up by the yacht Deerhound and brought to this island. I feel 

it my duty to call your Lordship’s attention to the remarkable proportion of officers and of of 
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American insurgents in this list, as compared with the number of persons rescued from the waves. 

That this selection was made by British subjects with a view to connive at the escape of these particular 

individuals from captivity I can scarcely entertain a doubt…..     

 

It had been no secret that there were British subjects serving on board, in 

breach of the Foreign Enlistment Act, but what the fuming Adams did not know, was 

that information had already come Lord Russell’s way that Royal Navy personnel were 

serving on the Alabama at the time. One Thomas Renard wrote to Russell on the 20th 

June referring to  

 

the landing of the Pirate Semmes at Cowes on the Isle of Wight and reminding your Lordship 

of the fact that many of this piratical crew having deserted from the Naval Brigade….    

 

 Renard does not appear to have been a reliable informant: the Deerhound 

disembarked her passengers at Southampton. But it was enough to cause the gravest 

of concern to the British Government that such information about Navy personnel, 

whether or not it were true, should be public knowledge. It was hard enough for 

Washington to swallow that British subjects were manning blockade-runners and 

fighting for the enemy, but the prospect of British naval personnel manning this 

notorious cruiser would have amounted to conduct irreconcilable with the obligations 

of a neutral power. The Federal Government would be entitled to draw two 

conclusions: either, the offending seamen had either deserted from the Royal Navy, or 

were serving on the Alabama  under the orders of the British Admiralty, and so their 

hostile conduct would have been an act of war, which, when taken in context of the 

United States’ complaints to Britain about her other activities, would have forced her 

into hostilities. At the very least it would have destroyed any hope that she might 

broker some peace.  On the 21st June, Russell ordered a letter be sent to the 

Admiralty:   

 

I am directed by Earl Russell to request that you will acquaint the Lords Commissioners of 

Her Majesty that a statement has been made that many of the crew of the late Confederate Steamer 

Alabama belonged to the Naval Reserve; and I am to suggest that it might be desirable to ascertain 
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how far this statement is correct, and if it should prove to be so, the Board of Admiralty will probably 

think it might take proceedings against such parties.   

 

Enquiries were made very rapidly - or else, the Admiralty already knew the 

answer -  and a reply was sent on the 24th (the day before Adams wrote to Russell), 

saying:   

 

The only men who were suspected of having joined Confederate vessels, and who were 

ascertained to be improperly aboard, were discharged from the Naval Reserve Force on the 25th 

January last. My Lordships however concur with his Lordship that it will be desirable to ascertain 

whether any of the men on board the Alabama did belong to the Naval Reserve.   

 

A terribly safe answer, conveyed in a suspiciously casual style in view of the 

potential danger in the situation, which speaks volumes to a modern observer about 

what their Lordships of the Admiralty really knew. At least it demonstrates the 

Government’s lack of culpability in the affair, had there been Royal Navy personnel 

aboard. The interesting question then, must be this: did the Admiralty have more 

special knowledge on the matter? If there had been serving naval personnel aboard, 

why had they been allowed - or instructed - to join her? No record has been found of 

further correspondence on the matter, and on the balance of probabilities we can 

draw the conclusion that the Confederacy was given the most solid possible support 

that Britain could give, short of the sorely-desired Recognition as a sovereign power: 

the support of trained naval personnel, ostensibly acting on their own account. Any 

way, back to Mr Adams’ protests; on the 27th June Lord Russell replied confidently, 

almost tongue-in-cheek:   

 

I have the honour to state to you in reply that it appears that the owner of the Deerhound, of 

the Royal Yacht Squadron, performed a common duty of humanity in saving from the waves the 

captain and several of the crew of the vessel Alabama. They would otherwise and in all probability 

have been drowned, and thus would never have been in the situation of prisoners of war.   It does not 

appear to me to be any part of the duty of a neutral to assist in making prisoners of war for one of the 

belligerents.   
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The Alabama incident ran on as an angry sore between London and 

Washington, in fact out-lasting the Civil War itself. Right now, though, the praises of 

the Confederacy were unstinted for the owner of the Deerhound, John Lancaster, who 

had been aboard with his wife, three sons and daughter, and fourteen members of the 

ship’s company.  On the 21st June, James Mason wrote to Lancaster:   

 

….. You will permit me to thank you, and, through you, the captain, officers and crew of the 

Deerhound, for this signal service - and to say that, in doing so, I but anticipate the grateful sentiment 

of my country and of the Government of the Confederate States.   

 

Mr Lancaster replied:   

 

Dear Sir, - I am in due receipt of your esteemed favour of the 21st instant, and am gratified to 

find that the timely aid we rendered with the yacht Deerhound to the gallant captain and officers and 

crew of the Alabama has met with your approval. I shall always look back to that event with 

satisfaction, however much we may regret the result which necessitated my interference.    

 

On the 25th June, ‘The Southampton Times’ spoke lyrically on behalf of the 

people:   

 

The contest between the Alabama and the Kearsarge, which ended in the destruction of the 

notorious Confederate cruiser, must be ranked as one of the most important and startling incidents in 

the history of modern warfare….  It must have been a grand but awful sight - this turmoil upon old 

ocean’s bosom, this whirling round and round each other, to deal out the deadliest and most destructive 

blows. But it was soon over. The terrible 11 inch guns of the Kearsarge had done their work upon the 

unprotected sides of the Alabama, and in one hour and ten minutes from the commencement of the 

action she was ascertained to be in a sinking condition.   

 

Captain Semmes and those of his officers and crew who were brought to Southampton have 

been treated with that consideration and kindness which their bravery and misfortune deserve; and 

apart from the hospitable invitations which have been given to him here, but which he was obliged to 
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decline in consequence of impaired health, we observe that a project has been set on foot for purchasing 

a sword to be presented to captain Semmes, as a practical expression of the sympathy existing towards 

him throughout the country. The cause for which he has fought may not be universally approved, but 

his ceaseless activity and daring, and the dashing bravery displayed in the fight with the Kearsarge, are 

qualities which commend themselves to the admiration of Englishmen, and entitle their possessor to a 

share of our sympathy and regard.   

 

The gallant little Deerhound still had a few adventures before her. She was later 

sold to Sir George Stuckley, and joined in the festivities at the opening of the Suez 

Canal in 1869, being the first British yacht to pass through. She was later sold on 

again, and went to the Zanzibar coast, where she played an important part in freeing 

many slaves. Research also puts some weight to a rumour that she was involved in 

some less orthodox operation in gun-running. She eventually foundered in a storm.   

As a surprising postscript to the case of the Alabama, it was in 1874 that Lord Russell 

commented, on mature reflection, of Britain’s policy of neutrality, in ‘Recollections 

and Suggestions’:   

 

In a single instance, that of the escape of the Alabama, we fell into error. I thought it my duty 

to wait for the report of the law officers of the Crown; but I ought to have been satisfied with the 

opinion of Sir Robert Collier, and to have given orders to detain the Alabama at Birkenhead.   
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The Laird Rams 
 

 In the summer of 1862, Adams had hardly tired of complaining to Lord Russell 

about the building of the Alabama, when he learned of a much more significant 

outrage. John Laird, builders of the Alabama, had now closed contracts to build two 

‘rams’, heavily armoured vessels, 230 feet long with a beam of 40 feet, her hull 

protected by 4 ½ inch iron plate, and a massive, 7 foot ram at the prow, 3 feet below 

the surface. They would never have been of use in a sea battle, but would have been 

extremely dangerous against Yankee warships maintaining close blockade of Southern 

ports.    

 

Officially, they were being built for a French agent acting for the Turkish 

Viceroy of Egypt, but it became an open secret that they were destined for the 

Confederacy. Adams’ protests to Russell increased in vehemence as the year wore on, 

but still the British Government did nothing to allay the Union’s fears. It seemed that 

these ships would go the same way as the Alabama; only this time, the threat was very 

much greater.    

 

This time, shipowners and businessmen in England were beginning to 

anticipate: what would be the American reaction to these ships? And, thus, the 

consequence to themselves? Think of it, they said to the politicians: if the rams 

compelled the relaxation of the close blockade, the only recourse left to the Union 

would be to establish a cruising squadron blockade remote from the Confederate 

harbours, where Yankee warships would intercept blockade-runners, and they would 

be quite within their rights under international law as Britain had already interpreted it. 

More than that, what if the Union were to support its cruising squadron with flotillas 

of privateers?   

 

Almost on cue, a Privateering Bill was promulgated in the United States, and in 

March 1863 Congress empowered the President to issue Letters of Marque for the 

very privateers which the British were fearing. Now there was heated division among 

politicians and even among businessmen in shipping, arguing the question as to 
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whether Britain’s commerce would now go the same way as the Alabama’s victims. 

The Government could never let this happen, of course; indeed, Britain’s shipowners 

would legitimately demand that the Royal Navy defend their merchant ships from 

attack by a foreign power, sinking any offending enemy warship - and Great Britain 

would then be plunged into a naval war with the United States. All precipitated by a 

row over a pair of rams built in a British yard? It wasn’t worth the risk.    

 

On the 13th April, Lord Lyons reported that Seward had read to him a despatch 

which he was sending to Adams in London, regarding the rams that were nearing 

completion. He endeavoured to make his point as clear as possible, that this was    

 

a last effort to avert the evils which the present state of things had made imminent.    

 

Seward was referring to war, of course. The interview concluded, Lyons 

promptly warned Russell:   

 

I would rather the quarrel come, if come it must, upon some better ground for us than this 

question of the ships fitted out for the Confederates. The great point to be gained in my opinion would 

be to prevent the ships sailing, without leading the people here to think that they had gained on their 

part by the threat.        

 

It proved to be the turning point in the crisis. Before the month was out, 

assurances were given, both to Adams and, through Lord Lyons, to Seward, that 

measures would be taken to prevent the departure of the rams for the Confederacy. 

So Russell kept a close eye on the vessels as they were fitted out, and when they had 

reached the stage of being in danger of sailing, he seized them.   Lairds, of course, had 

the law behind them, for they had valid contracts, which the Government had forcibly 

broken. They promptly brought an action for damages, but the case never went to 

Trial - the Government had to accept that it had no Defence, and so settled the matter 

by purchasing the two vessels, which were promptly commissioned into the Royal 

Navy, as HMS Scorpion and Wivern.    
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As a post script to this incident, Washington was so relieved that disaster had 

been averted, that Seward showed uncommon friendliness towards Lyons after that, 

and in August he virtually forced Lyons to go on a tour with him through New York 

State, thus making public demonstration of the solid relations between the two 

governments.  

 

Bulloch’s whole concept of the role of armoured rams had real potential for 

naval strategy in defeating the Federal blockade, but, in reality, they depended on 

support to allow them to get out of the blockaded ports. They never did get such 

support, and so they had little use, in the end.     
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Mediation or Recognition?   
 

In the spring of 1862, amid news in Europe of successive Union victories, 

Mercier, France’s Minister in Washington, told Lyons that he was about to go to 

Richmond for a meeting with Government leaders. Lyons reported to Lord Russell 

Mercier’s intention that   

 

He should frankly tell them that to all appearances their cause was desperate; that their armies 

were beaten in all quarters; and that the time had arrived when they ought to come to some 

arrangement, which would put an end to a state of affairs ruinous to themselves and intolerable to 

Europe.   

 

Mercier then surprised Lyons with the news that he had already been to Seward, 

who   

 

Entirely approved of the language he thus proposed to hold, and had authorized him to say to 

the Southern leaders, not of course from the United States Government, but from him, Mr Seward, 

personally, that he had no spirit of vengeance to apprehend, that they would be cordially welcomed 

back to their seats in the senate, and to their due share of political influence.    

 

Mercier then said that he knew Lyons could not accompany him because of 

Washington’s extreme touchiness over any interference by Great Britain, but he 

suggested taking Stoeckl, the Russian Minister, who had been pleased with the idea.  

Lyons smelt a rat here. Why should France show an apparent break in the Franco-

British unity which was so necessary to present a strong diplomatic front to both 

parties? He became suspicious that France had formed a hidden agenda, with a secret 

purpose to woo the South on her own, in order to close a commercial deal securing all 

the cotton she wanted.    

 

He was not to know at the time, but it later transpired that Mercier had lied on 

two counts. Firstly, Stoeckl later wrote to the Foreign Office confirming that he had 

been asked to accompany Mercier, but in fact he had refused. Secondly, Stoeckl 
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reported a conversation with Seward in which the Secretary of State declared that the 

time had not yet come for mediation, that in any case France would not be accepted in 

that rôle and that if ever mediation should become acceptable, Russia would be asked 

to act.   

 

Mercier duly went on his trip to Richmond, returning on the 24th April. 

Strangely, he reported at once to Seward, and then called on Lyons. Mercier expressed 

his conviction of the South’s settled determination to maintain its independence, even 

under extreme reverses. Lyons went on to report to Russell:   

 

The Confederate leaders professed to have abandoned all hopes of succour from Europe, and 

that confident in their own power they desired no end.    

 

A feeling that has been no stranger to Great Britain from time to time! But it 

then became clear to Lyons in their conversation, that Mercier had not made any of 

the strong representations he said that he would make about the South’s further 

resistance, which was the main instrument of persuasion he possessed. Lyons 

concluded that possibly he never intended to make them. Things really fitted into 

place when, on the 13th May, Seward told Lyons that the French Government had 

very frankly communicated to the United States Government its worries about the 

suffering endured by its people as a result of the interruption of trade with the South. 

Trusting France was not an option available to the British Government.    

 

Events in the theatres of war on the American mainland were offering more 

promising opportunities, though. By the summer of 1862, James M Mason was able to 

argue with the support of all the facts, that the Yankee attempt to capture Richmond 

had failed and they had been swept out of Virginia, while the Confederate armies were 

taking the offensive. In short: the Confederacy was winning the war, paving the way 

for Recognition. An unsigned report of Confidential Remarks survives from a British 

Member of Parliament, made as the cotton famine was biting deeply into the people 

of Lancashire:   
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It is clear that the South cannot be conquered. It is still more clear that the broken Union can 

never be restored, and therefore it does seem strange - it seems to me unnatural - that this war, 

involving ruin to millions on both sides of the Atlantic, should be allowed to continue without the 

powers of Europe offering one word of counsel or remonstrance, while their own people are suffering 

through it, in all the manufacturing districts, an almost unparalleled amount of distress. Surely we 

have now seen enough of the heroic conduct of the people of the South, and the perfect organisation of 

their Government, to warrant us in saying that they are worthy to be admitted into the family of 

nations.     

 

The Southern supporters were impatient for Government action now - action 

which the Government, itself, had been contemplating for some time. We cannot be 

certain, but the plan seems to have been the brainchild of Lord Russell. In any event, 

the plan, which he put to a very thoughtful Lord Palmerston, was a development of 

the mediation idea, with Britain (or France) to act as mediator: a conduit, if you will, 

for the two sides in the war to explore a solution - a solution which might not be ideal 

for one or the other, but would be something which they could both live with. The 

base line, however, had now been drawn, on the battlefield: there had to be a 

separation. If the North refused, or if a mediation subsequently failed, then Britain 

had done all she could to restore peace - but the augurs were right for her then to 

accord formal recognition to the South. Just a few more weeks, Russell believed, and 

the time would be ripe. But he was also warned, that an offer of mediation would 

accomplish nothing unless it was backed up by force to open the Southern ports. 

What other pressure - legitimate to European interests - could be brought, in order to 

force the Union to the mediation table? And that, necessarily, was putting high stakes 

on the game; but, as Lord Lyons said:    

 

We ought not to venture on mediation unless we are ready to go to war.    

 

By August, the newspapers were full of reports of some mediation, possibly on 

a European initiative with France and Russia; maybe they had heard the whisperings, 

and made up the rest by guesswork. But Washington was way ahead of them, and on 

the 2nd August 1862, Seward sent a despatch to Adams, instructing him that, if he 
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were approached by the British Government with a suggestion for mediation, 

implying a purpose   

 

To dictate, or to mediate, or to advise, or even to solicit or persuade, you will answer that you 

are forbidden to debate, to hear, or in any way receive, entertain or transmit, any communication of 

the kind…. If you are asked an opinion what reception the President would give to such a 

proposition, if made here, you will reply that you are not instructed, but you have no reason for 

supposing that it would be entertained.    

 

But Adams’ further instructions were also clear: if the South were recognised, he 

was to return home immediately. It could not have come at a worse time for British 

fears, for during the summer, General Butler, commanding the Union forces which 

had captured New Orleans, had authorised his soldiers to treat “as women of the 

town” any woman who publicly insulted Northern troops. Prime Minister Lord 

Palmerston wrote to Adams on the 11th June:   

 

It is difficult if not impossible to express adequately the disgust which must be excited in the 

mind of every honourable man by the general order of General Butler…. If the Federal Government 

chooses to be served by men capable of such revolting outrages, they must submit to abide by the 

deserved opinion which mankind will form of their conduct.    

 

Adams was personally deeply aggrieved by the ferocity of the attack, but also 

sensed, behind it, a change in Britain’s official position, which he interpreted amid the 

rumours of mediation. Nevertheless, he kept a cool head and responded in a brief 

note to Palmerston enquiring whether he was to consider the letter  

 

as addressed to him officially…. Or as a private expression of sentiment between gentlemen.   

 

On the face of it, the letter seems to be incomprehensible, employing unguarded 

language that Palmerston would likely have cause to regret. True, it fairly reflected the 

outrage felt by the British people for the order - a people whose sympathies Adams 

had already divined as being with the South - and it came at a time when there was 
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much support in Parliament for Southern Recognition and therefore War with the 

Union. But it appeared to fan the flames that could consume the neutrality which 

Palmerston was cultivating until the time was ripe for Recognition - and that time was 

not yet. Lord Russell was appalled at Palmerston’s outburst, and wrote to him on the 

13th June:   

 

Adams has been here in a dreadful state about the letter you have written him about 

Butler…. It is not clear that the President approves of the order, and I think you could add 

something to the effect that you respect the Government of President Lincoln, and do not wish to 

impute to them the fault of Butler it might soothe him. If you could withdraw the letter altogether it 

would be the best. But this you might not like to do.      

 

 The letter was not withdrawn, but Palmerston reaped the rewards in 

Parliament, which had been shocked by the possibility of being rocketed into war, as a 

result of which, the House of Commons represented its disapproval of Butler’s order, 

but did so in a markedly mild tone. The effect, therefore, was that Parliament hastened 

to back up Palmerston’s official policy towards the War, so that a change would not 

be demanded by Parliament, until Palmerston wanted it changed. The letter at first 

had seemed to be a reckless aberration on the part of this seasoned statesman, but its 

effect presented him with such a decisive victory in Parliament, that one must 

consider whether, in fact, this had been a wily bit of political tactics on the Prime 

Minister’s part.      

 

Adams never was satisfied with a concise reply to his note: what he did get from 

Palmerston was a rambling and irritatingly evasive reply, but in conclusion expressed 

gratification that reports from Lord Lyons showed that Butler’s wings in New Orleans 

had been clipped by Lincoln.    

 

But what was happening about a Mediation? On the 13th September, Russell 

wrote to Cowley, the British ambassador in Paris, to sound out the French foreign 

secretary, privately though, on the plan; would France support such an initiative? But 

news of events in the war was coming fast, speaking of decisive victories for Jackson 
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in Virginia. The following day, he wrote to Palmerston:   

 

It really looks as if he might end the war. In October the hour will be ripe for the cabinet.   

 

Palmerston replied immediately:   

 

The Federals got a complete smashing…. Even Washington or Baltimore may fall into the 

hands of the Confederates. If this should happen, would it not be time for us to consider whether in 

such a state of things England and France might not address the contending parties and recommend 

an arrangement upon the basis of separation?    

 

Three days later Russell responded, clearly conveying the point that the bright 

idea was the brainchild of the Prime Minister; whether this was, in fact correct, or 

whether it was a clever piece of applied psychology, to credit Palmerston with the 

winning idea, is uncertain:   

 

I agree with you that the time is come for offering mediation to the United States Government, 

with a view to the recognition of the independence of the Confederates. I agree further that that, in case 

of failure, we ought ourselves to recognize the Southern States as an independent State. For the 

purpose of taking so important a step, I think we must have a meeting of the Cabinet. The 23rd or 

the 30th would suit me for the meeting.   

 

So, the stage was set for the historic move by Britain, that would establish the 

Confederacy’s recognition as a sovereign state.   They could never have known, that 

on the next day, the 18th September, the Confederate and Union armies confronted 

each other at Sharpsburg (known to the North as the Battle of Antietam). Tactically, 

the battle was indecisive, but strategically, on two levels, it proved a decisive blow to 

the South. By the end of the day’s fighting, very nearly 24,000 men lay dead on the 

battlefield; Lee withdrew his exhausted army under cover of darkness, and took the 

men back to Virginia. The strategic importance of this day echoed mightily across the 

Atlantic, though, for in Westminster it was very clear that the Confederate invasion of 

the North had failed, while news arrived that the Confederate offensive in the West 
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had collapsed. Suddenly, the picture had changed, and the world might well hold its 

breath, while the action was more fully reported to London, and its downstream 

consequences digested by the protagonists. On the 2nd October Palmerston wrote, 

suddenly a more cautious man:   

 

My Dear Russell  There is no doubt that the offer of mediation upon the basis of separation 

would be accepted by the South. Why should it not be accepted? It would give the South in principle 

the points for which they are fighting. The refusal, if refusal there was, would come from the North, 

who would be unwilling to give up the principle for which they have been fighting so long as they had a 

reasonable expectation that by going on fighting they could carry their point. The condition of things 

therefore which would be favourable to an offer of mediation would be great success to the South 

against the North. That state of things seemed ten days ago to be approaching. Its advance has been 

lately checked, but we do not yet know the real course of recent events, and still less can we foresee 

what is about to follow. Ten days or a fortnight more may throw a clearer light upon future prospects.     

 

But Russell was prepared to tough it out, and in an effort to give Palmerston 

backbone, he wrote on the 4th October:   

 

I think unless some miracle takes place this will be the very time for offering mediation, or as 

you suggest, proposing to North and South to come to terms. Two things however must be made clear: 

that we propose separation that we shall take no part in the war unless attacked ourselves.   

 

It was the most delicate time, diplomatically, of the war, if their scheme was still 

to have a sporting chance of success, and the last thing they needed was for some 

headstrong politician to upset the United States. So it was, that, on the 7th October, 

William Gladstone, then Chancellor of the Exchequer, was in Newcastle. He had been 

out of touch with events in London for a little while, and as far as he knew, Britain’s 

strategy, and the Confederates’ war, were all going according to plan. At 6.00pm, he 

recalled in his diary,  

 

we went to a crowded and enthusiastic dinner of 500. I was obliged to make a long oration 

which was admirably borne.    
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Now, we do not have his notes for the speech but, as the Electric Telegraph 

Agency reported,  it caused ‘great sensation’ when he declared:   

 

We know quite well that the people of the Northern States have not yet drunk of the cup 

which all the rest of the world see they nevertheless must drink of. We may have our own opinions 

about slavery; we may be for or against the South; but there is no doubt that Jefferson Davis and 

other leaders of the South have made an army; they are making, it appears, a navy; and they have 

made what is more than either - they have made a nation. We may anticipate with certainty the 

success of Southern States so far as regards their separation from the North.  

 

 The next day he visited Gateshead, joining in a colourful river festival, where 

the personal reception which he received from the people went far beyond that which 

he might have expected. He wrote in his diary:   

 

The expedition ended at six, and I had as many speeches as hours. Such a pomp I probably 

shall never again witness: circumstances have brought upon me what I do not in any way deserve.   

 

The ‘great sensation’ clearly hit the right spot, in a way crowning the day’s 

celebrations. So, we can fairly guess that it articulated the British opinion, but such 

bluntness inflicted serious damage on British diplomatic moves to nudge the Federal 

Government towards a cease-fire. Adams promptly had a somewhat informal 

interview with lord Russell, during which he suggested the necessity to pack his bags 

in readiness. Russell was in a terrible position; he could hardly contradict Gladstone, 

for, in essence, Gladstone spoke truly. But such truisms were things to deliver gently, 

during the course of a hoped-for mediation process. All Russell could say, was that 

Gladstone had gone beyond the latitude which all speakers must be allowed.     

 

But whatever damage Gladstone had done, was academic, now, for Abraham 

Lincoln had followed the news of Sharpsburg with a political punch that changed the 

whole face of the war. On the 22 September 1861, Lincoln issued his Emancipation 

Proclamation, declaring,   
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That on the 1st day of January, in the year of our Lord 1863, all persons held as slaves 

within any State, or designated part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in rebellion against 

the United States, shall be then, thenceforward, and for ever free; and the Executive Government of 

the United States, including the military and naval authority thereof, will recognize and maintain the 

freedom of such persons, and will do no act or acts to repress such persons, or any of them, in any 

efforts they may make for their actual freedom.     

 

At first sight, it was nonsensical, and hypocritical: Lincoln did not control the 

‘states in rebellion’ in order to enforce his proclamation, while it did nothing to free 

the slaves in those states that were fighting for the Union; while Abolitionists felt that 

it did not go nearly far enough, and it was probably illegal, any way. In a far cry from 

those early days when it had so blindly espoused the Northern cause, ‘The Times’ 

called it a sham, because it did not seek to free all the slaves, and it may be poignant, 

at this stage, to point out that General Robert E Lee did not own a single slave during 

the Civil War period, while the Federal general, U.S. Grant continued to own slaves 

throughout the war; coming from a Union state, the Proclamation entitled him to do 

so.    

 

Perhaps most telling of all, were the feelings of the slaves themselves in the 

South. There can be no doubt that a measure to free them from slavery was the most 

historic single act in their salvation; they were accorded the basic rights that are the 

birthright of every citizen of the United States, and at last each man had the 

opportunity to be master of his own destiny. But, astonishingly, the picture from the 

point of view of the slaves is very much more complex than that. The Courts had 

much difficulty with the constitutional position of slaves, because there is no evidence 

that the Founding Fathers had any intention of according slaves the rights of citizens 

under the Constitution, in fact, there is no evidence that they were to be defined as 

anything other than the property of an American citizen. Even more importantly, 

among the American people there was just as much racism in the North as in the 

South; in fact, with the Emancipation Proclamation a significant disenchantment grew 

within the Union armies, whose soldiers cared little or nothing for the negro - they 
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had been fighting to the death to preserve the Union. Indeed, hostility in the North 

would become a serious problem to the Government when white workers, ill-

educated and susceptible to all the conveniences of bigotry, found black employees 

competing for their jobs, and even depressing their own rates of pay. Most 

importantly, the North had no conception of that mentality which had grown up 

between many Southerners and their slaves. Marlboro Jones was a slave in Liberty 

County, Georgia, who accompanied Captain Randal Jones into service as a body 

servant with the Georgia Cavalry. When Captain Jones was killed at the battle of 

Trevilian Station, Virginia, Marlboro brought his body home. As wider example, with 

slavery finally abolished, the slaves were given the opportunity to choose a new name 

for a new beginning; countless numbers felt that affinity with the families of their 

former owners, that they adopted their surnames as their own. As one commentator 

puts it today,   

 

This simple, but profound statement of shared names across racial lines says more about how 

both black and white saw their relationship in the antebellum South than I ever can. Family in the 

South extends far beyond race.   

 

But the Proclamation won Lincoln the most crucial victory in the war: no 

European power could align itself against a sovereign state which was fighting, not 

just for union, but for human freedom as well. Suddenly, British official commitment 

faltered, stumbled, and backed away, and from this time, the Confederate cause was 

doomed.   Lord Palmerston wound up his letter to Russell on the 22nd October thus:  

 

All that we could do without injury to our position would be to ask the two parties not whether 

they would agree to an armistice but whether they might not turn their thoughts towards an 

arrangement between themselves.… I am therefore inclined to change the opinion on which I wrote to 

you when the Confederates seemed to be carrying all before them, and I am very much come back to 

our original view of the matter that we must continue merely to be lookers-on till the war shall have 

taken a more decided turn.     

 

Quite possibly it was this letter which decided the fate of the Confederacy.  The 
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mediation idea was not over yet, though. In late November, France ran with the 

proposal that Britain and Russia should join her in advising the belligerents to agree an 

armistice - an injunction that they must do it directly between themselves; the 

European powers could not get involved. Lord Lyons duly had a meeting with the 

American Secretary of State to carry the idea forward. But Washington saw distinct 

similarities with all that had  been rehearsed six months before, and by now had 

grown more confident that its political position was more secure internationally, with 

the Emancipation Proclamation. Now Lincoln's main military concerns were focusing 

on three major areas of operation: the Mississippi River, Tennessee, and northern 

Virginia. In the West, the campaign to capture the last major Confederate stronghold 

on the Mississippi River was under the direction of Major General Ulysses S. Grant, 

who had proved to be the aggressive general that Lincoln had been looking for, 

winning several important victories in 1862 that helped to clear the Confederate 

presence from western Tennessee. Lyons duly reported to Russell on the 2nd 

December:   

 

Mr Seward said that he perceived that some of the European Powers, all professing the most 

friendly relations to this country, had been discussing its affairs among themselves without taking into 

account the cabinet of Washington into their counsels. However, as no official communication had 

been made to this Government, it was not called upon to give any opinion, or to say what it shall or 

shall not have done if any proposal had been made to it. If any of the European Powers concerned 

should offer explanation on the subject, this Government would receive them respectfully, but would 

not be disposed to express any opinion on them.    

 

The French proposal, itself, was a remarkable achievement in European 

diplomacy. France and Britain were going through a ‘cold war’, once again. The 

strongest country in Europe, France had long since recovered from defeat in the 

Napoleonic Wars, and her alliance with Britain in the Crimean War was a temporary 

marriage of convenience, designed to present an effective force that would stop Russia 

from stealing France’s imperial possessions, as well as Britain’s. But that had all 

passed, and now the French Emperor, Napoleon III, was gazing greedily upon 

Britain’s colonies and her sea power. The French were already building an ironclad 
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fleet, in certainty that their new ships could out-manoeuvre and out-gun the Royal 

Navy, and the British press was full of fears of an invasion. Now the two countries 

were locked in an arms race: the French ironclad La Gloire, launched at Toulon in 

1859, could indeed beat any British man-of-war, and hence the Royal Navy responded 

in 1860 with their magnificent ironclad, the steam frigate HMS Warrior (indeed, such 

an awesome warship that she never did need to fire a shot in anger). The one thing 

which the two countries shared, now, was a common need for American economic 

stability, to service their own industries at home.    

 

As if that were not problem enough, there was the Mexican situation to contend 

with. For nearly forty years since its independence from Spain, Mexico had been 

defaulting on its increasing debt, which presented an ever-growing problem with 

Europe, and so in 1860 France, Britain and Spain agreed to joint action to enforce 

their debt recovery. The United States protested strongly to any expedition, which 

might involve a European power holding any part of Mexican territory, whom the 

States would have to protect. Europe duly responded by assuring Washington that 

such would not be the case, and invited America to join them. The States, of course, 

declined, and on the 31st October 1861, the three European powers signed a 

convention to enforce recovery of Mexico’s debts. A joint expedition under a Spanish 

general was duly landed and took possession of customs houses, where they began to 

collect duties. But it soon became clear to the British and Spanish agents that France 

had other motives, far beyond the mere collection of debts.   

 

Britain was right. As events showed, France had every intention of exploiting a 

foothold in Mexico, and in order to do so, it would make a serious financial 

commitment to the Emperor Maximilian, at the same time embarking on a military 

enterprise that bore no resemblance to a debt collection exercise. Britain and Spain 

would take no part in this operation which France had hijacked for her own ends, and 

promptly withdrew from the expedition. In February 1862 Lyons lost no time in 

assuring a worried Seward that Great Britain was    

 

Entirely averse to any interference in the internal affairs of Mexico, and that nothing could be 
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further from their wishes than to impose upon the Mexican Government any government not of its 

own choice.   

 

Paradoxically, Britain’s dislike of the French adventure in Mexico fanned the 

breeze of friendship with the United States that had sprung up over the past three 

months, and although only temporary, it demonstrated that latent relationship 

between Britain and America which has bloomed even during hostile times.      

 

Amid this political atmosphere in Europe, the diplomatic skills of the French to 

bring together a united proposal for peace was, indeed, an achievement. Certainly, in 

Richmond these political moves were greeted warmly, and indeed they had come very 

timely, for, as Lord Lyons pointed out in December, there was a very great desire on 

the part of the Confederate Government and of private persons in the South to make 

large sales of cotton to neutral countries, where areas, such as Lancashire, were 

becoming sorely depressed. All that it needed, was for the United States Government 

to give definite assurances to allow such shipments to proceed.   

 

But Washington had seen through the self-interest, and on Christmas Day, Mr 

Seward declined to give Lord Lyons any assurance of safe passage for the cargo 

shipments; and the chance passed away. But by that time relations with Great Britain 

were in uncontrolled descent, as Adams finally lost patience with the British Foreign 

Minister in a historic letter of the 30th December 1862, in which he cast aside 

diplomatic pretence and articulated his complaints of Britain in full - and, presumably, 

to Hell with the consequences:      

 

I have the honour to acknowledge the reception of your Lordship’s note of the 19th instant, in 

reply to my representation. I had been instructed to submit to your consideration, touching the ravages 

committed on the commerce of the United States by a vessel of war built and fitted out in a part of this 

Kingdom, and for the most part manned by Her Majesty’s subjects.       

 

It was the opening salvo in the case of the Alabama, and formed the foundation 

for Adams’ vigorous case against Great Britain of a flagrant breach of her neutrality: 
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It appeared difficult to make out a stronger case of an infringement of the Foreign Enlistment 

Act, which, if not enforced on this occasion, is little better than a dead letter.   

 

Adams now had the bit between his teeth, and the unguarded tirade which 

followed, not only opened the Union’s claim for damages against Britain, but could 

have been read as a justification should they find themselves at war:   

 

Your Lordship is pleased carefully to join the two parties to this war as if in your estimation 

equally implicated in the irregular proceedings conducted within this Kingdom, and equally implicating 

the subjects of Great Britain in the violation of Her Majesty’s Proclamation. Hence it is argued that 

the omission to hold any one to his responsibility affords no more just ground of complaint to one party 

than to the other.    

 

I cannot but think that your Lordship has overlooked a just distinction to be observed in these 

cases…. The only allegation which I find in your Lordship’s note in connection with the United 

States is this, that “vast supplies of arms and warlike stores have been purchased in this country, and 

have been shipped from British ports for the use of the United States Government.”  Admitting this 

statement to be true to its full extent, conceding even the propriety of the application of the term ‘vast’ 

to any purchases that have been made for the United States, the whole of it amounts to this, and no 

more, that arms and warlike stores have been purchased of British subjects by the agents of the 

Government of the United States. It nowhere appears that the action of the British went further than 

simply to sell their goods for cash. There has been no attempt whatever to embark on a single 

undertaking for the assistance of the United States in the war they are carrying on; no ships of any 

kind have been constructed or equipped by Her Majesty’s subjects for the purpose of sustaining their 

cause, either by lawful or unlawful means, nor a shilling of money, so far as I know, expended with 

the intent to turn the scale in their favour. Whatever transaction may have taken place has been 

carried on in the ordinary mode of bargain and sale, without regard to any other consideration than 

the mere profits of trade….   

 

It is a fact, that few persons in England will now be bold enough to deny, that vessels have 

been built in British ports, as well as manned by Her Majesty’s subjects, with the design and intent to 
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carry on a war against the United States; secondly, that other vessels, owned by British subjects have 

been and are yet in the constant practice of departing from British ports, laden with contraband of 

war, and many other commodities, with the intent to break the blockade and procrastinate the war; 

thirdly, that such vessels have been and are insured by British merchants in the commercial towns of 

this Kingdom with the understanding that they are dispatched for that illegal purpose. It is believed 

beyond denial that British subjects have been and continue to be enlisted in this Kingdom in the service 

of the insurgents with the intent to make war on the United States, or to break the blockade 

legitimately established, and to a proportionate extent to annul its purpose.    

 

It is believed that persons high in social position and in fortune contribute their aid directly and 

indirectly in building and equipping ships of war, as well as other vessels, and furnishing money, as 

well as goods, with the hope of sustaining the insurgents in their resistance to the Government. In 

short, so far as the acts of these numerous and influential parties can involve them, the British people 

may be considered as actually carrying on war against the United States.   

 

Less steady hands at the helm would surely have plunged both countries into 

war, now, for the indictment was clear: the British people had committed themselves 

to the Confederacy, while the Government did nothing to control them, thus making 

itself an accessory, at best, and at worst, it was cleverly letting its own people do the 

job without getting its own hands dirty. The British Government was equally certain 

that it had no power to suppress the freedom of its people to go about its business 

under English law; essentially, the onus was on Washington, rather than conveying 

rhetoric, to deliver hard evidence to support the indictment. Almost incredibly, that 

very evidence promptly fell into Federal hands, when agents managed to get their 

hands on a number of documents which let the cat very much out of the diplomatic 

bag; consisting of papers not just about vessels, but also how they would be paid for. 

One, in particular, provided evidence that must have made the Federals’ eyes jump out 

of their heads, when they read a letter from Mallory, to Mason in London:   

 

 

Navy Department, Richmond, 30th October 1862.   
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Mr Sanders has, as you are aware, contracted with his Department for the construction in 

England of six iron-clad steamers, combining the capacities of the freighting and the fighting ships in a 

manner which will enable them to force the blockade of our ports. The interests of the country will be 

much benefited by the prompt construction of these vessels; and I beg leave to invoke your interest, not 

only in behalf of our enterprises already in progress, but in behalf of this also.   The Secretary of the 

Treasury has this day addressed to me a note upon the subject of the cotton to be delivered in 

liquidation of these contracts, and I enclose herewith a copy.   

 

Fully confident that now they had the evidence they needed, Adams hastened to 

write triumphantly to Russell on the 9th February 1863:   

 

I have the honour to present to your Lordship’s attention a number of papers transmitted to me 

by my Government, as faithful copies of an intercepted correspondence emanating from persons well 

known to be high officers of the so-called authorities  now stationed in Richmond, in the insurgent 

parts of the United States. These papers go to show a deliberate attempt to establish within the limits 

of this kingdom a system of action in direct hostility to the Government of the United States. This 

plan embraces not only the building and fitting out of several ships of war, under the direction of 

agents especially commissioned for the purpose, but the preparation of a series of measures under the 

same auspices for the obtaining for Her Majesty’s subjects the pecuniary means essential to the 

execution of these hostile projects.    

 

That the person named Sinclair, to whom the supervision of the construction of the vessels 

referred to is entrusted, has arrived in this country, is a fact well known to me. I have reason to believe 

that he is still here, and actually engaged in the service for which he was sent. Of the presence of Mr 

Mason, I believe your Lordship entertains no doubt. Of the action of Messrs Fraser, Trenholm, and 

Co, as agents of the same parties at Liverpool, I have already had frequent occasion to write.   

 

Taken as a whole, these papers serve most conclusively to show that no respect whatever has 

been paid in her own realm by these parties, to the neutrality declared by Her Majesty at the outset of 

these hostilities, and that so far as may be in their power, they are bent on making her kingdom 

subservient to their purpose of conducting hostilities against a nation with which she is at peace.  I 

trust I may be permitted to add, that if my Government could have been induced in any way to 
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initiate similar operations within the limits of this kingdom, I should have regarded it as very justly 

subject to the remonstrances which your Lordship has been pleased to address to me on account of acts 

of incomparably smaller significance.       

 

There was no doubt about it, this one would need a very careful response 

indeed. On the face of it, the evidence was watertight, and to have any chance of 

coming out of this unscathed, a strong defence had to be made, to protect the British 

people and their freedom to choose their friends and conduct their business with 

whom they wished, while justifying the Government’s position in upholding the law 

on Britain’s neutrality in the war. Like much litigation, the solution lay in an incisive, 

measured response, analysing the constituent pieces of the charge one by one. Exactly 

one month later, Russell replied:   

 

I have now to state to you that this correspondence does not appear to Her Majesty’s 

Government to contain any sufficient evidence of a system of action in direct hostility to the United 

States, on the part of Her Majesty’s subjects.   

 

It goes merely to show that agents of the so-styled Confederate States, resident in this country, 

have received instructions from their own Government to endeavour to raise money on securities of that 

Government in England, and to enter into contracts for the purchase of munitions of war and for the 

building of iron-clad vessels. But there is no proof in these papers that the agents referred to have yet 

brought themselves within the reach of any criminal law of the United Kingdom. For even supposing 

that they have acted on their instructions, it is not contrary to law for Her majesty’s subjects to lend 

money as security, or otherwise to the persons administering the Government of the Confederate States 

nor to sell to that Government ordinary munitions of war.   

 

With respect to the building of iron-clad steamers for either belligerent Government, although 

this is clearly prohibited by the Foreign Enlistment Act, Her Majesty’s Government do not find, in 

this correspondence, sufficient information that anything of that kind has actually been done within 

this country which could form matter for criminal prosecution.   

 

Unsurprisingly, Adams was infuriated by the content and by the tone, which 
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clearly expressed without apology full justification for the British position. In reply to 

Adams’ protests, Russell closed the matter with flat finality in his letter of the 2nd 

April. With the full weight of legal authorities supporting his case, he concluded:   

 

It seems clear, on the principles emanated in these authorities, that except on the ground of any 

proved violation of the Foreign Enlistment Act, Her Majesty’s Government cannot interfere with 

commercial dealings between British subjects and the so-styled Confederate States, whether the subject 

of these dealings be money or contraband goods, or even ships adapted for warlike purposes.  

 

The cool aloofness of this response, so characteristic of Russell, no doubt made 

matters worse, but at least, in this regard, there could be no challenge of partisanship; 

for, among those papers which some Washington agent had intercepted, a letter from 

the Confederate Secretary of State, J P Benjamin, to Mason in London, dated the 28th 

October 1862, pointedly observed that   

 

It is gratifying to perceive that you had, as was confidently anticipated, reviewed your 

impression, and determined not to withdraw from London without the previous instruction of the 

President. Your correspondence with Earl Russell shows with what scant courtesy you have been 

treated….  

 

But the music that led this diplomatic dancing was now about to change; for 

Lincoln was already working on the victories of his most historic year, that would 

have the most profound consequences on the war, militarily, politically and 

diplomatically.  
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Lincoln: 1863   
 

With the Emancipation Proclamation pushing Abolition on the home run 

towards the Statute Books, Lincoln concentrated on bringing Great Britain on-side, 

effectively forcing British anti-slavery sympathy to become the irresistible force in its 

diplomacy. For all the acrimony between Adams and the Government in London, 

Lincoln never seemed to lose his belief in the basic premise that Britain and the 

United States shared too much to be divided. When Lyons took his leave of President 

Lincoln in June 1862 to spend the summer back home, he reported:   

 

I had quite an affectionate parting with the President this morning. He told me, as was his 

wont, a number of stories more or less decorous, but all he said having any bearing on political matters 

was, “I suppose my position makes people in England think a great deal more of me than I deserve, 

pray tell ‘em I mean ‘em no harm.”    

 

 The opening days of 1863 looked grim for Lincoln, though. Lyons summarised 

the situation well when he wrote to Russell on the 13th January about the state of the 

Union, in a letter which looks as if it revives old hopes:   

 

The term of service of a large portion of the present army expire in the spring, or in the early 

summer. If the present state of feeling continues, very few of the men will re-enlist, fresh volunteers will 

not present themselves, and to enforce a large compulsory draft will be impossible. Already desertions 

are very frequent; they would, it is said, be much more so did not men remain in hopes of soon 

receiving the large arrears of pay due to them. It was stated the other day in Congress that more than 

one fourth of the officers were absent from their regiments, some with, many without leave. The 

Emancipation Proclamation has disgusted many; it has made still more doubtful the possibility of any 

other result to the war, whenever it may end, than separation. Nor is the one great advantage which 

the Republican Party has - that of holding the Executive power, turned by them to the best account. 

The unpopularity and the failures of the Administration recoil upon its supporters, and they in return 

weaken the Administration by manifesting their discontent with it. The attack made upon the 

Cabinet by the Republican Senators has no doubt damaged it very much. Nor is the effect of it 

allowed to subside. It is pursued in the newspapers; indeed, yesterday the text of the Resolutions 
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pressing the President to change his Cabinet was published in one of the Washington journals. Besides 

these party troubles, there is in some of the Western States, and especially in Indiana and Illinois, a 

discontent which causes apprehensions of even more than constitutional opposition. To add to all this, 

the state of the finances is becoming really alarming. The pay of the army is six months in arrear.         

 

But, having painted this racey picture, Lyons reins in and turns about, 

counselling against proceeding with any plans for Mediation/Recognition:   

 

There is nothing at present to show whether or not there is likely to be in the meantime a 

conjunction at which foreign Powers may step in with propriety and effect to put a stop to the effusion 

of blood.    

 

It was the maddening sort of caution which was characteristic of British 

diplomacy throughout the war. But, that could not be helped; and Lincoln was now 

able to get on with his job, which was two-fold: to draw together the silken threads of 

his anti-slavery policy and make it work in his favour, in order to win the breathing 

space that would keep the international powers away from the Confederacy’s door-

step long enough for him to get to grips with the second part of his job: to beat the 

Rebels.    Truth to tell, one of the strongest of those silken threads pre-dated the 

Emancipation Proclamation. It had been on the 7th April 1862, that a treaty between 

the United States and Great Britain was concluded and signed by their respective 

Plenipotentiaries, at the city of Washington, for the suppression of the African slave 

trade:    

 

The United States of America and Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Ireland, being desirous to render more effectual the means hitherto adopted for the 

suppression of the slave trade carried on upon the coast of Africa, have deemed it expedient to conclude 

a treaty for that purpose  

 

 The significance of this cannot be underestimated; as Seward wrote to Adams  

immediately after signing on the 7th April, had such a treaty been ratified   
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In 1808, there would now have been no sedition here, and no disagreement between the United 

States and foreign nations.   

 

 Perhaps he was just wondering out loud: but, even so, the question “What if”, 

that follows naturally upon this single line from Seward’s letter, shouts as loudly as any 

statement in history.    

 

It was a year on, now, and what Lincoln really needed to ensure, was military 

success to discourage Britain from any further thoughts of supporting the South. This 

was proving to be a hard, and lonely, route to take for the Union President, whose 

military staff was so inferior to the Confederates that he had to be a virtual dictator in 

the field, appointing and dismissing commanders until he was sure that he had the 

right military back-up to ensure that his political strategy would succeed. 

 

Despite his lack of military experience (he had previously been a captain and 

private in the Illinois Militia (1832)), Abraham Lincoln was therefore forced to 

become an active commander in chief, and by the end of the crucial year of 1863, he 

had become the most active president-commander in chief in American history, 

directly influencing and managing events in the theatres of war in order to accomplish 

his goal of aggressively carrying the war to the South; and begging, bullying and 

replacing Union generals in the field in order to ensure that his political objective - the 

subjugation of the Confederate States - was achieved.  

 

The absolute necessity was rapid communication with his commanders at the 

Front, and thanks to recent inventions that speeded communication, most notably the 

telegraph, Lincoln had that absolute necessity in his pocket (and hence we can 

appreciate the trouble inflicted on him by the tireless efforts by Confederate cavalry in 

cutting the wires). In 1862, Lincoln had cleverly established government control of the 

American telegraph system, placing it under the control of the Signal Corps, and in 

1863 it became the U.S. Military Telegraph Service. During the course of the war, 

Lincoln was a common sight at the War Department's telegraph office, reading and 

composing telegrams that allowed him to follow and supervise Union operations in all 
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theatres of the war. The telegraph was only partly the story, though: the other 

enormous advantage available to Lincoln was the railroad network, which enabled him 

to get troops, ammunition and supplies moved rapidly and efficiently to the points 

where they were most needed, according to the information which the telegraph 

messages delivered so speedily.   

 

Lincoln's active management style was most prominent in 1863. At the 

beginning of the year, the Union was poised on all fronts to take the offensive. In the 

West, Federal forces were preparing to move down the Mississippi River to capture 

Vicksburg, the last major port along that river not already in Union hands, so that the 

Confederacy would be cut in two. In Tennessee, a Northern army had fought the 

Confederates to a draw at Stones River and was preparing to push the Southerners out 

of middle and eastern Tennessee. In the East, after suffering many defeats in 1862, 

Union forces had a new commander and were preparing to take the war deeper into 

Virginia.  

 

But throughout this critical year, Lincoln would be forced to deal with 

numerous commanders who failed to understand that the main objective of the Union 

military machine should be defeating the Confederate armies, not merely occupying 

enemy territory. Lincoln often had to beg his commanders to take action, or relieve 

and replace a general when he failed to prosecute the war in an aggressive manner.  

 

It was on the 19th November 1863, when Lincoln visited the site of Gettysburg, 

Pennsylvania, that he made his immortal speech, which summed up that which makes 

the United States so great, for they are sentiments which it has never lost: 

 

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, 

conceived in Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. 

 

Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or any nation so 

conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have 

come to dedicate a portion of that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave their lives that 
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that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.  

 

But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate -- we can not consecrate -- we can not hallow -- this 

ground. The brave men, living and dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above our poor 

power to add or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can 

never forget what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished 

work which they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here 

dedicated to the great task remaining before us -- that from these honored dead we take increased 

devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full measure of devotion -- that we here highly resolve 

that these dead shall not have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of 

freedom -- and that government of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the 

earth.  

 

It has been well-said that, had it not been for Lincoln's active management of 

military affairs and tireless bullying of his commanders, the outcome of the Civil War 

and the history of the United States might have been very different. But this is only 

partly true: the real advantage that lay with the North, was in its economic superiority. 

Acclaimed Civil War historian Shelby Foote has shown that the North always had the 

economic advantage, and thus always would prevail on the battlefield - and the risks 

of Britain supporting a defeated Confederate army were unacceptable.  
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Glory Days 
 

Michael Philip Usina - known to his friends as ‘Mike’ - was born in St 

Augustine, Florida, in August 1840. His father was killed by Seminole Indians when he 

was just a year old, and Mike grew up, a lad who was very close to his mother, before 

she remarried when he was 14, and he then left home to make his own way in the 

world. He settled down in Savannah and in 1859 became apprenticed as a Bar Pilot, 

becoming certified in December. At the outbreak of war in 1861, he enlisted as a 

private in the Light Infantry, and was to serve at 1st Manassas, but Mallory had 

another use for him entirely. At the age of 23 he was commissioned into the 

Confederate Navy, and would become the most celebrated Southern blockade-runner 

of the war.  

 

Unlike most blockade-runners, Usina gave his word of honour that he would 

not engage in private speculation out of the business; when asked about blockade-

running after the war, he said: 

 

All the cargoes which I carried were for the Confederate Government, being either munitions or 

war or supplies for the troops. I attribute my success to the fact that I felt that I was not doing this 

work for personal gain, but because it was the best service I was capable of rendering to the 

Government. I never let the enemy turn me back. Every relative I had was in the Confederate Service 

and I knew that my friends were risking their lives in Virginia and saw no reason why I should 

avoid risking mine. 

 

There was no doubt about it, Usina was an accomplished pilot and a colourful 

figure in the service, well-known as ‘the man who owned a dog’, for he was 

accompanied by his pet terrier, Tinker, who came on board all his ships. Likewise, he 

was joined by his slave Irvin, an expert leadsman who took enormous pride in never 

letting him down.  

 

The Atalanta (or Atlanta) was a fine ship, with a powerful engine and twin 

screws. As ever, she had been built in England, under the plausible ruse as a fast 
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Channel ship for the London Chatham and Dover Railway Company on the lucrative 

run to beat the stiff competition to the Continent. But she also had all the hallmarks 

of a blockade-runner, which surely could not have been lost on Union agents who 

kept an eye on her as she was being built. Slipping safely away, however, between 

April and July 1864 Usina logged her for four runs from St George’s, Bermuda, to 

Nassau in the Bahamas. The only thing was, that her destination had not been Nassau 

at all, but Wilmington, North Carolina; and there had been many adventures on the 

way. One afternoon in June 1864, the blockader USS Nansemond chased her back to 

sea as she approached Wilmington, breaking away from the Federal fleet in hot 

pursuit. Usina wanted to be in Wilmington that night, though, and so he dreamt up a 

daring plan indeed. He ran up the Confederate colours and changed course, steaming 

directly towards the Nansemond, whose Master guessed that such bold action had to be 

coming from an armed cruiser who had cunningly decoyed the Federal warship away 

from the fleet and intended to make a prize of her. He therefore turned tail and made 

full steam for the protection of the Yankee fleet, and the unarmed Atalanta anchored 

safely in Wilmington that night. 

 

In July, she made another daring dash for Wilmington. It was a dangerous time 

of the month, with a full moon that lit up the whole sea. Indeed, many Masters had 

erred on the side of caution, and turned back for Bermuda, but Usina was made of 

stronger stuff. He gave his crew the option to leave in the boats, because it was so 

dangerous - but not one of them did. There were no less than 35 blockaders laying 

between the Atalanta and the safety of Wilmington Harbour, and Usina had to steer a 

weaving course through them, so it came as no surprise when the first shot was fired 

across her bows, ordering her to stop. Usina had every ounce of steam raised, and 

raced under heavy fire towards the dangerous sandbars. He needed the expert arm of 

Irvin, his leadsman, more than ever, but appreciated that they were now in a worse 

state than ever, heading towards the shoaling shore, and so he turned to Irvin and 

suggested that they should slow down.  

 

“This is no time to slow down, Sir,” replied Irvin, “You let her go, I’ll give the 

bottom.” As cool as a cucumber, Irvin called the soundings, without a fault, and the 
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ship got through.  

 

The Atalanta’s grand blockading days were over, now, though, for the 

Confederate Navy was desperate for armed cruisers, and converted her to a sea raider. 

Five days after reaching Wilmington, she was renamed Tallahassee with a battery of 

deck guns and Usina had other work to do. He was a blockade-runner, not the 

Commander of an armed cruiser: his job was running the blockades between the 

Bermudas, and Charleston and Wilmington. The Armstrong was a fine craft that had 

been built in Britain specifically as a blockade-runner. He took her on her first voyage, 

from Bermuda to Halifax, and then tried to get into Wilmington, but could not beat 

the Yankee blockade and so made for Nassau in the Bahamas. He did not give up, 

though, and later made four successful runs to Wilmington and back, before handing 

over command to Captain Nelson - a man with a name to live up to. Nelson 

successfully ran into Wilmington, until in mid-November, his luck ran out. A Federal 

armed cruiser, the RR Cuyler, had been the fastest steamer out of New York, on the 

Savannah run before the war. As she now bore down on the Armstrong, two other 

ships joined her, firing 195 shells at the blockade-runner, while Nelson calmly paced 

the bridge, trying to out-race them all. The identity of this witness has been lost, but 

he described Nelson as  

 

Cool and collected and was not any more affected than if he was moored to a dock in a safe 

harbour. 

 

The top of a paddle wheel was shot away and showered Nelson with debris. He 

shook himself clear and carried on. An exploding shell then set fire to the deck-house, 

and so the fire hose was broken out, the pumps turned on, and  

 

The fire put out with less excitement than would be seen in any city in times of peace. 

 

The Yankee ships were closing on them, and so the anchors and chains were 

thrown overboard and the masts cut away. More than 400 bales of cotton were 

dumped into the sea - everything possible was done to lighten her and out-run the 
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blockaders. But the rough sea was giving her a hard time, too, as the engine strained to 

breaking point. At the moment when the Yankee commander hailed, and ordered, in 

time-honoured fashion, to stop or he would blow her out of the water, the Armstrong’s 

engine frame broke in two. The brave Confederate runner was forced to strike her 

colours.  

 

When the Union lieutenant boarded, he asked how many were dead and 

wounded. The reply: not a single member of the ship’s company was scratched. One 

of the Yankee officers said with admiration: 

 

“We have captured 22 blockade runners and I think I know whereof I speak 

when I say that your captain is the bravest man who runs the blockade.” 

   

It was in the wake of the Alabama that the last great character played out her 

hour upon the stage. In the balmy summer of 1863, Bulloch was standing on the 

banks of the Clyde in the north of Britain, watching the comings and goings in the 

yard of Alexander Stephen and Sons as a beautiful new steamer was being fitted out 

for her maiden voyage. Full-rigged, her decks built of teak, her hull a composite of oak 

and iron for strength and space, she was the Sea King. Bulloch had to have her; but she 

was not for sale.  

 

The following summer had seen the proud demise of the Alabama, when 

Bulloch saw her, once again. She had just returned from her ten month voyage to the 

Far East, at times logging 300 miles in 24 hours. Her engines generated 200 

horsepower and she could out-run the fastest Federal warship. In fact, the Union 

Government was already worried about the chance that she might go to the 

Confederate cause, and, as things turned out, they were not disillusioned, for, this 

time, Bulloch got his way. In order to preserve the delusion long enough in order to 

make good her escape, this fine vessel, designed for fast, world-wide travel, coasted 

around the northern shores of Britain, under the improbable subterfuge that she was 

just another tramp picking up cargoes on her way to London. So, perhaps, the most 

surprising thing was that it worked; she reached Funchal, Madeira, unharrassed by the 
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enemy, on the 19th October, 1864, when she took on war supplies, ran up the 

Confederate flag, and sailed under her new name: Shenandoah. The sands of time were 

running out for the Confederacy, now, though, and her Commander’s orders were 

simple, but desperate: to inflict the greatest injury on the Federal war effort in the 

shortest possible time. And so it was, that in the next seven months she would travel 

nearly 40,000 miles, capture 38 ships, destroying 32 worth some $1,172,000 and taking 

1,053 prisoners.  

 

But it was too late, of course. Captain James I Waddell had little time to make 

any impact on the naval war, and by this time his best hopes were to raid the Union 

whaling fleet in the Pacific. In fact, by mid-summer of 1865, they were still at sea, 

unaware that the war had been over for three months. The story is taken up by the 

Shenandoah’s Lieutenant John Thomas Mason: 

 

On the second day of August, being a few hundred miles north of the equator, and on the 

lookout for vessels going to and from San Francisco, we were rudely shaken from our lethargy by the 

cry of “Sail ho!” which sail we hoped might be one of the Pacific mail steamers, but it turned out to be 

an Englishman a couple of weeks from San Francisco, and from him we received papers of the 20th of 

July, from which we learnt the most unexpected news of the downfall of the Confederate Government 

and all the attendant misfortunes. 

 

So long had we been from home and so ignorant were we of the condition of things there that 

this news seemed perfectly incredible, and to say that we were unprepared for it would convey but a 

faint idea of our feelings. As the news spread through the ship, men and officers gathered in knots 

about the decks to talk it over, or wandered listlessly about, not knowing what to do with themselves. 

A bluer looking set I have never seen before or since. After some hesitation the captain concluded to 

take the ship to Liverpool and give her up to the English Government. We dismounted our guns and 

put them below decks, closed up the portholes, hoisted our propeller, shut down the smokestack, which 

was of the telescopic kind, [even?] with the ship’s rail, and having thus eradicated all the appearances 

of a man of war and a steamer, we made sail and steered for cape Horn. 

 

The 17,000 mile journey to Liverpool ended on the 6th November 1865. With 
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Confederate colours flying proudly, she entered port, and surrendered to the British 

authorities. Two days later, at half past eight in the morning, they packed and finally 

left the ship. But what of her fate? Lieutenant Mason recalled that, after cruising as a 

merchantman for several years, she was purchased by the Khedive of Egypt for 

service as his yacht, and was finally lost off the Island of Madagascar in a cyclone. As 

surgeon Charles Lining concluded in his diary: 

 

We were the last thing that flew the Confederate flag and that was something to be proud of. 

 

 And Mike Usina? At the time of Lee’s surrender, Usina was in Bermuda with 

the Whisper, under English ownership. She was in need of repair, though and, rather 

than fall into enemy hands, he sailed for Halifax, Nova Scotia, in British territory. The 

Whisper was then repaired and Usina sailed to England, returning her to her owners at 

Liverpool.   
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The Downfall of the Confederacy 
 

For all the early victories which the Confederates had won on the field of battle, 

the most crucial victory they needed was that of Recognition, by Great Britain, at 

least. And Abraham Lincoln was the victor here, with his Emancipation Proclamation 

treading close on the heels of the Sharpsburg disappointment. The democracy of the 

United Kingdom could never be seen to oppose the Union on such terms. But the 

slavery issue recoiled against the Confederacy in other ways, still, which Washington 

had wisely predicted; as Seward wrote to Adams as early as the 28th May 1862: 

 

It is notorious, we could not conceal the fact if we would, that the dispute between them arises 

out of the question in which the negro race have a deep and lasting interest, and that their sympathies, 

wishes and interests, naturally , necessarily, inevitably, fall on the side of the Union. Such a civil war 

between two parties of the white race in such a place, and under such circumstances, could not be 

expected to continue long before the negro race would begin to manifest some sensibility and some 

excitement. We have arrived at that stage already. Everywhere the American general receives his most 

useful and reliable information from the negro, who hails his coming as a harbinger of freedom…. 

 

It cannot be necessary to prove to any enlightened statesmen that the labour of the African in 

the insurrectionary region is at present indispensable, as a resource of the insurgents, for continuing the 

war, nor is it now necessary to show that the same labour is the basis of the whole industrial system 

existing in that region. The war is thus seen to be producing already a disorganization of the 

industrial system of the insurrectionary states, and tending to a subversion of their social system…. 

 

The disorganization of industry, which is already revealing itself in the insurrectionary states, 

cannot but impair their ability to prosecute the war, and at the same time result indirectly in greater 

distress in Europe [from the interruption of supplies for their industries]. 

 

On the other hand, this disorganization operates far less injuriously at present to the Federal 

government and the loyal states. Every African labourer who escapes from his service is not only lost to 

the support of the insurrection, but he brings an accession to the productive labour of the loyal states, 

and to that extent increases their ability to continue the contest in which they are reluctantly engaged. 
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In this highly intelligent essay, Seward brought to the fore the critical element of 

economics. To a nation which could neither produce all it needed nor get the goods 

which it did produce to the places where they were wanted, a sound economy was 

critical, but the Confederacy had failed to stabilise its economy at all. With no industry 

to generate an economy, the institution of slavery was all that it had, to service its only 

asset in the farm belt. But the foodstuffs harvested, and the cotton so badly needed 

for clothes, still had to be distributed to the people and to the armies, and without an 

efficient railroad system, the food rotted, the cotton gathered dust, and the troops 

starved and shivered. While, in the North, factories became ever-more efficient and 

prosperous, turning out ample supplies, clothing and munitions, distributed to the 

troops efficiently through their railroad system. Although manpower was taken from 

farms, industry revolutionised agriculture, delivering machinery that was more efficient 

by far than human labourers, ironically exporting a grain surplus to Britain. 

 

1863 had been Lincoln’s greatest year, for reasons which went beyond 

Gettysburg. For his Emancipation manoeuvre, and for his military success, he won 

the most crucial prize: he won the neutrality of Europe. Amid public demonstrations 

of approval for the Emancipation proclamation in the spring, and news upon news of 

Southern defeats, the supporters of the Confederacy in the British Parliament watched 

the brave prospects of Recognition fade to a lonely echo. Ironically, it was one of 

those staunchest supporters who would be the executioner of his own cause. 

 

 The Tory Party still held a torch for the South, but with the reverses generated 

by Lincoln, the dancing in this political polka would be particularly delicate. Much 

better, believed their leader, Benjamin Disreali, to let somebody ‘feel out’ the House 

of Commons for them, before they committed themselves. Now, John Arthur 

Roebuck, Member of Parliament for Sheffield since 1849, had long harboured a 

European outlook on a strategy for Recognition, and this would now be the fulcrum 

of his speech to the House of Commons, a speech in which he would give all his 

power in support of the motion which he now proposed, to request the Queen to 

enter into negotiations with foreign powers for co-operation in recognition of the 
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Confederacy. Roebuck would be the man to ‘feel out’ the House for them. 

 

As Britain basked in high summer, Roebuck rose to his feet, and courageously 

fought a Gettysburg of his own, arguing that the South had established its 

independence, which was greatly to England’s advantage, since it put an end to the 

power of the United States in the West. Then Roebuck reported to the House at 

length on his astonishing audience with the Emperor of France, Napoleon III, in 

which he claimed that the Emperor’s wish and intention was to give formal 

Recognition if Great Britain did so too, and urged Britain to action. Roebuck was 

obviously trying to persuade Parliament that the South was no lost cause, that Britain 

had everything to gain by Recognition, and, most relevantly, that Britain would have 

the strength of France behind her. But Roebuck’s presentation was disastrous, and 

conveyed, instead, the impression that he was stealing some praise for international 

diplomacy, when it was clear to everybody that he was far out of his depth with a 

disingenuous French emperor who was well-able to exploit the situation with an 

agenda of his own.             

 

Lord Montagu, M.P. for Huntingdonshire, while declaring himself to be a friend 

of the South, was nothing short of sarcastic about Roebuck’s diplomatic dancing with 

Napoleon, and emphasised his own fears about the dangers of outright war with the 

North; most damaging of all to Roebuck’s motion, he moved an amendment to 

ensure a continuation of British neutrality. 

 

Gladstone, a powerful and deeply respected supporter of the South, might have 

been expected to rouse support, but carefully avoided expressions of sympathy for 

either North or South, and laboured heavily on the disaster which would be inflicted 

on political liberty if the North should wholly crush the South. He asserted that it 

would be unwise to adopt either Roebuck’s motion or Montagu’s amendment, and 

that Great Britain should not commit itself to any line of policy, especially as military 

events were then unfolding which might greatly alter the whole situation, although, in 

his words, the main result of the contest was not doubtful. 
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In fairness, it had always been essential for the Tory Party to support the 

motion, not just to let Roebuck ‘feel out’ the House before committing. As it turned 

out, the only member of the Tory Party to give strong support was Lord Robert Cecil, 

while supporters of the Union slashed into the motion with speech after speech 

supporting the neutrality policy of the Government. Perhaps the most gifted - and 

deadly - speech was made by John Bright, who laid stress on the danger of war and of 

British emancipation sentiment. He particularly cast doubt on the reliability of 

Roebuck’s version of his audience with Napoleon, who, he asserted, was in great 

danger of being too much represented in Parliament. In view of the growing ‘cold 

war’ with France over recent years, this had an especially poignant effect on the 

House. 

 

It had been a disastrous debate, in which Roebuck had done more harm than 

good for the Southern cause. The House adjourned, and he then found himself under 

the most intense pressure to abandon the motion, which he had carried forward on 

the complete misunderstanding that the Tory leadership would support him. He had 

begun his speech with a vehemence against others which led him into all sorts of 

tactical traps, and it then descended into an inquisition more into his personal 

truthfulness about the Napoleon interview, concluding with a sharp reproof which 

resulted in overwhelming support for the Government’s position. He realised that, if 

put to the vote, he would be defeated badly, which would have compounded the 

disaster for the Southern cause; and so, on the 13th July, Roebuck moved the 

discharge of his motion. 

 

Following so hard on the news of Gettysburg, it had a pole-axing effect on the 

Confederate Government. On the 4th August, Secretary of State Benjamin conceded 

the defeat of their plans, and wrote to Mason in London that it was clear to him that 

the debate in Parliament showed that the British Government was determined not to 

receive him. 

 

Under these circumstances, your continued residence in London is neither conducive to the 

interests nor consistent with the dignity of this Government, and the President therefore requests that 
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you consider your mission at an end, and that you withdraw, with your secretary, from London. 

 

 On the 21st September Mason duly notified Lord Russell, who replied on the 

25th:  

 

I have on other occasions explained to you the reasons which have induced Her Majesty’s 

Government to decline the overtures you allude to, and the motives which have hitherto prevented the 

British Court from recognizing you as the accredited Minister of an established State. 

 

These reasons are still in force, and it is not necessary to repeat them. 

 

I regret that circumstances have prevented my cultivating your personal acquaintance, which, in 

a different state of affairs, I should have done with much pleasure and satisfaction. 

 

 It was a turning point, of course. The Confederate Government had to 

Abandon Hope of official recognition by Britain, and with every new financial 

hardship heaped upon them, and every glittering reward that seemed to greet the 

Union, the Confederate fight seemed ever more vainglorious. But still they fought on. 

History has showed, time and again, of course, that a cause is by no means lost while 

the People still have a Will. After all, Britain was in an even more hopeless position 

against Germany in 1940, after the capitulation of France; and 1864 was proving so 

costly to the Union that the South guessed that they would sue for peace for the 

reason that the cost in terms of men, money, and the morale of the whole people, 

weighed out far more in the balance than what they were fighting for. Even Lincoln 

believed that he had little chance of re-election, as November came around, and that 

General McClellan, whom he had ironically sacked from the Union command, would 

be elected in his place. With Lincoln gone, the Confederacy might have a sporting 

chance to swing the war back in their favour. After all, they were not demanding 

anything from the Union, except the right to live and let live.  

 

The people of the North went to the polls, and gave Lincoln an electoral 

majority of 212 to 21. It was a landslide victory, and a vote of confidence in Lincoln’s 
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War. In England, the tide of confidence had ebbed ever-further away from Richmond 

in recent months, and respect for Lincoln was finding solid ground. That being said, 

the praise is ever for Lincoln - Lincoln, never the Union. On the 22nd November, 

‘The Times’ had this to say: 

 

Ever since he found himself firmly established in his office, and the first effervescence of national 

feeling had begun to subside, we have had no great reason to complain of the conduct of Mr Lincoln 

towards England. His tone has been less exacting, his language less offensive and, due allowance being 

made for the immense difficulties of his situation, we could have parted with Mr Lincoln, had such 

been the pleasure of the American people, without any vestige of ill-will or ill-feeling. He has done as 

regards this country what the necessities of his situation demanded from him, and he has done no 

more.  

 

While the Union grew from strength to strength, so the Confederacy hit 

disaster. In 1864 the Southern economy was in peril: credit resources were strictly 

limited, and an adequate tax system never devised, while the Government continued 

to print more money. Prices soared, hopelessly outstripping incomes, and by the 

spring of 1865, as the exhausted military effort of the South was at last brought to a 

halt, the Confederate economy finally collapsed. The Confederate Government was 

standing on the edge of the abyss of ruin, with its eyes apparently closed, until the 

Assistant Secretary of War, Judge John Campbell, opened them for General 

Breckinridge, the Secretary of War, on the 5th March 1865, with a graphic eye-witness 

account of just how hopeless the situation had become. But it was all too late.  Judge 

Campbell accompanied Vice-President Stephens and Senator Hunter to a last-ditch 

conference to try to explore a negotiated settlement with Lincoln and Seward; but the 

cards were stacked against them, and everybody knew it. Opposing the Confederate 

delegates was a nation which had been much the stronger economically from the start 

and now, it seemed, the war had only served to enrich still further, while the 

Confederates were coming to them because the war had brought them to economic 

collapse. They were in no position to bargain, and Lincoln and Seward knew it. 

Hence, the only terms that the North would offer, involved complete subjugation, and 

submission to Union rule. They had struggled and suffered for four years, and there 
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was no change. 

 

On the 14th March, President Jefferson Davis signed a Joint Resolution of the 

House of Representatives and Senate, vowing their determination to prosecute the 

war until the United States desisted from efforts to subjugate them and the 

independence of the Confederate States was established. It was an incredible show of 

faith against all odds, which had been encouraged by loud assertions from the army to 

fight on, regardless of the hopelessness of their position.     

 

Their courageous determination to fight on, only served to inflict deeper 

wounds on the Confederacy. With the opening weeks of 1865, the Union’s General 

Sherman had reached Savannah and the sea, having famously destroyed Atlanta on the 

way. He was now ordered to board ship and sail to Virginia where he should join 

Grant outside Richmond, rather than march through the Carolinas. He rebelled in a 

rage and wrote to General Halleck that Northerners 

 

would rejoice to have this army turned loose in South Carolina to devastate that state... This 

war differs from other wars, in this particular. We are not fighting armies but a hostile people, and 

must make old and young, rich and poor, feel the hard hand of war. 

 

Sherman had his way, and on the 1st February commenced his march north 

through the Carolinas, amid murder, rape and destruction, pushing Johnston before 

him, and crushing the exhausted Confederates in a series of small victories. 

Meanwhile, Grant increased the pressure against Lee’s overextended defences around 

Petersburg and, on the 1st April, the Federal army attacked at Five Forks, sixteen 

miles south of Petersburg, when the Confederate line finally broke. Lee had no option 

but to abandon Petersburg and Richmond. Jefferson Davis moved his capital to 

Danville while Lee retreated westwards hoping to link up with Johnston’s army, 

aiming then to defeat Sherman and Grant in turn. But then, on the 8th April, at 

Appomattox Court House, Lee found his path blocked by a powerful force under 

Sheridan.  
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The situation was hopeless, and on the next day, the 9th April, Lee formally 

surrendered to Grant, and on the 12th his remaining 28,000 men of the Army of 

North Virginia laid down their arms. He ended his Farewell to his men thus:  

 

With an unceasing admiration of your constancy and devotion to your country, and a grateful 

remembrance of your kind and generous consideration to myself, I bid you all an affectionate farewell. 

 

On the 24th April, ‘The Times’ drew to a conclusion its four-year account of the 

noble Confederate struggle with such glowing praise, that seldom, if ever, has it 

bestowed upon the soldiers of its own country. It must, surely, have spoken the words 

that were on everybody’s lips: 

 

Such is the end of the great army which, organized by the extraordinary genius of one man, 

aided by several other commanders of eminent ability, has done such wonders in this war. Not even the 

Grand Army of Napoleon himself could count a series of more brilliant victories than the force which, 

raised chiefly from the high-spirited population of Virginia, has defeated so many invasions of the 

State, and crushed the hopes of so many Northern generals. Chief and soldiers have now failed for the 

first and last time. They were victorious until victory was no longer to be achieved by human valour, 

and then they fell with honour. 

 

Britain finally signed off officially when Lord Russell wrote to the Lords 

Commissioners of the Admiralty on the 2nd June: 

 

I have the honour to state to your lordships that…. Intelligence has reached this country that 

the late President of the so-called Confederate States has been captured by the military forces of the 

United States, and has been transported as a prisoner to Fort Monroe, and that the armies hitherto 

kept in the field by the Confederate States have for the most part surrendered or dispersed.  

 

In this posture of affairs Her Majesty’s Government are of the opinion that the neutral nations 

cannot but consent that the civil war in North America as at an end. 

 

In conformity with this opinion Her majesty’s Government recognize that peace has been 
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restored within the whole territory of which the United States of North America before the 

commencement of the civil war were in undisturbed possession. 

 

As a necessary consequence of such recognition on the part of Her Majesty’s Government, Her 

Majesty’s several authorities in all ports, harbours, and waters belonging to Her Majesty whether in 

the United Kingdom or beyond the seas, must henceforth refuse permission to any vessel of war 

carrying a Confederate flag to enter any such ports, harbours, and water; and must require any 

Confederate vessels of war which, at the time when these orders reach Her Majesty’s authorities in 

such ports, harbours and water may have already entered there in the faith of Proclamations heretofore 

issued by Her Majesty and which, having complied with the provisions of such Proclamations, may be 

actually within such ports, harbours, and water, forthwith to depart from there. 

 

 But, even now, Russell was reflecting the English spirit of support for the 

Confederacy - he’d give the Confederates a head start over any Yankee warships 

waiting for them: 

 

But Her Majesty’s Government consider that a due regard for national good faith and honour 

requires that Her Majesty’s authorities should be instructed, as regards any such Confederate vessels 

so departing, that they should have the benefit of the prohibition heretofore enforced against pursuit of 

them within twenty four hours by a cruizer of the United States lying at the time within any such 

ports, harbours, and waters, and that such prohibition should be then and for the last time 

maintained in their favour. 

 

Russell had been a very practical statesman throughout the war, whose 

sympathy, like that of the majority of Britain, held for the Confederacy. Political 

philosophy was thriving in the Western World and, like many, Russell’s philosophy 

argued persuasively, that the natural political rights of individuals must be equal, and 

must reside in the individual to contract out of the State. Whole states of individuals 

had contracted out of the Union, and there could be no contrary right for the State to 

compel them to stay in. It was, in fact, the very point, enshrined in the American 

Constitution, which the Confederate representatives presented to the British 

Government in their effort to obtain Recognition. 
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It was not like the situation was particularly novel. Less than a year before, the 

British Government had encouraged rebellion in Naples and Sicily, supporting not 

just Garibaldi but such rebellion in general, for Government is made to serve the 

People, not the other way around. 

 

But practical statesmanship had to carry the day, and Russell’s view never 

apparently swayed that the best solution would have been a friendly separation of 

North and South. In his book ‘Recollections and Suggestions’, he had this to say in 

1874: 

 

The American Civil War was a calamitous event. Lord Campbell, then Lord Chancellor, 

was of opinion that the Government could not do otherwise than recognise the belligerent rights of the 

Southern States, important as they were, both in regard to the number of states, the extent of their 

commerce, and the population arrayed against the Central Government.  We therefore proclaimed 

neutrality as the policy we ought to pursue. 

 

Gladstone had observed Russell in a subtly different light in 1862, saying that he 

desired the severance as a diminution of a dangerous power, but prudently held his tongue. Russell 

certainly held his tongue; but as to the United States being a dangerous power, with 

the benefit of hindsight, it holds little water. Relations with the United States had been 

growing ever-closer, indeed it is a reasonably strong yardstick that the friendship 

between Britain and the United States survived not only the war but also the Geneva 

Conference that followed in its wake, of which we shall hear more shortly.   

 

Ultimately, Britain held her hand, not only because she foresaw the downstream 

consequences of war with the Union, but also because she saw herself likely soon to 

be fighting another power, which was far more dangerous at the time. Had the British 

Government wanted to proceed with the Mediation or Recognition idea, it could have 

done so, for Napoleon III of France would have been a very willing partner in the 

enterprise in 1862. Britain was locked in an arms race with France, though, and, as we 

have seen, another European war between the two powers looked a real possibility. 
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For God’s sake, they could not even work together in the Mexican campaign.  

 

But what if they had pressed on with the Mediation plan? Whether or not a 

peace had been mediated, Recognition would have followed, and with British naval 

and economic backing, the Confederate States would never have been subdued by the 

United States. In the early stages of peace, the fledgling Confederacy would have been 

a weak economic and political power, economically dependent on Europe as a market 

for her produce, and dependent also upon Europe for political support against the 

rival power in Washington. But with economic emancipation would have grown the 

commercial and cultural partnerships which have always been the camp followers of 

trade, and would have served to bind ever more strongly the ties between Britain and 

the Confederacy. 

 

Once again, we see the visions of what might have been, had the Confederate 

Government had a Foreign Policy, and the talent to use it, to steer the British and 

French towards co-operation. 

 

There was another casualty in this war. The people of Great Britain were truly 

shocked by the brutal murder of Abraham Lincoln, whose great worth they had only 

just come to count. Yet, it was Lincoln who had unleashed the dogs of this War 

between the States and, in a strange way, his death seemed to underline, for them, the 

certainty that now the war was over. On the 29th April, ‘The Times’ carried this 

powerful message: 

 

If anything could mitigate the distress of the American people in their present affliction, it 

might surely be the sympathy which is expressed by the people of this country. We are not using the 

language of hyperbole in describing the manifestation of feeling as unexampled. Nothing like it has 

been witnessed in our generation…. But President Lincoln was only the chief of a foreign State, and 

of a state with which we were not unfrequently in diplomatic or political collision. He might have been 

regarded as not much more than the head of any friendly Government, and yet his end has already 

stirred the feelings of the public to their uttermost depths. 
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 The ripples in the wake of the Civil War travelled far beyond the shores of 

America. Washington had consistently threatened, throughout the war, that Great 

Britain would have to account for her part in the conflict, and meant it. With the end 

of hostilities, the Americans were in no mood to forget old scores, and demanded 

redress from Britain. Ostensibly the claims demanded damages not only for losses 

inflicted by the Alabama, but also for many other cases of cruisers supplied to the 

Confederacy, and the downstream consequences of their actions. There can be no 

doubt that the United States was strongly motivated by a feeling of reproach, and 

perhaps of betrayal, arising out of Britain’s support for the Confederacy, both in terms 

of material assistance by British subjects and by the British Government’s recognition 

of the Confederacy, at least, as a belligerent power - the last step which a sovereign 

power can take short of all-out Recognition. Britain would go so far, and announced 

her regret for the consequences of the Alabama, but she saw any more prolonged 

prosecution of the complaint as quite misconceived. The complaint, in essence, 

focused on Britain’s recognition of the Confederacy as a belligerent power, which had 

infuriated Washington from the very start; but that had been a foreign policy decision, 

and no third party could dictate to Britain what her foreign policy should be. In 1867, 

Lord Stanley expressed the position with clarity: 

 

The question to be determined is whether the policy of Her Majesty’s Government in 

recognizing the Confederate States as a belligerent power was or was not suitable to the circumstances 

of the time when the recognition was made; 

 

Her Majesty’s Government think it necessary distinctly to say, both as regards the so-called 

Alabama claims brought forward by citizens of the United States and as regards the general claims, 

that they cannot depart, directly or indirectly, from their refusal to refer to a foreign power to determine 

whether the policy of recognizing the Confederate States as a belligerent power was or was not suitable 

to the circumstances of the time when the recognition was made.   

 

Sadly, it was Lord Stanley’s position which was misconceived, and quite 

forgotten, in the drama which was to follow. 
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The Geneva Conference 
 

Whereas differences have arisen between the Government of the United States and the 

Government of Her Britannic Majesty, and still exist, growing out of the acts committed by the 

several vessels which have given rise to the claims generically known as the Alabama claims……Now 

in order to remove and adjust all complaints and claims on the part of the United States, and to 

provide for the speedy settlement of such claims, which are not admitted by Her Britannic Majesty’s 

Government, the High Contracting Parties agree that all the said claims growing out of the acts 

committed by the aforesaid vessel and generally known as the Alabama Claims, shall be referred to a 

Tribunal of Arbitration to be composed of five Arbitrators, to be appointed in the following manner, 

that is to say: one shall be named by Her Britannic Majesty; one shall be named by the President of 

the United States; His Majesty the King of Italy shall be requested to name one; the President of the 

Swiss Confederation shall be requested to name one; and His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil shall be 

requested to name one. 

 

So it was, that in May 1871 the Treaty of Washington established the 

Arbitration to determine the dispute between Britain and the United States. The 

trouble was, what rights in law were the States trying to enforce? They were, indeed, 

the winners in the contest in which British support undoubtedly favoured the 

vanquished Confederacy, but, like any legal claim, they had to establish that Britain 

had broken some obligation to them. The truth of the matter, is that the only redress 

available to the United States was under international law, but, in fact, there was no 

international law to define what duty Britain held to the States. Both sides had 

endeavoured to explore a solution to the problem, without any success whatever. In 

these circumstances, the logical thing, argued the British Commissioners, was to 

submit the whole question to the Arbitrators of the Conference, to make findings in 

law and fact. The United States Commissioners, however, would have none of it: they 

had no choice but to accept that there had not been any established law at the time, 

but it made no sense, they argued, to submit questions of Britain’s liability to the 

Arbitrators, unless the principles which should govern the Arbitrators in their 

consideration of the facts were first agreed upon.  
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In the end, the British Commissioners gave way, and so the parties proceeded to 

draft the crucial Articles of the Treaty of Washington that would define the principles 

under which the issues would be tried. The result was terribly flawed in the eyes of 

modern lawyers, as it denied the Defendant one of the basic fundamentals of 

Constitutional Law: that no law shall have retrospective effect. Essentially, it is a 

cornerstone of the law that a person cannot go about his business lawfully on one day, 

to find that, on the next, a new law is passed to make his original business unlawful. 

The dilemma for the British and the Americans, whose legal systems are based on the 

same principles of justice, was that, if they did not submit to retrospective law, this 

whole Arbitration would fall apart; if they did, and settled the issues that otherwise 

would fester, a dangerous precedent in law would be set. It was the lesser of two evils; 

and, at least, in the future, they would have the law in place, should the issue arise 

again. So Article VI of the Treaty came into being: 

 

In deciding the matters submitted to the Arbitrators they shall be governed by the following 

three rules, which are agreed upon by the High Contracting Parties as rules to be applicable to the 

case, and by such principles of international law not inconsistent therewith as the Arbitrators shall 

determine to have been applicable in the case. 

 

RULES 

 

A neutral Government is bound - 

First, to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, A duty to use due diligence to prevent the 

fitting out, arming or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable ground to 

believe is intended to cruise or carry on war against a power with which it is at peace; and also to use 

like diligence to prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry on 

war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole, or in part, within such jurisdiction, 

to warlike use. 

Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to make use of its ports or waters as the base 

of naval operations against the other, or for the purpose of the renewal or augmentation of military 

supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men. 

Thirdly, to exercise due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, as to all persons within its 
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jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and duties. 

 

No end of careful drafting of these rules could conceal the fact that they had 

not been endorsed under international law at the time when the allegations were said 

to have taken place, though, and, for what it was worth, the British had to make that 

point fundamentally clear, although why they should do so is a little obscure, if they 

were committed to be bound by the Arbitrators’ award. In any event, this had to be 

reflected in Article VI, which therefore proceeded: 

 

Her Britannic Majesty has commanded her High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries to 

declare that Her Majesty’s Government cannot admit to the foregoing rules as a statement of 

principles of international law which were in force at the time when the claims mentioned in Article I 

arose, but that Her Majesty’s Government, in order to evince its desire of strengthening the friendly 

relations between the two countries and of making satisfactory provision for the future, agrees that in 

deciding the question between the two countries arising out of these claims, the Arbitrators should 

assume that Her Majesty’s Government had undertaken to act upon the principles set forth in these 

rules.     

     

With such riders inserted into the Treaty, the credibility of the process was 

brought into serious doubt, even though the parties were committing themselves to 

the mess. The British team’s leading lawyer, Sir Alexander Cockburn, would later give 

his opinion on the proceedings: 

 

It appears to me, I must say at the outset, that the effect of the treaty is to place not only the 

parties to this contest, but this tribunal itself, in a strange and anomalous position. Every obligation, 

for the non-fulfilment of which redress is claimed, presupposes a prior existing law, by which a right 

has been created on one side and a corresponding obligation on the other. But we have to deal with 

obligations arising out of a supposed law created for the first time by this treaty.  

 

It is, I cannot but think, much to be regretted that the whole subject-matter of this great 

contest, in respect of law as well as of fact, was not left open to us, to be decided according to the true 

principles and rules of international law in force and binding among nations and the obligations 
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arising out of them, at the time when these alleged causes of complaint are said to have arisen.  

 

However dull the rules of justice may be, this shows very well indeed how 

difficult the law would be without them. 

 

The United States’ claim was duly presented. Amid a never-ending stream of 

confusion, the British Agent, Lord Tenterden, had to make sense of it all, and his 

notes make interesting reading. Claims were made for 58 ships taken by the Alabama, 

involving damages of $6,557,694, and with interest of $4,740,420.24 a total of 

$11,298,110.04 was pursued. For the 43 ships allegedly lost to the Florida, damages of 

$4,616,303.93 attracted interest of $3,257,760.85, while the owners of the 34 ships 

taken by the Shenandoah claimed $3,663,227.46 in damages, and $2,123,741.46 interest.  

 

But there was a great deal more, besides. We know already about the adventures 

of these three raiders, whose life histories would be the focus of the Conference’s 

attention.  In addition, though, claims were made in respect of other ships allegedly 

supplied or in some way maintained by Great Britain, including the Tuscaloosa, a tender 

to the Alabama, and Clarence, Tacony and Archer, which had been tenders to the Florida. 

The Retribution was the subject of a claim, as were the Georgia, Nashville and her tender, 

Sumter; and the Tallahassee. The British defence to the claims against the Tallahassee 

makes good reading alone: 

 

“Upon what possible grounds can we be asked to award damages in respect of 

this vessel? Simply because, as it is said, the Tallahassee was a British steamer fitted out 

from London to play the part of a privateer out of Wilmington. But upon what 

authority is this statement made? Simply on that of a passage to that effect in a letter 

of Mr Adams to Earl Russell, written much later in March 1865 in which, complaining 

of the system of blockade-running carried on by British ships, he then speaks of the 

former Tallahassee: 

 

The Chameleon, not inaptly named, but before known as the Tallahassee, and still earlier as a 

British steamer fitted out from London to play the part of a privateer out of Wilmington, was lying at 
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that very time in Nassau, delivered indeed of her guns, but still retaining all the attributes of her 

hostile occupation. 

 

“When a government is unable to build or procure ships properly constructed 

for war, it may be driven to the expedient of converting merchant vessels into vessels 

of war; but a merchant does not buy ships of war to turn them to a purpose for which 

their construction makes them wholly unfit. But what if this vessel had been originally 

built as a privateer? Is it to be asserted that this alone, without any suggestion, much 

less proof, of default on the part of the British Government, is enough to fix the latter 

with liability for the acts of such a vessel? But it would be a waste of time to pursue 

this further. Here, again, I must say I think this claim ought never to have been 

submitted.” 

 

The United States’ claim against the Chickamauga is dismissed more bluntly still 

by Counsel: 

 

“The claim put forward in respect of this vessel is founded on a single act of 

coaling at Bermuda. I must express my surprise that the time of this tribunal should 

have been occupied with a claim so groundless and frivolous as this.” 

 

  At least some evidence had been submitted in support of these claims. In the 

cases of the Sallie, Jefferson Davis, Music, Boston and V H Joy, there was no material 

evidence at all.  

 

The total of the claims was not at all easy to ascertain during the Proceedings, 

indeed Jefferson Davis would calculate the total in aggregate as $26,408,170.31, 

including insurance costs, while Lord Tenterden placed the totals for the Alabama, 

Florida and Shenandoah alone at nearly $25 million. It was all complicated further during 

the Proceedings, when, without notice or leave, on the 19th August 1872, John 

Bancroft Davis, the Agent for the United States, served on the Arbitrators a set of 

new claims, which in fact he did not serve on Tenterden until the 21st, probably for 

the very good reason that they defied good reason. The quantum of damages claimed 
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had been increased without any reason, and, more incredibly, entirely new heads of 

claim were now made. Lord Tenterden addressed the Conference two days later, and 

carefully demolished these new demands: 

 

Claims for wages of the crews of captured vessels from the time of capture. And 

Claims for the loss of personal effects of those officers and crew. 

 

Tenterden drew the Arbitrators’ attention to the fact that there was not a shred 

of evidence as to the number of the crews nor as to the long and varying periods for 

which the calculations were made; there was not even any evidence that any personal 

effects demanded had in fact been lost! 

 

The Amended Claims were more outrageous still, though, for, in addition to the 

crew claims, Tenterden vigorously opposed new claims by the United States 

Government for the value of shares in vessels which had not been claimed up to the 

present; in other words, as Tenterden set out in his notes, where an individual 

Claimant had only claimed for four fifths of the value of a vessel, an arbitrary claim 

was now advanced, for the first time, on the part of the United States Government, 

for the remaining one fifth. Not only was there no evidence by the Government of 

ownership, but as the vessels had been insured, the owners may even have been paid 

for their interest by the insurers - possibly even English insurers.    

 

The demands involved incredible figures, amounting to more than the British 

National Debt, and more than the whole cost to which the Federal Government had 

been put for waging the war. Gladstone was now Prime Minister. As he said, the claim 

 

Contained a mass of matter at once irrelevant and exasperating, and advanced claims and 

pretensions such as it is wholly incompatible with national honour to admit or to plead before a 

tribunal of arbitration 

 

Washington’s glib response to Britain’s expression of outrage was to suggest 

that the United States could waive the claims if Canada were ceded. And there was the 
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core item in America’s agenda.  

 

Senator Charles Sumner, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 

originally planned to negotiate on a claim for damages of $2 billion or, in the 

alternative, the passing of imperial ownership of Canada to the United States. Canada 

had been a priority target for Washington since the War of 1812, the result of which, 

paradoxically, gave Canada nation-statehood. One might have thought that this would 

have put the idea out of Washington’s reach: not a bit of it. When Seward negotiated 

the Alaska Purchase in 1867, he intended it as the first step in a comprehensive plan to 

gain control of the entire Pacific Northwest and expected the Canadian possession of 

British Columbia to seek annexation to the United States, with Manitoba and Nova 

Scotia to follow. His plan suffered a set-back when growing Canadian nationalist 

sentiment in British Columbia called for staying part of the British Empire, but 

Seward seized his great opportunity in offering to settle the huge damages claim in the 

Alabama case in return for Canada.  

 

But the British Empire was not for sale.  

 

The Arbitrators strictly were obliged to make their Award on findings of law as 

applied to the facts as presented to them. After a tortuous Conference, they published 

their Award on the 14th September 1872. First and foremost, they addressed the case 

of the Alabama, and found that, having been built in Liverpool, and equipped and 

armed in the vicinity of Terceira by British ships, the British Government  

 

Failed to use due diligence in the performance of its neutral obligations; and especially that it 

omitted, notwithstanding the warnings and official representations made by the diplomatic agents of 

the United States during the construction of the said Number 290 to take in due time any effective 

measures or prevention, and that those orders which it did give at last, for the detention of the vessel, 

were issued so late that their execution was not practicable.  

 

And whereas, after the escape of the vessel, the measures taken were so imperfect as to lead to 

no result, and therefore cannot be considered sufficient to release Great Britain from the responsibility 
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already incurred; 

 

And whereas in dispute of the violations of the neutrality of Great Britain committed by the 

290, this same vessel, later known as the Confederate Cruiser Alabama, was on several occasions 

freely admitted into the ports of colonies of Great Britain, instead of being proceeded against, as it 

ought to have been in any and every port with British jurisdiction in which it might have been found,   

 

By a majority of four to one, the Tribunal held  

 

That Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission, to fulfil the duties prescribed in the 

first and the third of the Rules established by the VI Article of the Treaty of Washington. 

 

Turning to the Florida, she had, indeed, it was held, been built in Liverpool, and 

the British Government failed to resort to measures  

 

Adequate to prevent the violation of the neutrality of that nation, notwithstanding the 

warnings and repeated representations of the Agents of the United States, but Her Majesty’s 

Government has failed to use due diligence to fulfil the duties of neutrality.   

 

The Tribunal found that the Florida was unlawfully ensconced in the British 

territory at Nassau, and that her departure, the enlistment of men, supplies and 

armament, were all conducted in breach of her international duties; indeed, it had been 

carried out with the co-operation of a British vessel. Moreover, held the Arbitrators, a 

previous judicial acquittal of the ship at Nassau could not relieve Great Britain from 

her responsibilities under international law. Britain’s liability was compounded by 

several occasions on which the ship was freely admitted into ports of British colonies.  

 

The award: That Great Britain has in this case failed, by omission, to fulfil the duties 

prescribed…. 

 

The Tribunal looked just as carefully at the facts presented about the Shenandoah. 

Liability was quite a different matter in this case, for the Arbitrators applied the Rules 
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to all they had heard, and held that 

 

From all the facts relative to the departure from London of the merchant vessel Sea King and 

to the transformation of that ship into a Confederate cruiser under the name of the Shenandoah, near 

the island of Madeira, that the Government of Her Britannic Majesty is not chargeable with any 

failure, down to that date, in the use of due diligence to fulfil the duties of neutrality; 

 

But whereas it results from all the facts connected with the stay of the Shenandoah at 

Melbourne, and especially which the British Government itself admits to have been clandestinely 

effected of her force by the enlistment of men within that port, that there was negligence on the part of 

the authorities at that place.  

 

The Tribunal was unanimous, that Great Britain 

 

Has not failed by any act or omission, to fulfil any of the duties prescribed by the three Rules of 

Article VI in the Treaty of Washington, or by the principles of international law not inconsistent 

therewith, during the period of time anterior to her entry into the port of Melbourne. 

 

But by a majority of 3 to 2: 

 

The Tribunal decides that Great Britain has failed, by omission to fulfil the duties prescribed 

by the second and third of the Rules aforesaid, in the case of this same vessel, from and after her entry 

into Hobson’s Bay, and is therefore responsible for all acts committed by that vessel after her departure 

from Melbourne, on the 1st day of February 1865. 

 

As for the Tuscaloosa, Clarence, Tacony and Archer, the Tribunal was unanimous 

that such tenders or auxiliary vessels, being properly regarded as accessories, must necessarily follow the 

lot of the Principals, and be submitted to the same decision which applies to them 

 

By a majority of 3 to 2, the Tribunal determined in respect of the Retribution that 

the Government has not failed by any act or omission to fulfil any of the duty presented by the 

three Rules of Article VI in the Treaty or by principles of international law.  
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The Tribunal grouped together the cases of the Georgian, Sumter, Nashville, 

Tallahassee and Chickamauga when it found, unanimously, that Great Britain has not failed, 

by any act or omission, to fulfil any of the duties presented. 

 

Equally satisfyingly, the Tribunal grouped together the Sallie, Jefferson Davis, 

Music, Boston  and V H Joy: 

 

The Tribunal is unanimously of opinion, that they ought to be excluded from consideration, for 

want of evidence.  

 

The United States had claimed, in respect of all cases, for an indemnity for all 

the costs which they had incurred in pursuing the Confederate cruisers across the 

oceans, which the Tribunal firmly held was not, in the judgment of the Tribunal, properly 

distinguishable from the general expenses of the war carried on by the United States. The 

Arbitrators found on a majority of 3 to 2 that there was no ground for awarding such 

sums to the United States. 

 

The United States had claimed for future losses: that is, they demanded to be 

indemnified for the profits which the vessels would have earned in their trading 

careers, but for the intervention of the Confederate raiders. The Tribunal was 

unanimous: there was no ground for such an indemnity. Refusing to allow another 

evil, the Tribunal set aside the many double claims which had been made for the same 

losses, as well as inflated sums for “gross freight” in so far as they exceeded the 

acceptable net freight. They did, however, allow interest at a reasonable rate on all the 

damages that had been awarded. 

 

Well, that dealt with the question of liability. The question of assessing 

quantum, or the amount of the damages, had been delegated in the Treaty to a Board 

of Assessors, but the Arbitrators had the power to award a gross sum instead of 

referring the proceedings on further. They duly decided on a gross sum. This was the 

climax of seven years of bitter dispute: 
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The Tribunal, making use of the authority conferred upon it by Article VII of the said Treaty 

by a majority of four voices to one, awards to the United States the sum of fifteen millions five 

hundred thousand dollars in gold as the indemnity to be paid by Great Britain to the United States 

for the satisfaction of all the claims referred to the consideration of the Tribunal.  

 

For the mixed blessings of the Award on liability, this was, yet, an incredible 

sum, which was, in fact, difficult to reconcile even with the particulars of the United 

States’ claim. Indeed, the amount awarded was so much in excess of the claims for 

which the Arbitrators had held the British to be liable, even allowing for interest on 

them all, that Washington was left, literally, with an embarrassment of riches, and in 

December 1872 the Senate passed a Bill to create a commission to adjust the 

compensation due to claimants that would be discharged out of the indemnity fund 

awarded by the Conference. One commentator has even asserted that a residual 

balance was used for purposes never contemplated by the arbitration. 

 

With the benefit of a hundred and thirty years of hindsight, there is good reason 

to sympathise with the United States’ claims on liability. The support which Great 

Britain had given to the Confederacy exceeded by any margin of doubt the limits 

allowed to neutral powers, indeed the people of Great Britain had made a very 

considerable and effective commitment to the Confederate war effort. Throughout 

the war the United States had pointed this out to the Government time and time 

again, and so alerted the Government to its obligations of due diligence to guard 

against this. It had always been the Crown’s defence that she could not interfere in the 

lawful conduct of her subjects without evidence that could establish such activities to 

be illegal. Essentially, this meant that the Crown’s subjects had the right to go about 

their lawful business with whomever they wished, provided that such business was not 

illegal or void under the domestic law, and the Crown’s duty of due diligence under 

international law could only be exercised upon her subjects within the parameters 

which the domestic law allowed, which meant that sufficiently compelling evidence of 

infringement had to have been presented to the Government in order that its duty 

under international law could be discharged.  
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The whole crux of the Government’s liability should properly be decided 

according to the powers which it could exercise against those infringing the law. It 

would have been entirely improper for the Government to seize ships based merely 

on rumours and hearsay, indeed such evidence would never have stood up under 

cross-examination in a Court of Law; hence, the Government needed that compelling 

evidence before interfering with the British people going about their business. And 

there was no alternative: most definitely would it have been out of the question to 

subject people to interrogation in order to establish their criminality. The only way to 

establish guilt was, and still is, to obtain proof and use that as the cornerstone for 

challenging the accused. It is a bastion of the laws of natural justice: hear the other 

side.   

 

This is the restraining factor, the weakness in the loudly-shouted duty of due 

diligence - which, incidentally, the Treaty does not even define. And you cannot 

change the law of the land, just because another nation is bullying you, to overcome a 

weakness in their position. 

  

But there is a major balance to be struck in this argument, indeed it is something 

quite detached from the principles of law which we have discussed. Whichever way 

the evidence is sliced, with the benefit of hindsight today it does show that the people 

of Great Britain and her territories abroad supported the Confederate States materially 

and substantially, not by the mere fact of blockade-running, or buying raw cotton, 

which did not break the law, but in terms of the supply of material weapons of war 

such as privateers and cruisers, the supply of manpower, no end of goods for the 

Confederate war effort, port services and insurance. Faced with such evidence, any 

tribunal would draw the conclusion that no heed was paid to that Royal Proclamation 

made right at the beginning of the war: 

 

to observe a strict neutrality in and during the aforesaid Hostilities, and to abstain from 

violating either the laws and statutes of this Realm on their Behalf, or the Laws of Nature in relation 

thereto, or they will answer to the contrary at their Peril……. 
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 The crux of the matter flowed directly from this conclusion, when the 

Conference was able to rely on those incredibly dangerous three rules, to find that it 

was open to the Government to exercise due diligence and put a stop to such activity, 

in order to comply with her own obligations under the international rules on 

neutrality, but she failed to do so.  

 

Today, we may observe this from a distance, and, swallowing the breach of 

natural justice, agree with the Arbitrators. But what was the Government’s reason for 

failing to do so? Well, it was partly because of a very real dilemma: even if evidence 

were gathered of infringement of the neutrality law, what would be the consequence 

of interfering with the contracts of shipbuilders and the owners of vessels running to 

the South? In all likelihood, such consequence would have been evident at the next 

elections, as well as in the Courts, as we saw in the case of the Laird rams; the truth is, 

a Government simply cannot interfere with people’s lawful business on the strength 

of a rumour. But it was also partly because the Government had maintained a cunning 

plan, for the critical part of the war, to await her opportunity to recognise the South. 

Whatever the reasons, a modern observer would be tempted to conclude that the 

British Government had failed to uphold the international rules which regulated 

neutrality.    

 

It must be remembered that the Conference was obliged to make its award 

solely on findings of law based on the evidence before it, nothing else. It was entirely 

immaterial whether or not Great Britain was committed to the belligerent whom she 

believed to be in the right. Moral concerns were irrelevant. Or, rather, should have 

been, because an allegation has been levelled that clouds the whole issue, for evidence 

has been presented that the Arbitration offended another of the bastions of natural 

justice: that the Tribunal should be impartial. Of the Arbitrators, one was a Brazilian; 

without any evidence which I have been able to find, it has been alleged that he 

thought more of the goodwill of the United States than of Britain. The second was a 

Swiss, who had no knowledge of the subject matter of the case: Switzerland possesses 

no seaboard and he sought no grounding in the maritime matters that were being 
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argued. This I can understand; but, again, I cannot find any evidence to support the 

allegation that his sympathies were on the side of the Republic. Indeed, I cannot find 

any evidence that would condemn the Tribunal’s impartiality as regards determining 

liability. The real problem that we encounter, is with the Italian Arbitrator. After the 

award was made, Lord Selborne protested on behalf of the British Government at the 

size of this gross award of damages, to which the Italian replied: 

 

You are rich, very rich. 

 

This was such an outrageous comment that it must taint the entire proceedings 

and, without condemning the whole proceedings without further evidence, at least 

make the proceedings unsafe, and lead fairly to the conclusion that Britain was, 

indeed, denied that basic right of natural justice, to be tried by an impartial tribunal. 

Jefferson Davis sought to put the award into a wider perspective in ‘The Rise and Fall 

of the Confederate Government’: 

 

The indirect damages upon the commerce of the United States produced by these cruisers were 

far beyond the amount of the claims presented to the Geneva Conference. 

  

As obliquely comforting as this may be, it is a little hard to swallow, particularly 

when confronted with the lack of evidence to support it. By now, though, the Gods 

had looked upon the great statesmen who had steered Britain through the Civil War, 

and coldly ordered “Go”. Palmerston had died in 1865, and Russell had retired from 

public life. Montague Bernard held the firm opinion: 

 

I think that two at any rate of the three cases decided against us were cases of very reasonable 

doubt; and that the award, though we may dissent from it, is such as may without any great 

dissatisfaction, or any loss of self-respect, be accepted as a settlement of a controversy which, remaining 

unsettled, threatened to prove in the future extremely injurious to both nations. 

 

So, Britain got caned, and maybe she got caned for the wrong reasons but, in 

the long run, she did not suffer so badly for her part in the Civil War. There may be 
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some irony in the fact that, in the most internecine war in the history of the United 

States, Great Britain was the foreign power most closely involved, yet today she and 

the United States are the closest of friends. Long may that flourish; but, for all the 

arguments of law, we cannot escape from the awful truth that stands, glaring and 

reproachful, head and shoulders over the faltering figure of Britain’s contentious 

neutrality. On the day that Washington took up arms to fight the Secessionists until 

they were crushed, the ineffable doctrine of Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness 

was challenged by the authority of the State. The State won, while Britain stood by; 

she dithered, then eventually stood back from Recognition, and failed the people and 

the cause of the Confederacy.  
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Legacy 
 

In a quiet, contemplative sort of spot in Atlanta, Georgia, in the cool shade of a 

spreading tree, there is a stone monument you should see some day. It is no marbled 

mausoleum, nor a mighty tower, and yet it is the more moving for all that: a stone 

lion, asleep upon the national flag of the Confederacy. Every bit as powerful in its 

own way as the Cenotaph is to England, this is the monument to the unknown 

Confederate dead, who gave their lives in the War Between the States. As Mary 

Boykin Chesnut wrote on the 2nd August 1865:  

 

Never let me hear that the blood of the brave has been 

shed in vain! No! It sends a cry down through all time. 

 

The truth is, that Reconciliation has proved to be much more difficult than 

Reconstruction. Major General John B Gordon wrote his recollections after the end 

of the war: 

 

The unseemly things which occurred in the great conflict between the States should be forgotten, 

or at least forgiven, and no longer permitted to disturb complete harmony between North and South. 

American youth in all sections should be taught to hold in perpetual remembrance all that was great 

and good on both sides; to comprehend the inherited convictions for which saintly women suffered and 

patriotic men died; to recognize the unparalleled carnage as proof of unrivalled courage; to appreciate 

the singular absence of personal animosity and the frequent manifestation between those brave 

antagonists of a good-fellowship such as had never before been witnessed between hostile armies. It will 

be a glorious day for our country when all the children within its borders shall learn that the four years 

of fratricidal war between the North and the South was waged by neither with criminal or unworthy 

intent, but by both to protect what they conceived to be threatened rights and imperilled liberty; that 

the issues which divided the sections were born when the Republic was born, and were forever buried in 

an ocean of fraternal blood. We shall then see that, under God's providence, every sheet of flame from 

the blazing rifles of the contending armies, every whizzing shell that tore through the forests at Shiloh 

and Chancellorsville, every cannon-shot that shook Chickamauga's hills or thundered around the 

heights of Gettysburg, and all the blood and the tears that were shed are yet to become contributions 
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for the upbuilding of American manhood and for the future defence of American freedom. The 

Christian Church received its baptism of pentecostal power as it emerged from the shadows of Calvary, 

and went forth to its world-wide work with greater unity and a diviner purpose. So the Republic, 

rising from its baptism of blood with a national life more robust, a national union more complete, and 

a national influence ever widening, shall go forever forward in its benign mission to humanity.  

 

Immortal words, which show the only way forward - the Union of one nation. 

The trouble is, that President Lincoln was right: for such a Union to succeed, any 

hopes of a minority towards a nationalism that might threaten that Union, must be 

stifled. The cherished heritage of a society is a potential hotbed of nationalism, if that 

heritage continues to nurse the grievances that once before led to civil war. Today, in 

the twenty-first century, the economic forces and the interference with States Rights 

which had led to the war, have disappeared - so there is no more threat. But the 

South’s heritage is still regarded in the North with much suspicion - no doubt because 

Northerners do not understand it. They do have a very convenient instrument in their 

favour, here, for the North cleverly used Emancipation as a weapon of war, and it has 

since stood them in good stead, for they have been able to identify the Confederate 

Flag as a symbol of racism, which it most certainly was not. The result is that it has 

fallen from grace in virtually all the Southern States, hence this essential symbol of 

Southern heritage remains a totem for the politically correct, who demand a symbol 

that must be reviled by all who defend the freedom and equality of all men, regardless 

of colour - a highly convenient way for Washington to stifle the South’s nationalism, 

for the abandonment of the state flag must be taken by the state itself.  

 

Which is where we started. 

 

But with the root causes of the war despatched, the South’s heritage can be the 

only casualty left by the abandonment of such a symbol. It is a needless casualty, as 

well: Reconciliation should respect heritage, it should compromise with it, and make 

use of it in the very fabric of a strong Union. The very fact that so much bitter 

opposition and resentment has flowed from the abandonment of the Southern flag, 

should teach us a vital lesson in problem solving: to treat the other's values, beliefs 
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and opinions with respect, otherwise the problem will be disinclined to go away.  
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